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Abstract 

Heterogeneous ice nucleation in the immersion mode plays a vital, yet poorly understood, role 

in the development of ice in mixed-phase clouds. From recent work it is thought that mineral 

dusts are a major, globally important source of ice-nucleating particles (INP). However, field 

observations to support this are sparse and the prediction of INP concentrations is challenging. 

This thesis expands on our current knowledge of the ice-nucleating characteristics of various 

components of mineral dust with the ultimate goal of being able to better predict INP 

concentrations globally and improve our fundamental understanding. These laboratory based 

experiments are then used to guide fieldwork studies and develop an interpretation of the 

observations. In addition to this, presented here is the development and characterisation of a 

new immersion mode assay for the detection of low concentrations of INP. 

From previous work K-feldspar is thought to be the dominant component in mineral dusts for 

ice nucleation. However, the quartzes have not been extensively surveyed although they make 

up a much larger proportion of mineral dusts than K-feldspar (in most instances). The 

investigation of 10 α-quartz samples show quartz to be ice active with a large variability in 

activity and sensitivity to time spent in water and air. The development of four new 

parameterisations supports evidence that K-feldspar is the dominant mineral INP in the 

atmosphere and we can predict field collected dust sample measurements well with the 

proposed K-feldspar parameterisation. 

We also make the first field measurements of INP at Barbados where desert dust aerosol is 

present which has been transported for many days after being emitted from dust sources in 

Africa. We show the activity of the dust to have decreased on transport across the Atlantic. 

Using XRD, SEM and INP modelling we attribute the deactivation to the preferential loss of 

the K-feldspar component on transport. 

The last section of this project describes the development of a 50 µL drop assay which is more 

sensitive to the detection of low concentrations of INP active at warm temperatures (> -15°C) 

and lends itself to future use in field campaigns. This instrument is novel in that it uses an 

infrared camera to make temperature measurements and to automatically detect freezing. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1   Clouds in the Earth’s climate system 

Clouds are an essential component in determining the Earth’s climate and radiative budget. 

Their physical properties are a determining factor to what influence a cloud will have on the 

Earth’s climate with both incoming shortwave and outgoing long wave radiation being 

influenced (Storelvmo, 2017; Tan et al., 2016), see figure 1. Clouds can also effect wind 

patterns as well as play a key role in the hydrological cycle through processes such as water 

transport and precipitation (Hoose and Mohler, 2012; Murray et al., 2012a). There is much 

uncertainty on the impact of clouds on the global energy budget (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; 

Wild et al., 2019) but the 2013 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate change (IPCC) report 

would suggest that clouds result in a net cooling effect of up to -20 W m-3 (Boucher et al., 

2013). (Ipcc, 2014) attribute this uncertainty to the unknowns of interactions between clouds 

and aerosols. 

Figure 1.1: A representation of the appearance, composition, typical midlatitude altitude, 

and radiative effects of (a) cirrus and (b) mixed-phase clouds. Figure taken from 

Storelvmo (2017). 
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Aerosol can exist as a primary product (such as mineral dust, anthropogenic emissions and sea 

salt) or as secondary aerosol as the result of condensing gases. The properties of the aerosol 

present impacts the clouds size, liquid water content, lifetime and amount of ice vs supercooled 

droplets. These impacts are otherwise known as aerosol indirect effects (Denman et al., 2007) 

and the work by Köhler (1936) formed the basis for our current understanding of cloud droplet 

formation and growth. This work suggested that cloud droplets could not form under 

atmospheric humidity’s without the presence of hygroscopic particles to act as a cloud 

condensation nuclei (CCN). If the atmosphere was completely aerosol free then extreme 

supersaturations could develop and lead to homogeneous droplet formation but in reality there 

are many anthropogenic and naturally occurring aerosol that can act as CCN and activate 

aerosol to form droplets at much lower humidity’s. Once relative humidity reaches 100% cloud 

droplet formation occurs with the amount of CCN hardly ever being a limiting factor 

(Storelvmo, 2017). Based on the work of (Köhler, 1936) it is then understandable that a clouds 

reflective properties can be determined by the CCN concentration. If a cloud was to form in 

the presence of a high concentration of CCN then the droplets would be small but abundant. 

Likewise if a cloud, of a similar water content, was to form under low CCN concentrations 

then the cloud would develop less but larger water droplets and therefore be optically thinner 

than the cloud developed with high CCN concentrations. This effect is often referred to as the 

Twomey effect (Twomey, 1977), the first aerosol indirect effect, or the cloud albedo effect 

(Storelvmo, 2017).The Twomey effect can then have an impact on a clouds water content and 

life time as the size of the droplets can affect the rate of droplet collisions and coalescence 

(with smaller droplet sizes tending to be less efficient) and has been termed the Albrecht effect, 

the cloud lifetime effect or the second indirect aerosol effect (Albrecht, 1989). This effect is 

particularly important for warm rain processes. The above mentioned effects demonstrate the 

sensitivity of a clouds properties to the  presence of CCN aerosol. 

However, under the right conditions aerosol can also act as ice-nucleating particles (INP) to 

initiate cloud glaciation, which also influences a clouds liquid water content and albedo. The 

presence and morphology of ice in clouds influences its properties such as its lifetime and 

optical thickness (Hartmann et al., 1992; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). A list of aerosol effects 

on different cloud types can be seen in table 1. Vergara-Temprado et al. (2018) have 
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demonstrated the importance of these aerosol indirect effects by explaining the large biases of 

model simulated cloud reflectivity over the Southern Ocean. They show that the low 

concentrations of ice-nucleating particles are not represented in models and that these 

concentrations are vital for understanding the life time of the clouds and therefore their impact 

on the radiative budget. This is particularly important when modelling the effect of 

anthropogenic influences for climate change in the future. Tan et al. (2016) have shown that 

the climate sensitivity is underestimated in models where INP are poorly constrained and the 

equilibrium climate sensitivity can be up to 1.3 °C higher in models that are constrained by 

liquid-ice observations from satellites. This is linked directly to the reduction in the amount of 

glaciation with a warming climate which leads to a weakened cloud-phase feedback. It is then 

clear that in order to make better climate predictions we need to understand the process of ice 

nucleation in the atmosphere. 

Aerosol-Cloud Interaction Definitions 

Aerosol Effects on Liquid Clouds 

The Twomey effect refers to the increased albedo associated with clouds forming in 

environments with an abundance of CCN; these consist of more, but smaller, cloud 

droplets compared with similar clouds forming in clean environments. It is also 

known as the cloud albedo effect or the first indirect aerosol effect. 

The Albrecht effect refers to the prolonged lifetime of clouds in response to the 

reduced warm-rain production efficiency expected to accompany an aerosol-induced 

reduction in cloud droplet size. The effect, Also known as the cloud lifetime effect or 

the second indirect aerosol effect, is thought to yield a net cooling by causing liquid 

clouds to be more extensive, whether spatially, temporally, or both. 

Aerosol Effects on Mixed-Phase Clouds 

The cloud glaciation effect is hypothesised to occur in response to an increase in 

aerosol particles that can act as INP. Additional INP would be expected to nucleate 

more ice crystals, which could in turn lead to a more rapid conversion from liquid ice 

to ice through diffusional growth or riming. This more rapid cloud glaciation would 

decrease cloud optical thickness and likely produce precipitation. 

The deactivation effect could occur as a result of an increase in aerosol precursor 

gases, which when condensing onto INP could in fact deactivate their ice-nucleating 

ability either temporarily or permanently. This could reduce cloud glaciation through 

the mechanisms described above. 
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A mixed-phase cloud lifetime effect would work in much the same way as the 

lifetime effect for liquid clouds described above. 

Aerosol Effects on Cirrus Clouds 

INP effects on cirrus clouds: Additional INP could increase the heterogeneous ice 

nucleation rate and suppress homogeneous nucleation, which would yield fewer but 

larger ice crystals and optically thinner clouds. That is, assuming there is sufficient 

homogeneous nucleation to suppress, an increase in INP abundance would have a 

cooling effect on climate. The opposite would be true if heterogeneous nucleation 

dominated cirrus cloud formation. 

Sulphate effects on cirrus clouds: Sulphur emissions should increase the number 

concentration of small solution droplets available for homogeneous nucleation in the 

upper troposphere, which could in theory produce effects similar to the Twomey and 

Albrecht effects for warm clouds by increasing the number of ice crystals formed 

once the criteria for homogenous nucleation are met. 

Table 1.1: A list of aerosol-cloud interactions and their resulting effects. Table modified 

from an insert from Storelvmo (2017). 

 

1.2 Ice nucleation in the atmosphere 

Ice nucleation is thought to be important for both cirrus and mixed-phase clouds. Where cirrus 

clouds are composed entirely of ice crystals and mixed-phase clouds are a combination of the 

ice and liquid water phases. The nucleation of ice crystals straight from the vapour phase is not 

favourable in the troposphere and so an aerosol particle is often needed to act as an INP which 

highlights the importance of understanding heterogeneous ice nucleation for mixed-phase 

clouds in the regime of 0 to about -37 °C (Forster et al., 2007; Kanji et al., 2017). Although an 

INP is beneficial for ice formation it is worth noting that ice can form homogenously in the 

atmosphere at temperatures sufficiently cold enough, below around -33 °C  (Herbert et al., 

2015; Riechers et al., 2013).  Cirrus clouds form in the upper troposphere at temperatures 

roughly below -38 °C. Ice nucleation under cirrus conditions is thought to occur by both the 

immersion and the deposition mode, which are discussed in more depth in section 1.4. Mixed-

phase clouds form in the mid to lower troposphere at temperatures between 0 to -38 °C. For 

mixed-phase clouds heterogeneous ice nucleation above ~ -33 °C is thought to be the 

dominated by the immersion mode process (Cui et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2011). In this project  

my studies are focused on the immersion mode for this reason. 
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Although supercooled water can exist in clouds well-below -33 °C we often see clouds 

glaciating at much warmer temperatures (Ansmann et al., 2009; Kanitz et al., 2011). This 

demonstrates the importance INP have for ice formation in clouds with Choi et al. (2010) 

reporting that roughly 50 % of clouds globally are glaciated at -20 °C. It should be noted that 

INP in the atmosphere are much rarer than CCN. It has also been found that the number of 

aerosol particles capable of acting as an INP increases with decreasing temperature (Mason, 

1971; Meyers et al., 1992; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). INP concentrations are typically 

measured to be on the order of 10-4 to 10-1 cm-3 depending on location and temperature (where 

the limits are defined by the experimental limitations) (DeMott et al., 2010; Mason, 1971; 

Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), with values in excess of 1 cm-3 being recorded in desert dust 

plumes (DeMott et al., 2003). Vergara-Temprado et al. (2018b) demonstrated that 

concentrations much lower than 0.1 L-1 can deplete the liquid water content of shallow clouds 

in the Southern Ocean which strongly changes their radiative properties. Remote marine 

regions appear to have the lowest INP concentrations recorded (DeMott et al., 2016; Rosinski 

and Morgan, 1988) and no correlation between the concentration of CCN and INP is apparent 

(Rogers et al., 1998). 

For a particle to act as an effective INP Pruppacher and Klett (1997) suggest that the particle 

should: (1) be insoluble in water; (2) have sufficient size; (3) have the ability to make chemical 

bonds between the INP surface and water; (4) have a crystallographic match to the shape of 

ice, i.e. lattice match. Exceptions to these guidelines have been found which means caution 

should be applied when investigating a material using these criteria. At present the 

understanding of INPs is limited and the only way to determine the ice-nucleating efficiency 

of a material is to carry out quantitative experimentation (Murray et al., 2012). More recent 

work has attributed the activity of some minerals to the presence of defects on the crystals 

surface with high speed microscopy finding preferred locations for ice nucleation to occur 

(Holden et al., 2019; Whale et al., 2017). The nature of these defects is on the nanoscale and 

so there they are still poorly understood but may lead to new studies which can probe into the 

nature of their ice-nucleating ability and provide a basis for predicting the ice-nucleating ability 

of a material.  

The presence of these active sites/INP can lead to the initial formation of ice via a 

heterogeneous pathway and have drastic effects on the ice crystal size and content in a cloud 
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as well as leading to secondary ice formation. Initial ice crystals will grow at the expense of 

the surrounding supercooled water droplets (known as the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen 

process) until they are large enough to fall out (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). If many ice 

crystals were to form in the presence of supercooled water then the lifetime of the cloud would 

be longer than that of a cloud which had fewer ice crystals. This is because the fewer ice crystals 

would be able to grow larger at the expense of the supercooled droplets, due to less competition 

from other growing crystals, and therefore become denser and fall out, dissipating the cloud. 

The amount, size and concentration of the ice crystals significantly changes the radiative 

properties of the cloud and is directly affected by the concentration of INP in regimes where 

homogeneous ice formation is not possible (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). Primary ice 

formation can also be the catalyst for secondary ice formation processes which can increase 

the concentration of ice crystals by several orders of magnitude (Field et al., 2017; Phillips et 

al., 2003). The most well understood of these secondary ice formation processes is the Hallet-

Mossop process which occurs at temperatures between -3 to -8 °C (Hallett and Mossop, 1974). 

These secondary ice formation processes are thought to explain field observations where ice 

crystal concentrations are orders of magnitude higher than the INP concentrations (Mignani et 

al., 2019). 

1.2.1 Atmospheric-ice nucleating particles 

 

Electron microscope work has analysed snowflakes and found mineral dust to be commonly 

found within them which would suggest that mineral dust acts as an effective INP in the 

atmosphere (Eriksen Hammer et al., 2018; Iwata and Matsuki, 2018; Pratt et al., 2009). In these 

studies biological, soot and salt components have also been found with evidence for the 

deactivation of INP by the presence of the salt component (Iwata and Matsuki, 2018; Si et al., 

2019). Climate model simulations by Hoose et al. (2010) have proposed that up to 77% of INP 

active between 0 to -38ºC are accounted for by mineral dusts making mineral dusts a globally 

important source of INP. At present there is an understanding that the K-feldspar component 

is responsible for the generally high ice-nucleating ability of mineral dust (Atkinson et al., 

2013b). A fuller review of mineral dusts can be found in section 1.3.  
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Primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs) have been known to nucleate ice for half a 

century and come from living organisms (Matthias-Maser and Jaenicke, 1995; Schnell and 

Vali, 1973). PBAPs can be pollen, viruses, bacteria, fungal spores, or fragments of plants and 

animals. The exact concentration of these PBAPs in the atmosphere is difficult to quantify but 

it has been estimated that up to 1000 Tg a year of PBAPs are emitted to the atmosphere 

(Jaenicke, 2005; Jaenicke et al., 2007). Other studies have attributed ~20%, by number (< 0.4 

µm), of aerosol sampled is attributable to PBAPs (Graham et al., 2003; Gruber et al., 1999; 

Matthias-Maser and Jaenicke, 1995; Morris et al., 2011). The effect of biological components 

in transported mineral dusts is still poorly understood but there is evidence to suggest that 

mineral dusts can act as carriers for ice-nucleation active biological species. O’sullivan et al. 

(2014) showed that dusts extracted from fertile soils can have high ice-nucleating efficiencies 

which decrease in activity with heat treatment. This provides evidence for the presence of 

biogenic ice-nucleating material combined with mineral dusts. Further work by O’Sullivan et 

al. (2016) has proven that proteins from a common soil borne fungus (Fusarium avenaceum) 

can actively bind to kaolinite particles and the ice-nucleating activity of the protein can be 

sustained once adsorbed onto the clay surface. Schnell (1974) found that there were biological 

INP present in soil dusts in the Sahel, but it is unclear if this biological component is important 

once airborne. However, O’Sullivan et al. (2018) recently measured airborne aerosol at an 

agricultural site in the U.K. and suggested the presence of biological INP internally mixed with 

mineral dust. This has potential significance for the activity of mineral dusts at warm 

temperatures if biological INP are present. The relative contributions of mineral and biogenic 

components as INP is still poorly understood. 

More recently marine organics have been proven to be effective INP, especially in remote areas 

with low concentrations of aerosols (DeMott et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2015). A bubble 

bursting process on the water surface is thought to eject material from the microlayer of the 

ocean and provide a source of efficient INP to the atmosphere (DeMott et al., 2016; Wilson et 

al., 2015), see figure 1.2. Although mineral dusts are the major source of INP globally there 

are instances in remote areas ,such as the southern ocean, where marine organics are thought 

to become the dominant INP (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017). 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the process leading to marine organic aerosol being emitted to 

the atmosphere. Rising bubbles scavenge organic material when rising to the surface 

resulting in an enrichment of organic material at the air-sea interface. The bubbles may 

then burst which allows for the ejection of organic material as organic-rich film drops. 

Diagram is taken from Wilson et al. (2015). 

At current there is much debate and discussion on the role of anthropogenic combustion aerosol 

as INP (Ardon-Dryer and Levin, 2014; Chen et al., 2018; Demott, 1990; Grawe et al., 2018; 

McCluskey et al., 2014; Schill et al., 2016; Ullrich et al., 2017; Umo et al., 2015). Contradicting 

measurements have been made which has led to an unclear role of this aerosol type as an INP 

in the atmosphere. For example, Twohy et al. (2010) observed increased ice crystal 

concentrations correlating to black carbon content in mixed-phase clouds. In contradiction to 

this Pratt et al. (2009) observed no enhancement of combustion aerosol in ice crystal residues 

from the very same campaign. At present there is still much uncertainty in the role of 
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combustion aerosol as INP but there is a general consensus that mineral dust is the major global 

source of INP along with contributions from marine organics and other possible sources. This 

is supported by the work of Vergara-Temprado et al. (2018a) who completed a recent 

laboratory investigation into the ice-nucleating ability of soot and found results to be in 

agreement with other recent studies (Schill et al., 2016; Ullrich et al., 2017). These results were 

implemented into a global model which demonstrated that BC was unlikely to contribute 

substantially to atmospheric INP populations with BC INP concentrations being several orders 

of magnitude lower than mineral dust and marine organic INP concentrations A compilation 

of the ice-nucleating ability of various materials can be seen in figure 1.3, (Murray et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 1.3: Compilation of the active site densities of various materials which are known 

to nucleate ice. It can be seen that biogenic materials are extremely efficient at 

nucleating ice, however mineral dusts are more prominent as INP in the atmosphere 

due to their abundance. Figure taken from Murray et al. (2012). 

 

1.3   Mineral dust in the climate system 

Mineral dusts are composed of various minerals with the three most abundant mineral groups 

in the atmosphere being the clays, quartz and feldspars respectively, see figure 1.2 (Murray et 

al., 2012). These dusts are created by the scavenging of material from the surface layer of the 

earth and therefore mineral dusts are similar in composition to the crust. When subject to 
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weathering crustal rocks can break down into fragments (silts, sands and gravels) to form soils 

(Press et al., 2003). If these soils are not lithified then erosion can transport these mineral 

fragments and hence these minerals can be lofted into the atmosphere where they can play a 

role in the glaciation of clouds. Creep or reputation, saltation and suspension are the three major 

modes of sediment transport in Aeolian systems (Pye, 1994), figure 1.5. Saltation, in particular, 

is important for the ejection of material to the atmosphere and is controlled by elastic impacts 

as a result of moving grains colliding with stationary grains on a surface. It is estimated that 

between 1000 to 3000 Tg of mineral dust is aerosolised in the atmosphere each year (Zender 

et al., 2004) commonly being sourced from arid regions such as Asia, Africa and the middle 

East, referred to as the Dust Belt (Prospero et al., 2002). The amount of mineral dust emitted 

to the atmosphere may change in future years as anthropogenic land use changes (e.g. 

deforestation and desertification) (Ginoux et al., 2012; Mahowald, 2007), with estimates 

suggesting that mineral dust emissions have doubled during the twentieth century (Mahowald 

et al., 2010). Estimates have attributed up to 50% of aerosolised mineral dust as a result of 

anthropogenic influences (Sokolik and Toon, 1996; Tegen and Fung, 1995) with a more recent 

study reporting roughly 25% of mineral dust is produced as a result of human influences 

(Ginoux et al., 2012). 
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Figure 1.4: Average composition of atmospheric dusts. The heading ‘other’ includes 

materials such as gypsum, goethite, haematite, palygorskite and halite. Diagram is taken 

from Murray et al. (2012). 
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Figure 1.5: Modes of sediment transport in air where saltation can lead to ejected 

particles being suspended in airflow and emitted to the atmosphere. Diagram modified 

from Pye (1994). 

As mentioned earlier the three most commonly found minerals in aerosolised mineral dusts are 

clay, quartz and feldspar. As soils (and therefore mineral dusts) are the result of weathering 

and erosion processes it is not surprising that quartz and feldspar are found in abundance as 

these minerals are relatively hard and make up a large component of the continental crust 

(Mohs scale 6.5-7) (Deer et al., 1992). Quartz is also chemically inert and hence is commonly 

the major constituent in sand found on coastal beaches where the sediments have been 

vigorously weathered. However, in most mineral dusts it is the clay minerals which dominate. 

Clays are often formed as reaction products from the breakdown of other minerals , such as 

feldspar, and hence are found in abundance in soils (Press et al., 2003). Clays are a softer 

(meaning they wear down to smaller aerosol sizes) and less dense mineral than both the quartz 

and feldspar minerals and so are more easily lofted into the atmosphere and have greater 

residence times. This is partly why for a number of years the clay group was targeted for ice 

nucleation studies and considered to be the most important component in mineral dusts for ice 

nucleation (Broadley et al., 2011; Mason and Maybank, 1958; Murray et al., 2011; Pinti et al., 

2012; Roberts and Hallett, 1968; Wex et al., 2014).  

As alluded to earlier, although clays are the dominant component of mineral dusts there is a 

general consensus that it is the K-feldspar component which is important for ice nucleation 

(Atkinson et al., 2013b). However, the general emission of the mineral components of dust are 

not constant over geologic time and can vary dependent on factors such as climate, volcanism 

and meteorite impacts. Interesting studies have shown how these factors can potentially alter 
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the relative concentrations of minerals, in particularly K-feldspar, and impact the amount of 

effective INP that are present for ice formation in clouds through geological time (Coldwell 

and Pankhurst, 2019; Pankhurst, 2017). This demonstrates that no one mineral dust can be 

treated the same and that the mineralogy can vary greatly depending on the source rock and 

conditions under which it was weathered. 

In addition to this it has also been suggested that the formation processes involved in the 

crystalisation of the minerals themselves may have an impact on the nucleating ability of dust. 

Whale et al. (2017) have shown that the microtexture in alkali feldspars is important in 

determining their ice-nucleating ability. The perthitic texture, which is thought to relate to an 

alkali feldspars ability to nucleate ice, forms under conditions which allow the melt to cool 

over long periods of time so that the alkali and plagioclase components of feldspar may separate 

during crystalisation. Erosion processes which have access to minerals which have formed 

under conditions which favour their ability to nucleate ice can thus produce dusts which are 

more effective as INP. 

 

 

1.4 Modes of ice nucleation 

The descriptions outlined here are based on the recent work of Vali et al. (2015) who 

consolidated the various definitions used in the literature. 

The modes of ice nucleation can be separated in to two broad categories, deposition and 

freezing. Deposition ice nucleation is a gas to solid phase transition and refers to the process 

of ice nucleation from a supersaturated water vapour on to a substrate. There should be no 

intermediate step between the water vapour to ice transition, i.e. water vapour should not 

condense as a liquid before ice formation occurs. Freezing ice nucleation is a liquid to solid 

phase transition and described as ice nucleation within a body of supercooled water as the result 

of the presence of an INP. Freezing ice nucleation can be further subdivided in to three 

subgroups. Immersion freezing is the process of an INP being fully immersed within a body of 

supercooled water before initiating ice formation. Contact freezing is the nucleation of ice at 

the water-air interface as a result of an INP coming in contact with a supercooled droplet. A 

further ‘inside-out’ nucleation process has been identified in which ice formation only occurs 

once a solid particle immersed in a supercooled liquid comes in contact with the liquid-air 
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interface (Durant and Shaw, 2005). This is likely to happen when a droplet is evaporating 

(Durant and Shaw, 2005). Condensation freezing (sometimes referred to as deliquescence 

freezing) is the third freezing mode and is the result of water vapour condensing in parallel 

with ice formation. Condensation freezing is the topic of much debate as it could be a form of 

immersion freezing on a microscopic scale, i.e. microscopic amounts of water first condenses 

onto an INP before immersion freezing takes places. A similar argument could be made for 

deposition freezing in which condensation of the vapour phase happens prior to ice nucleation 

and  ice grows at the expense of the surrounding water vapour (Marcolli, 2014). A schematic 

of the various modes can be seen in figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6: Schematic showing the various ice nucleation pathways which occur in the 

atmosphere. Figure taken from Kanji et al. (2017). 

It is thought that immersion and contact modes are the most relevant processes in mixed phase 

clouds as water saturation is a prerequisite for ice formation in mid-low level clouds (Murray 

et al., 2012). However Philips et al. (2007) suggest that contact freezing is likely to be of 

secondary importance with immersion freezing being the dominant process. Contact freezing 
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is reliant on Brownian motion, thermophoresis, and diffusiophoresis. As aerosol are small in 

size they are often diverted around droplets in the moving air stream as their size and density 

do not allow for enough momentum to impact the droplet. However, contact freezing may 

become the dominant process under specific conditions, i.e. if aerosol were to become charged. 

In this project we are mainly interested in the immersion mode and all the experiments 

presented are designed around immersion freezing. 

  

 1.4.1 Experimental methods 

Many experimental methods have been used to determine the ice-nucleating ability of 

materials. For the study of ice nucleation in the immersion mode there are two main 

experimental categories; Dry and wet dispersion techniques (Hiranuma et al., 2015). These 

differ in that wet dispersion methods submerse and disperse particles, or a single particle, in 

water which is then frozen. Dry dispersion techniques suspend INP in air and activate them as 

water droplets before freezing. Murray et al. (2012) also distinguished by those which support 

droplets within an oil or on a substrate and those which suspend droplets in gas. This however 

is a very similar classification to the dry and wet dispersed. Both of these styles of techniques 

monitor droplet freezing in respect to temperature. Common variables are the cooling rate of 

the system, fraction of droplets frozen at a given temperature, type of INP and the concentration 

of the nucleator per droplet. 

  1.4.1.1 Wet dispersion 

Wet dispersion methods usually involve an array of droplets supported on a substrate or within 

an oil or emulsion, also referred to as droplet freezing assays in the literature (Beall et al., 2017; 

Budke and Koop, 2015; Häusler et al., 2018; Knopf and Alpert, 2013; Murray et al., 2011; 

Vali, 2008b; Whale et al., 2015). For these experiments an array of droplets is sub divided from 

a bulk sample and the array is cooled down until the droplets freeze. For homogenous studies 

the bulk sample is pure water but for heterogeneous studies the bulk is an amount of nucleator 

immersed within water. The droplets can be monitored with optical cameras (Beall et al., 2017; 

Budke and Koop, 2015; Häusler et al., 2018; Whale et al., 2015), calorimetry (Marcolli et al., 

2007; Pinti et al., 2012) and more recently with infrared thermometry (Zaragotas et al., 2016). 

The droplet size can be altered depending on the scope of the study with volumes from 

millilitres (Beall et al., 2017; Bigg, 1953; Vali, 1971) to picolitres (Murray et al., 2010; Tarn 
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et al., 2018). Larger droplets are more sensitive to rarer, but more active INP, and so are 

advantageous for field studies (DeMott et al., 2016). However, these systems struggle to 

quantify INP down to the homogenous limit due to a greater sensitivity to impurities and so 

smaller droplets (nano-picolitre) are typically used for homogeneous studies (Murray et al., 

2010; Stan et al., 2009). The droplets are often placed on a substrate (Lindow et al., 1982; 

Whale et al., 2015) or placed within wells of a plate (Beall et al., 2017). More recently chips 

for microfluidics have been used to generate droplets with freezing occurring within the chip 

(with the droplets immersed in oil) (Riechers et al., 2013; Stan et al., 2009; Tarn et al., 2018). 

Emulsions of droplets immersed in oil have also been used by other studies (Atkinson et al., 

2013b; Zolles et al., 2015). Droplets are either trapped between two immiscible oil layers 

(Hoffer, 1961) or within an emulsion (Marcolli et al., 2007). Using this technique allows 

droplets to be exposed to a series of well-defined conditions for extended periods of time, i.e. 

without evaporation of droplets. A linear cooling rate is used for most studies but isothermal 

cooling rates have also been used to investigate the time dependence aspect of nucleation 

(Broadley et al., 2012; Herbert et al., 2014; Sear, 2014). 

  1.4.1.2 Dry dispersion 

Cloud expansion chambers can perform deposition, condensation and immersion mode 

nucleation experiments. In order to carry out immersion mode experiments the chamber is first 

brought to water saturation so water can condense onto particles making them into immersed 

droplets. Pumping is then used to expand the gas within the chamber to cause a decrease in 

temperature. Ice can then crystalise and grow. These ice crystals may then fall to the base of 

the chamber due to their density and are  detected and related to the temperature of formation 

(Cotton et al., 2007; Niemand et al., 2012).  

Continuous Flow Diffusion Chambers (CFDCs) can be used to study IN concentrations in both 

field and laboratory studies (Garimella et al., 2016; Hagen et al., 1981; Kanji and Abbatt, 2009; 

Kohn et al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2001; Salam et al., 2006; Stetzer et al., 2008). Two ice coated 

plates, set at different temperatures, control the humidity and temperature of the chamber by 

forming a gradient between the two plates. Injection of aerosol particles into a directed flow 

stream then allows for aerosol to be exposed to a specific set of conditions within the vessel. 

Aerosol particles which nucleate ice within the time spent in the supersaturated region can be 
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counted and related to conditions they were exposed to. Aerosol particles can be activated into 

droplets prior to being injected into the chamber which allows the study of immersion mode 

nucleation (Luond et al., 2010). 

Wind tunnels can suspend single droplets within a gas with a control on temperature. The study 

of many droplets can lead to INP studies (Diehl et al., 1998; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973). 

Flow chambers mix a cool dry flow of gas mixed aerosol with a warmer wetter air which 

generates supersaturation (Niedermeier et al., 2010). The activation of ice is then observed and 

related to the conditions of formation to determine INP efficiencies. 

Free falling droplet systems allow the study of micron sized droplets (Wood et al., 2002). 

Droplets are created and then allowed to fall downwards into a cold chamber. The temperature 

of ice formation is then recorded using a polarised laser system. 

Other systems less commonly used are electrodynamic levitation of micron sized droplets 

(Kramer et al., 1999) and aerosol flow tubes to study nanometer sized particles within droplets 

(Hung et al., 2003). 

It should be highlighted that work by (Hiranuma et al., 2015) and (Emersic et al., 2015) 

demonstrated a discrepancy between both suspension and dry dispersed methods for 

quantifying ice nucleation for some materials. A more recent comparison with a more 

systematic sampling of material has shown that good agreement between different instruments 

can be achieved (DeMott et al., 2018). This highlights that it is key to use a standardised 

material and sampling strategy. If we wish to advance our knowledge in ice nucleation further 

work in this area would be beneficial. Consistent results between varying instruments is needed 

so that we can access the full regime of applicable conditions for ice nucleation in the 

atmosphere. 

1.5 Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) 

Classical nucleation theory (CNT) is used to describe the development of a new phase from a 

metastable phase and has been utilised by many different fields (Kashchiev, 2011). CNT 

estimates the rate at which a new phase forms using macroscopic quantities and reproduces 

observed trends with surprising accuracy even with the assumptions made. 
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1.5.1 Homogeneous classical nucleation theory 

Clusters form and dissipate, in pure water, through the addition and subtraction of water 

molecules (Murray et al., 2012).  Above 0 °C this process is thermodynamically unstable as 

cluster formation is dependent on temperature and the stability of the clusters. For these 

clusters, also termed embryos or germs (Vali et al., 2015), to grow spontaneously in 

supercooled water a critical size must be met. When the embryo is below the critical size the 

addition of water molecules to the cluster is an endothermic process but above this size and the 

reaction becomes exothermic and so crystal growth is favourable. The Gibbs free energy for 

cluster formation (∆Gcl) is determined by the sum of the Gibbs free energy for making an 

interface (∆Gs, is always positive and hence is always unfavourable) and the Gibbs free energy 

needed for forming bonds between water molecules within the bulk cluster (∆Gv, is negative, 

and therefore favourable, if the saturation phase with respect to a specific condensed phase is 

larger than 1) (Mullin, 2001). 

 ∆Gcl =∆Gs + ∆Gv  (1) 

It can then be shown that  

 

∆Gcl =
−4𝜋𝑟3

3𝑣
𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑆 + 4𝜋𝑟2𝛾  (2) 

This applies for a spherical cluster with a radius r. k is the Boltzmann constant, γ the energy 

between the new and parent phases (also referred to as the surface tension), and ν is the 

molecular volume of the condensed phase (Murray et al., 2012). The saturation ratio, S, can be 

derived from vapour pressures for liquid water and ice.  

The critical radius of the embryo can be defined by: 

rg=  
2𝛾𝑣

𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑆
  (3) 

By combining equations 2 and 3 we can create an expression to define the Gibbs free energy 

of formation for the critical embryo size. 

∆G*=  
16𝜋𝛾3𝑣2

3(𝑘𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑆)2
   (4) 

The equation shows that the interfacial energy strongly influences the nucleation energy 

barrier. This means that a metastable phase may form over a stable phase if its interfacial energy 
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is lower. This explains why studies have recognised the nucleation of a metastable phase of ice 

preferentially to a more stable hexagonal ice which has a higher surface tension (Huang and 

Bartell, 1995; Malkin et al., 2012). 

The Gibbs energy needed to form a critical cluster can also be related to the rate coefficient (J, 

nucleation events per unit volume per unit time) at which ice crystals occur in supercooled 

water in the form of: 

J = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
∆𝐺∗

𝑘𝑇
)   (5) 

Which can then be expressed as:  

lnJ = 𝑙𝑛𝐴 −  
16𝜋𝛾3𝑣2

3𝑘3𝑇3(𝑙𝑛𝑆)2  (6) 

CNT makes the assumptions that interfacial energy, saturation ratio and density are consistent 

between the nanometer sized clusters to the macroscopic. This assumption is important to 

consider when it is thought that interfacial energy is size dependent (Bogdan, 1997). Another 

assumption made is that the initial cluster is spherical but never the less CNT is a useful tool 

for understanding ice nucleation and can reproduce observed results. 

1.5.2 Heterogeneous classical nucleation theory 

A surface in contact with supercooled liquid water can act to catalyse ice formation by reducing 

the energy barrier needed for formation. The Arrhenius equation (5) can be changed to 

represent heterogeneous nucleation in the form of: 

 𝐽ℎ𝑒𝑡(𝑇) =  𝐴ℎ𝑒𝑡exp (−
∆𝐺∗𝜑

𝑘𝑇
)    (7) 

Ahet(T) is a pre-exponential factor with the units cm-2s-1 and φ is the factor which describes the 

reduction in the homogeneous energy barrier in consequence to the presence of the solid 

surface. φ can be expressed as : 

 𝜑 =  
(2+𝑚)(1−𝑚)2

4
   (8) 

The value m in equation 8 is equal to cos θ, where θ is the contact angle between a spherical 

ice nucleus and a flat surface. A value of m = 1 (θ = 0⁰) would suggest a perfect ice nucleus, 

where as m = -1 would suggest that a material does not nucleate ice. This equation, although 
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useful, does assume that a critical ice cluster will adopt a spherical form. By making use of 

equations (7) and (8) we can express heterogeneous nucleation as:  

 𝑙𝑛𝐽 = 𝑙𝑛𝐴ℎ𝑒𝑡 −
16𝜋𝛾3𝑣2

3𝑘3

(2+𝑚)(1−𝑚)2

4
   (9) 

 

1.6 Describing Ice Nucleation 

Early experiments relied on presenting results in the form of the relative humidity reached for 

ice formation under a given set of conditions. Although this works on a single experiment basis 

it does not allow comparison between different experiments. This has caused a need for a new 

means of defining ice nucleation efficiency. Ice nucleation is a stochastic process which means 

that the number of ice-nucleating particles present in a droplet and also time effect the 

probability of nucleation. This stochastic nature makes quantifying ice nucleation complicated 

and it has therefore been suggested that the time dependence element of ice nucleation be 

neglected to create a singular approach (Murray et al. 2012). Singular Component Stochastic 

(SCS) methods have proven to work well for some materials, such as kaolinite (Murray et al., 

2011), but not for others, for example illite (Broadley et al., 2012), showing that care needs to 

be taken with the SCS description. A Multiple Component Stochastic approach is possible 

which takes into account the variability of particles, within each droplet in an immersion 

experiment, and their contrasting ice-nucleating capabilities. 

A commonly used approach to characterise an immersed sample is using the singular 

description. This method assumes that time dependence aspect of nucleation is a less important 

factor than the distribution and type of ice nucleation sites (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). In this 

description there is a characteristic freezing temperature for an INP (tc) above which freezing 

will not occur. If multiple INP types are present then the INP with the highest tc will dominate 

ice nucleation and cause freezing. In this method the fraction of droplets frozen at a given 

temperature fice(T) can be expressed as: 

 𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇) =  
𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 1 − exp (−𝑛𝑠(𝑇)𝑠)  (10) 

Nice(T) is the number of frozen droplets at temperature T and Ntot is the total of droplets in the 

experiment. Again s is the surface area of material within each droplet and ns(T) is the number 
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of sites that become active at a certain temperature per unit surface area. ns(T) is a cumulative 

measure. Others have measured the density of active sites per unit volume K(T) rather than by 

surface area (Vali, 1971): 

 𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇) =  
𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 1 − exp (−𝐾(𝑇)𝑉)  (11) 

Experiments by Vali (2008) and Vali and Stansbury (1966) showed that this approach was still 

influenced by the stochastic nature of freezing where by freeze thaw experiments did not see 

droplets freeze at the exact same temperatures and that the rate of cooling influenced the results. 

This led Vali (1994) to modify this singular description to: 

 𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇) =  
𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝑇)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡
= 1 − exp (−𝑛𝑠(𝑇 − 𝛼)𝑠)  (12) 

where α encompasses the offset in temperature compared to an experiment run with a ramp 

rate of 1Kmin-1. α is related to the cooling rate (r) with an empirical parameter β: 

 𝛼 =  𝛽 log (|𝑟|)   (13) 

β can be calculated experimentally but appears to be dependent on material as different studies 

have given varying values of β (Herbert et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2012b). 

1.7 Minerals as ice-nucleating particles 

Early work by  Mason (1950) tentatively suggested that aerosol responsible for ice nucleation 

above -30 °C were solid, insoluble particles which likely originated from the ground as particles 

of soil and other mineral dusts. Isono (1955) and Kumai (1951) also supported this hypothesis 

with the observation of the presence of siliceous particles within snow crystals. With this is in 

mind, Mason and Maybank (1958) probed the ice-nucleating ability of 28 naturally-occurring 

mineral dusts. These experiments showed common aluminosillicates to be active including 

biotite, kaolinite, microcline, anorthoclase and a variety of silica named tridymite (see table 1). 

The study suggested that kaolinite was the most active commonly found mineral with 

microcline also being active which was in agreement with later work by Zimmermann et al. 

(2008). 
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Substance Threshold temperature (⁰C) 

Covellite -5 

Vaterite -7 

β - Tridymite -7 

Kaolinite -9 

Microcline -9.5 

Glacial debris -9.5 

hematite (Specularite) -10 

Aquadag (colloidal graphite) -12 

Volcanic ash -13 

Halloysite -13 

Dolomite -14 

Biotite -14 

Vermiculite -15 

Phlogopite -15 

Cinnabar -16 

Gypsum -16 

Graphite -16 

Anorthoclase -17 

Stony meteorite (1 out of 3) -17 

Substances inactive above -18 ⁰C include: 

Montmorillonite, sepiolite, albite, muscovite, orthoclase, talc, sand, 

quartz, α - tridymite, and two stony meteorites 

Table 1.2: List of materials initially active above -18 °C. Table modified from Mason and 

Maybank (1958). 

Since these early studies there have been a series of investigations probing the ice-nucleating 

activity of atmospherically relevant minerals to determine their importance. A review of these 

studies was presented by Murray et al. (2012b) which, at the time, suggested that clay minerals 

were still the most important INP type within mineral dusts for the majority of mixed-phase 

clouds. This was supported by other studies at the time (Broadley et al., 2012; Hiranuma et al., 

2014; Hoose and Möhler, 2012; Mason and Maybank, 1958; Murray et al., 2011; Pinti et al., 

2012; Roberts and Hallett, 1968; Wex et al., 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2008). When comparing 

clays such as kaolinite and NX-illite (a mixture of illite and other minor mineral components) 

with actual dust samples it was found that clays nucleated ice rather effectively (Murray et al., 
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2012b). Given the clay minerals proved to be ice nucleation active and make up roughly 50 % 

of mineral dusts, they were the major focus for studies at this time.  

However, work by Atkinson et al. (2013) investigated other common components of dust. 

Chlorite, calcite and two other clay groups (montmorillonite and mica) proved to be less 

effective at nucleating ice than kaolinite. However, quartz and feldspar were more effective 

than kaolinite as an INP with potassium feldspar being highly active. It should be noted that 

the feldspars are a complex mineral group with varying compositions (more in depth discussion 

of the feldspars can be found in section 1.8). The ternary diagram for the feldspars is shown as 

figure 1.7, where the three end-members are Anorthite (Ca rich), Albite (Na rich) and 

Orthoclase (K rich). The feldspars can be grouped into two categories, the alkali feldspars (Na-

K rich) and the plagioclases (Na-Ca rich). Atkinson et al. (2013) had only experimented with 

one potassium feldspar and one plagioclase feldspar for the study and so a more thorough 

investigation into the feldspars was needed to fully determine whether the majority of 

potassium feldspars were ice-active and if so why?  

To answer these questions I investigated 15 feldspars which covered a range of compositions 

(Harrison et al., 2016). The work from this paper can be found in Appendix 1. The initial results 

showed that the feldspar group as a whole showed a large variability in ice-nucleating ability. 

5 out of 6 K-feldspars had a similar activity to the K-feldspar tested by Atkinson et al. (2013) 

and supported the evidence that K-feldspars were better ice nucleators than the plagioclase 

feldspars (in most instances). In addition to this study further work supported the evidence that 

K-feldspar was extremely ice active (Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2015; Emersic et al., 2015a; 

Niedermeier et al., 2015; Peckhaus et al., 2016; Zolles et al., 2015). Harrison et al. (2016) 

described two instances of ‘hyper-active’ feldspars. One microcline sample and one albite 

(belonging to the plagioclase family). This showed that not all feldspars were the same at 

nucleating ice and although composition appeared to be important it was not the only 

determining factor in the ice-nucleating ability of the feldspars. Harrison et al. (2016) also 

showed that feldspar samples had varying degrees of sensitivity to aging in water, in terms of 

their ice-nucleating ability. This observation first showed that there must be different types of 

sites found on feldspar, and secondly that feldspar may weather in the atmosphere and change 

its ice-nucleating ability. However, the microcline sample that seemed most representative of 

K-feldspars, in terms of ice-nucleating ability, showed little sensitivity to time spent in water. 
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Given the observations of different types of active sites and that the K-feldspars were the most 

active of the feldspar mineral group Harrison et al. (2016) proposed that the high ice-nucleating 

ability of the K-feldspars may be a result of microtexture. In particular Harrison et al. (2016) 

refers to the exsolution lamella which are commonly found in alkali feldspars as a result of a 

solid solution series which forms between the albite and orthoclase endmemebers. This results 

in the development of a perthitic texture (Na rich and K rich zones) within the alkali feldspars, 

figure 1.8. It is plausible that the boundaries between the Na rich and K rich zones can act as 

planes of weakness to release stress and so microstructures, such as pits and cracks, may occur 

which may act as sites for nucleation. Whale et al. (2017) probed this theory and showed that 

feldspars which had the microtextures related to phase separation showed exceptional ice-

nucleating activities opposed to those that did not. Further to this Holden et al. (2019) showed 

that topographical features located close to the boundaries between the phase separations where 

predominantly the sites for ice nucleation. It has been suggested that these defects may expose 

high energy crystal planes, such as the (100) plane in feldspar, which act as active sites for 

nucleation (Kiselev et al., 2017).  Further to this a molecular dynamics study has proposed that 

high energy sites, such as the (100) plane, have H-bonding groups which form strong water-

surface interactions and can initiate ice formation (Pedevilla et al., 2017). 
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Figure 1.7: Ternary diagram displaying the range of compositions in the feldspar group 

of minerals. Diagram taken from Harrison et al. (2016). 
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Figure 1.8: Images displaying two feldspar samples, one with and one without perthitic 

texture, when observed under C-P microscopy, SEM and EDX. Both samples have a 

similar composition and crystal structure but LD3 microcline (a-d) has undergone phase 

separation whereas Eifel sanidine (e-h) has not. Images are taken from Whale et al. 

(2017).  

 

The work described above showed that the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar made it the 

dominant INP in mineral dusts, even though it is roughly five times less in abundance than the 

clay group of minerals. Recent field observations have supported Atkinson et al. (2013) by 

showing strong correlations between the observations and the predicated INP concentrations 

based on the lab based K-feldspar parameterisation created by Atkinson et al. (2013)  (Boose 

et al., 2016; Price et al., 2018). Boose et al. (2016) present the correlation between K-feldspar 

content and the ice-nucleating ability of various mineral dusts. However, this correlation is 

only true at 253K and the role of quartz combined with K-feldspar becomes important at lower 

temperatures between 238 and 245 K. These findings display the complexities of ice nucleation 

in relation to mineral dusts as there is still a dearth of observations for minerals as a whole. It 
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is becoming clear that K-feldspar plays an important role in the ice-nucleating activity of 

mineral dusts but it is still unclear to what extent and if other minerals (such as quartz) can 

possibly contribute to the INP population in the atmosphere.  

The question of which minerals dominate ice nucleation in the atmosphere becomes even more 

complex when considering transported mineral dusts. These transported dusts may become 

exposed to ageing processes  for prolonged periods of time which may deactivate the ice-

nucleating ability of the mineral dust. Evidence from Harrison et al. (2016) has already shown 

that some feldspars can become deactivated when exposed to water for a period of time, 

although the most representative K-feldspar showed little sensitivity. Zolles et al. (2015) 

investigated quartz minerals and found that the milling process could lead to enhanced ice-

nucleation. This was supported by Kumar et al. (2019) who also showed the quartz was 

sensitive to time left in water. The exposure of fresh sites was thought to lead to the increased 

ice-nucleating ability of the material on milling which could then be aged by exposure to water 

(in glass vials). This demonstrated the possible effect ageing processes may have on 

components of mineral dusts. From the limited literature it appears that quartz is more sensitive 

to these milling and ageing processes than K-feldspar. However, K-feldspar has been shown to 

be sensitive to acids which may decrease its ice-nucleating ability in the atmosphere (Boose et 

al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2018). Conversely, Whale et al. (2018) showed that solutes could both 

suppress and enhance the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar. With this in mind the complex 

geological/ageing history of mineral particles in the atmosphere could impact their ice-

nucleating ability and thus affect which minerals dominate the INP population. 

1.8 Feldspars 

From the previous section it is clear that the K-feldspars are an important INP species in the 

atmosphere. The feldspars are the most common rock forming mineral and are a complex 

mineral group belonging to the tectosilicates (also known as the framework silicates) (Deer et 

al., 1992; MacKenzie and Adams, 2011). They have the general formula XAl(SiAl)Si2O8, 

where X is commonly either Na, Ca or K, or less commonly NH4
+ and Ba2+. The silica 

tetrahedra form a 3D framework where the tetrahedra are bonded at the corners to a shared 

oxygen (Deer et al., 1992). Cations fill the interstitial sites with the charge being balanced by 

the substitution of Si by Al. Na cations within the interstitial sites can readily substitute for Ca 

given the cations have a similar size and K can substitute for Na given their similar charge. 
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This leads to a  series of feldspars with feldspars. Those that have Ca and Na in their interstitial 

sites are named the plagioclase feldspars and those that have Na and K are named the alkali 

feldspars. However, the size and charge of Ca and K are too different to allow substitution and 

hence there is no feldspar series between Ca and K. Three end members of feldspar exist: 

orthoclase (KAlSi3O8), albite (Na AlSi3O8) and anorthite (Ca AlSi3O8). As albite can form a 

series between both anorthite and orthoclase a ternary diagram can be used to represent the 

composition of feldspar where the plagioclase and alkali feldspars are conjoined at the corner 

by the endmember albite. It should be noted that all plagioclase feldspars contain a small 

amount of potassium feldspar, usually less than 5%, and all alkali feldspars contain a small 

amount of calcium feldspar (<5%) so that a band is drawn to represent the compositions of 

feldspars rather than a straight line (MacKenzie and Adams, 2011). 

For the plagioclases there is a series of intermediate members and endmembers including albite 

(0-10% Ca), oligoclase (10-30% Ca), andesine (30-50% Ca), labradorite (50-70% Ca), 

bytownite (70-90% Ca) and anorthite (90-100% Ca). For the alkali series there are the members 

albite (0-10% K), anorthoclase (10-37% K) and orthoclase (37-100% K). With a sufficiently 

long cooling rate intermediate members of the alkali feldspars separate into zones of potassium 

rich feldspar and sodium rich feldspar. These intergrowths are often referred to as perthites (or 

microperthites depending on how coarse the intergrowths are), which lead to perthitic texture 

(MacKenzie and Adams, 2011). 

Depending on the temperature of formation the silica tetrahedra can be ordered or disordered. 

This leads to various polymorphs of the various feldspars. At high temperatures the Si, Al 

tetrahedra are positioned randomly through the lattice and this results in polymorphs such as 

sanidine and high albite (Deer et al., 1992). With a lower temperature of formation and slower 

cooling rate there is more time to order the tetrahedra so that Si and Al tetrahedra are 

consistently positioned through the structure and hence the formation of polymorphs such as 

microcline and low albite can occur. Orthoclase is an intermediate polymorph between high 

temperature sanidine and low formation temperature microcline and so is semi-ordered. Given 

the lower formation temperatures and slower cooling rates needed for the formation of 

microcline it is not surprising that perthitic textures are commonly found within this 

polymorph. 

1.9 Quartz 
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Quartz is the second most abundant mineral found in the Earth’s crust after the feldspar group 

of minerals. Quartz is a common component in most deposits with it often being found as an 

accessory mineral (i.e. within hydrothermal veins). Its tough physical (Moh’s scale 7) and 

chemical nature, and absence of a cleavage plane mean it is also a common constituent to sands 

and soils as it is resistant to most weathering processes. Quartz does not have cleavage and this 

is used as the main identifier when looking to characterise an unknown mineral sample. 

However, it does exhibit conchoidal fractures which lead to smooth curved surfaces (Deer et 

al., 1966). 

Quartz is composed of nearly 100 % SiO2. SiO2 tetrahedra are bonded together with each 

silicon being bound to four oxygens which forms a 3D framework of six or eight membered 

loops (Deer et al., 1992), see figure 1.9. Depending on the temperature and pressure of 

formation quartz has various polymorphs such as: cristobalite, tridymite, stishovite and coesite, 

figure 1.10 (Koike et al., 2013; Swamy et al., 1994). Stishovite and coesite are rarer forms 

associated with high pressure environments and so are a common metamorphic mineral found 

at meteor impact sites. The polymorphs quartz, cristobalite and tridymite can exist in two 

metastable forms, both a high temperature (β) and low temperature (α) state. The 

transformation of β-quartz to α-quartz is a minor atomic movement, which involves no 

breakage amongst Si-O bonds or interchange of atoms, also known as a displacive 

transformation (Dolino, 1990). This takes next to no energy to occur as no bonds are broken 

(Dolino, 1990). In comparison, to tridymite and cristobalite, quartz is densely packed in its 

arrangement of tetrahedra (Deer et al, 1966). The transition from cristobalite to tridymite, 

tridymite to quartz and cristobalite to quartz is reconstructive, i.e. bonds need to be broken 

(Dmitriev et al., 1998). This means for both cristobalite and tridymite (and also stishovite and 

coesite) to be found at the Earth’s surface they have to cross their stability boundaries rapidly 

to exist as a metastable phase. Hence α-quartz is the most commonly found silica mineral at 

the Earth’s surface.  
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of the structure of α-quartz along its c-axis where 

each Si is bonded to four oxygens. Schematic modified from Gibbs (1926). 

α-quartz are the focus of section 1.4 as they are the most atmospherically significant forms of 

silica. It is common to find small amounts of oxides as inclusions or liquid infillings within 

cavities which leads to a variety of α-quartzs. The substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ allows for the 

introduction of alkali ions such as Li+ and Na+. These subtle impurities can lead to a variety of 

colours. A common cause of these colours is the natural exposure of quartz (and its impurities) 

to radiation causing colour centres. Colour centres are caused by unpaired electrons in the 

structure, also known as “hole defects”, as a result of radioactive sources causing the emission 

of a pair of electrons (for example from an oxygen atom adjacent to Al). A fuller description 

of varieties of α-quartzs can be seen in section 1.4.2. 
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Figure 1.10: Phase diagram showing the stability fields of various silica polymorphs. The 

diagram is based on Swamy et al. (1994). 

1.10 Project objectives 

There are 3 overarching aims for the project presented in this thesis with the first objective 

being to further the fundamental understanding of mineral nucleators in the atmosphere. With 

this in mind I aim to a) understand how their physical and chemical differences influence their 

ability to nucleate ice and b) understand their relative importance in the atmosphere as INPs. 

To do this I decided to investigate a common mineral found in atmospheric mineral dusts which 

has been poorly characterised in the past for its ice-nucleating ability, quartz. Further to this I 

would find varieties of quartz which were similar, but non-identical, in nature so that I could 

try and correlate their ice-nucleating abilities to their varying properties. Once an understanding 

of the ice-nucleating ability of quartz is established I can then infer the potential significance 

of this mineral dust component opposed to other mineral types, for example K-feldspar. 

My second objective is to make field measurements in a dusty environment to constrain 

laboratory based paramterisations which are used in the global model (GLOMAP) to predict 

INP concentrations. From My laboratory studies I will be able to build an understanding of 

which minerals may be important for ice nucleation in the atmosphere which I can then use to 

improve our INP predictions in global models. However, there are other processes (i.e. acid 
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ageing) which could potentially alter the nucleating ability of the mineral dusts on transport. 

To justify the use of these models using laboratory based parameterisations  I need to test the 

predictions against real world observations. Here I decided to make the first measurements of 

INP in Barbados in order to answer vital questions regarding mineral dust activity on transport 

and to refine model predictions.  

Finally, a third aim was to construct an instrument capable of making ice nucleation 

measurements of rare INP. Typically drop assays have used nano-picoliter sized droplets in 

experiments to better represent the droplet sizes present in clouds. The disadvantage of using 

such small droplet sizes is that the amount of aerosol in the droplet is reduced and so it is much 

harder to replicate the amount of aerosol present in clouds and hence it is less sensitive to the 

rarest (and most active) INP. Microliter droplet experiments have proven to be advantageous 

and extended datasets to warmer regimes but there are still few field measurements made above 

~ -15°C although we see that clouds often glaciate above this temperature (Kanitz et al., 2011; 

Seifert et al., 2015). It should also be considered that around -3 to -8 ° C ( a regime we currently 

do not consistently access) the potentially important Hallet-Mossop secondary ice formation 

process may occur  (Hallett and Mossop, 1974). Given this, it is clear that an even larger volume 

assay is needed to increase the sensitivity of INP measurements in the field to access these 

important temperature regimes. Ideally, the instrument needs to be an order of magnitude (or 

greater) in sensitivity to INP than a typical microliter experiment, be affordable, adaptable and 

portable. In addition to this it would ideally be simple to use and automatable. Here I attempt 

to build such an instrument making use of infrared technology to help in the automation of the 

process. 

 

1.11 Thesis overview 

Chapter two of this thesis is a published manuscript while chapter three is in preparation and 

chapter four is a published paper. 

Chapter two consists of the paper ‘The ice-nucleating ability of quartz immersed in water and 

its atmospheric importance compared to K-feldspar’ (Harrison et al., 2019). This chapter 

presents a survey of the ice-nucleating ability of 10 α-quartz samples. We show that although 

the 10 samples have a near identical crystal structure and composition they have a wide range 
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of ice-nucleating abilities which we attribute to the prescence of small impurties in the 

structure. We also demonstrate the extrodanory sensitivity of some quartz samples to time spent 

in water and in air. We then go on to compile literature data to construct four new 

parameterisations for the minerals quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and albite. Using these new 

parameterisations we demonstrate that K-feldspar is the most important component in mineral 

dusts for galciating clouds. Using this knowledge we then predict the INP concentrations in the 

tropical atlantic using the newly developed K-feldspar paramterisation and reproduce the field 

observations well. 

Chapter three contains the manuscript ‘Ice-nucleating particle activity in transported desert 

dust in the western Atlantic’ (Harrison et al. In Prep.). In this chapter we present the 

measurements made in the dusty environment of Barbados. We compare the field observations 

to measurements obtained from the eastern tropical Atlantic and find the INP concentrations 

and the ice-nucleating activity of the aerosol present in Barbados to be lower than in the eastern 

tropical Atlantic. We use the XRD analysis of mineral dust collected from rain samplers during 

the campaign, measurements of mineralogy made by Glaccum and Prospero (1980), and 

predications of INP concentrations via the new K-feldspar parameterisation presented in 

chapter four to understand why the mineral dust has deactivated. We hypothsise that the drop 

in mineral dust activity with transport across the Atlantic can be attributed to the preferential 

removal of the K-feldspar component on transport. 

Chapter four consists of the paper ‘An instrument for quantifiying heterogeneous ice nucleation 

in multiwell plates using infrared emissions to detect freezing’ (Harrison et al., 2018). Here 

we describe the IR-NIPI instrument, a large volume drop assay system.  We present the 

development of a new calibration technique for the infrared camera used in the system and 

validate its use by investigating various materials and comparing the results to literature data 

for other instruments. In general we find good agreement to other characterised instruments. 

 

1.12 Other work completed during the course of my PhD 

During the course of the project, which has resulted in this thesis, I have had the opportunity 

to be involved in a number of other exciting studies, some of which are cited in the above 

introduction.  
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Harrison et al. (2016) carried out an extensive survey of the ice-nucleating ability of the 

feldspar group of minerals. This study showed the variability in ice-nucleating ability of the 

feldspar group and that although composition is important for determining the minerals activity 

it is not the sole determining factor. This work helped establish the consensus that generally 

the alkali feldspars are more active than the plagioclases. For this paper I conducted all the 

experiments, handled all the data analysis, proposed the time series investigation and was 

heavily involved in the writing and presentation of the paper. This paper has been omitted from 

the thesis chapters on the technicality of it being a joint first author paper. However, given the 

relevance of this paper to the rest of the chapter presented in this thesis it is included in 

Appendix 1. 

Tarn et al. (2018) presented a new microfluidics device for the generation of picolitre sized 

droplets to be used in a drop assay system. For this study I helped in the collection of aerosol 

samples during two campaigns and advised in the selection of minerals for characterisation of 

the instrument. 

O'Sullivan et al. (2018) carried out a field study of INP sampled at an agricultural site in 

Tadcaster, England. The study provided evidence for the internal mixing of biogenic INP with 

mineral dusts and suggested the potential for a missing biogenic source of INP from our current 

climate models. For this paper I helped in the logistical planning of the campaign, the 

development of a sampling protocol, the collection of field samples during the course of the 

campaign and also was involved in the analysis of data. 

Daily et al. (In Prep.) investigated the role of manually seeding ice nucleation in multiwell 

plates on the survival of primary mammalian cells for cryopreservation purposes. The study 

proved that the survival of granulosa cells increased with the control of nucleation in the plates. 

For this study I collected and analysed the background freezing data to determine the variability 

in the baseline nucleation of Milli-Q water in the IR-NIPI system which was used for the 

freezing of the granulosa containing multiwell plates in previous experiments. 

Tarn et al. (In Prep.) has developed on a previous microfluidics system to freeze droplets in a 

continuous flow. This techniques paper presents the new instrument (LOC-NIPI) and validates 

the technique with measurements of lab prepared samples and data collected during a field 

campaign to the eastern Mediterranean. For this manuscript I was involved in the logistics and 

design of experiments for the field study and provided scientific discussions.  
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Tarn et al. (In Prep.) collected aerosol during a field campaign in Israel. The aerosol were tested 

for their ice-nucleating ability on both a microliter drop assay system and microfluidics device. 

As dust emissions which reach Israel come from various sources it is thought that a correlation 

can be made between dust source location and INP activity. Heat tests of aerosol samples and 

DNA aim to provide evidence for the presence of a biogenic component in aerosol which has 

passed over agricultural sites. For this study I was heavily involved in the logistics of the 

campaign and provided scientific advice in regards to the objectives and experimental plan. I 

also helped in the calculation of INP predictions. 

Adams et al. (In Prep.) led a field study to Hyytiala, Finland. The study made measurements 

during the course of 2 months to monitor INP during the seasonal progression from a winter to 

spring. Hyytiala is also famous for aerosol nucleation events and so it was the objective of the 

campaign to try and capture such an invent and determine its influence on the INP 

concentration. For this campaign I have heavily involved in the logistical preparation and the 

experimental design and setup. I conducted all microliter immersion mode experiments for the 

first half of the campaign and also completed the analysis of these runs. 

Porter et al. (In Prep.)  sampled aerosol at an arctic location making use of  ground based and 

airborne (balloon) samplers. The objective of the study was to monitor the INP concentrations 

at various heights over the arctic and correlate these with any meteorological factors or back 

trajectory sources. I was involved in the logistics of the campaign, provided technical 

instrument training and was involved in scientific discussions which assisted the campaign 

work flow. 

Porter et al. (In Prep.)  developed a small portable sampling device. The novel device makes 

use of cascade impactor and has been specifically designed to minimise its weight. The 

reduction in weight allows for the device to be suspended from a weather balloon and to sample 

aerosol at varying heights, and make aerosol size measurements via an OPC, at heights relevant 

for mixed-phase clouds. In this study I was involved in the collection of field samples to 

validate the instruments use. 

Adams et al. (In Prep.) completed a case study of INP concentrations across an anthropogenic 

aerosol emission event, ‘Bonfire night’. Bonfire night is a British holiday celebrating the failed 

gunpowder plot on the houses of parliament. To mark this occasion, around the 5th of 

November, it is customary to light bonfires and fireworks which leads to an increased emission 
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of aerosol. This studies focus was to investigate whether this increase in black carbon aerosol 

would increase the INP concentration. For this study I was involved in the logistics and analysis 

of some of the field collected data. 
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2. The ice-nucleating ability of quartz immersed in water and its atmospheric 

importance compared to K-feldspar 

This chapter has been accepted for publication in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics as: 

Harrison, A. D., Lever, K., Sanchez-Marroquin, A., Holden, M. A., Whale, T. F., 

Tarn, M. D., McQuaid, J. B. and Murray, B. J. ‘The ice-nucleating ability of quartz 

immersed in water and its atmospheric importance compared to K-feldspar’, ACP 

(2019). 

Abstract. Mineral dust particles are thought to be an important type of ice-nucleating particle 

(INP) in the mixed-phase cloud regime around the globe. While K-feldspar has been identified 

as being a particularly important component of mineral dust for ice nucleation, it has been 

shown that quartz is also relatively ice nucleation active. Given quartz typically makes up a 

substantial proportion of atmospheric desert dust it could potentially be important for cloud 

glaciation. Here, we survey the ice-nucleating ability of 10 α-quartz samples (the most common 

quartz polymorph) when immersed in microlitre supercooled water droplets. Despite all 

samples being α-quartz, the temperature at which they induce freezing varies by around 12°C 

for a constant active site density. We find that some quartz samples are very sensitive to ageing 

in both aqueous suspension and air, resulting in a loss of ice-nucleating activity, while other 

samples are insensitive to exposure to air and water over many months. For example, the ice 

nucleation temperatures for one quartz sample shift down by ~2°C in 1 hour and 12°C after 16 

months in water. The sensitivity to water and air is perhaps surprising as quartz is thought of 

as a chemically resistant mineral, but this observation suggests that the active sites responsible 

for nucleation are less stable than the bulk of the mineral. We find that the quartz group of 

minerals are generally less active than K-feldspars by roughly 7 °C, although the most active 

quartz samples are of a similar activity to some K-feldspars with an active site density, ns(T), 

of 1 cm-2 at -9 °C. We also find that the freshly milled quartz samples are generally more active 

by roughly 5 °C than the plagioclase feldspar group of minerals and the albite end-member has 

an intermediate activity. Using both the new and literature data, active site density 

parameterisations have been proposed for freshly milled quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and 

albite. Combining these parameterisations with the typical atmospheric abundance of each 

mineral supports previous work that suggests that K-feldspar is the most important ice-

nucleating mineral in airborne mineral dust.   
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2.1 Introduction 

The formation of ice in supercooled clouds strongly affects hydrometeor size which in turn 

impacts cloud lifetime, precipitation and radiative properties (Kanji et al., 2017). There are a 

number of primary and secondary mechanisms through which ice can form in clouds. 

Homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets becomes increasingly important below -33 °C 

(Herbert et al., 2015), but clouds commonly glaciate at much warmer temperatures (Kanitz et 

al., 2011;Ansmann et al., 2009). Freezing at these warmer temperatures can occur through 

secondary ice production (Field et al., 2017) or heterogeneous freezing on ice-nucleating 

particles (INPs) (Murray et al., 2012;Hoose and Möhler, 2012). The presence of INPs, which 

tend to comprise only a small fraction of cloud condensation nuclei, can dramatically reduce 

the lifetime of shallow clouds (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018), and alter the development of 

deep convective clouds through, for example, the release of latent heat which invigorates the 

updraft thus altering cloud structure (Lohmann, 2017;Rosenfeld et al., 2011). It is also 

recognised that an accurate representation of cloud phase is important for assessments of 

climate sensitivity (Tan et al., 2016;Ceppi et al., 2017). However, our understanding of which 

type of aerosol particles serve as effective INPs is incomplete (Vergara-Temprado et al., 

2017;Kanji et al., 2017).  

Mineral dust has been inferred to be an effective INP in the atmosphere from field, model and 

laboratory studies (Hoose and Möhler, 2012;Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017). Observations of 

aerosol within ice crystals have shown that mineral dust is often present, suggesting they act 

as INPs within mixed phase clouds (Iwata and Matsuki, 2018;Eriksen Hammer et al., 

2018;Pratt et al., 2009). Laboratory studies also demonstrate mineral dusts are relatively 

effective at nucleating ice (Hoose and Möhler, 2012;Murray et al., 2012;DeMott et al., 2015). 

Atmospheric mineral dusts are composed of several components. Clay is a major component 

of airborne mineral dust and is sufficiently small that its atmospheric lifetime is relatively long. 

Hence, historically  ice nucleation studies have focused on the clay group of minerals (e.g. 

Broadley et al., 2012;Murray et al., 2011;Wex et al., 2014;Mason and Maybank, 1958;Pinti et 

al., 2012;Roberts and Hallett, 1968;Hoose and Möhler, 2012). However, more recent work 

shows that K-rich feldspars (K-feldspars) are very effective INPs when immersed in 

supercooled water (Whale et al., 2017;Zolles et al., 2015;Tarn et al., 2018;Peckhaus et al., 

2016;DeMott et al., 2018;Reicher et al., 2018;Harrison et al., 2016;Niedermeier et al., 
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2015;Atkinson et al., 2013). However, there are other minerals present in the atmosphere, many 

of which are relatively poorly characterised in terms of their ice-nucleating activity. 

Quartz is a major component of aerosolised atmospheric mineral dust (Perlwitz et al., 

2015;Glaccum and Prospero, 1980) and studies have shown that it can be active as an INP 

(Zolles et al., 2015;Atkinson et al., 2013;Isono and Ikebe, 1960;Holden et al., 2019;Kumar et 

al., 2019a;Losey et al., 2018). Boose et al. (2016b) showed a correlation between the INP 

activity of nine desert dusts and the concentration of  K-feldspar at temperatures of -20°C. 

However, at lower temperatures (-35 to -28 °C) the ice-nucleating activity of the dusts 

correlated with the combined concentration of quartz and K-feldspar. Boose et al. (2016bb) 

thus emphasised the importance of understanding quartz and feldspars present in the 

atmosphere for the modelling of INPs. Recently, Kumar et al. (2018) investigated five milled 

quartz samples (two synthetic, three naturally occurring) for their ice-nucleating activity, 

demonstrating the activity of milled quartz. Very recently, Holden et al. (2019) demonstrated 

that nucleation on quartz is indeed site specific, through repeated freezing experiments with 

high-speed cryomicroscopy, and found that micron sized defects tended to be collocated with 

the nucleation sites. While our understanding of ice nucleation by quartz has improved recently, 

it is still unclear how variable quartz samples are in their ice-nucleating ability, which prevents 

an assessment of its atmospheric importance as an ice-nucleating particle relative to other 

minerals. 

When designing experiments focused on understanding the ice-nucleating activity of 

atmospheric mineral dusts, we must consider the processes that lead to the production of dust 

in the atmosphere (these processes are illustrated in Figure 2.1). It is common practice to mill 

relatively pure samples to fine powders which can be studied in the laboratory (Atkinson et al., 

2013;Harrison et al., 2016;Peckhaus et al., 2016;Zolles et al., 2015;DeMott et al., 2018;Kumar 

et al., 2018;Niedermeier et al., 2015) for the purposes of characterising the ice-nucleating 

ability of individual minerals, but the relevance of this mechanical milling process to natural 

airborne mineral dusts needs some discussion. Ultimately, atmospheric mineral dust is derived 

from bulk rocks which are mechanically broken down to finer particles through erosion 

processes (Blatt et al., 1980). The finer material that results can be transported by rivers or 

wind and forms soils in deserts or fertile regions. The particles in these soils undergo complex 

ageing chemistry (and biology), which converts certain minerals into clay minerals (Wilson, 
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2004). Minerals such as pyroxenes and amphiboles are relatively readily converted to clays 

over geological timescales, but quartz and to a lesser extent feldspars are relatively inert and 

therefore persist in soils (Goldich, 1938;Wilson, 2004). However, the ageing state of the 

surfaces of these minerals is unclear. While ageing processes may modify the surfaces relative 

to the original fresh surfaces, these aged materials are continually exposed to aeolian processes 

that involve grains mechanically abrading against one another, resulting in rounding of grains 

and the break-up of aggregates (Bagnold, 1941;Pye, 1994). These vigorous aeolian processes 

result in the generation of small airborne dust particles which most likely have fresh surfaces. 

Hence, the commonly applied practice of mechanically milling rock samples for laboratory 

characterisation has some justification, but it would be wise to test how sensitive the active 

sites on these surfaces are to exposure to air and water. Previous studies indicate that K-

feldspars tend to be relatively insensitive to exposure to water and air (Harrison et al., 2016; 

Whale et al., 2017), although acids can deactivate K-feldspars (Kumar et al., 2018). Hence, in 

the absence of strong acids, freshly milled K-feldspar is thought to be relevant for atmospheric 

mineral dust. Quartz on the other hand has been shown to be very sensitive to exposure to water 

and re-milling these samples appears to readily expose or create new active sites (Zolles et al., 

2015;Kumar et al., 2019a).  

In this study we present a survey of the ice-nucleating ability of 10 naturally occurring quartz 

samples and demonstrate the variability in ice-nucleating ability within natural quartz. We also 

explore the stability of a subset of these samples to time spent in water or exposed to air 

confirming that the activity of some quartz samples are very sensitive to ageing, in contrast to 

K-feldspars. Then, in order to compare the potential contribution of quartz to the atmospheric 

INP population to that of other minerals we have generated a parameterisation for freshly 

milled quartz based on the experimental work in this study. In addition we present new 

parameterisations for K-feldspar, plagioclase feldspar, and albite feldspar based on datasets 

available in the literature. This allows us to compare the potential contribution of quartz, albite, 

plagioclase and K-feldspar to the atmospheric INP population. 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the geological processes that lead to the creation of a mineral 

dust and its emission to the atmosphere. Saltation and creep occur both in fluvial and 

aeolian systems and are processes responsible for the movement of material. There is 

typically more energy in a fluvial system and hence the particle sizes moved in these 

systems are larger. Attrition between particles causes them to fragment and to become 

more rounded on transport with small particles becoming suspended in water or air. The 

particles smaller than ~10 µm in air can be transported for long distances and may 

interact with clouds, serving as INP, many 100s or 1000s of kilometres away from the 

source regions.  

 

2.2 Quartz, the mineral  

Quartz is the second most abundant mineral in the Earth’s crust after the feldspar group of 

minerals. Its hardness (Moh’s scale 7) and chemical nature along with its lack of cleavage 

planes mean it is also a common constituent of sands and soils as it is resistant to weathering 

processes.  Although quartz does not have cleavage planes it does exhibit conchoidal fracturing 

meaning particles tend to have smoothly curving surfaces as a result of fracturing (Deer et al., 

1966), rather than planes with steps that might be expected on a cleavage plane. As it is a 

common constituent to soils, including desert soils, it can be lofted into the atmosphere and is 
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found within transported mineral dusts (Caquineau et al., 1998;Avila et al., 1997;Kandler et 

al., 2011;Kandler et al., 2009). 

The silica minerals are composed of SiO2 tetrahedra with each silicon being bonded to four 

oxygen atoms and these tetrahedra form a 3D framework which can be in six or eight membered 

loops (Deer et al., 1992). There are three principle crystalline types of SiO2: quartz, cristobalite 

and tridymite, with stishovite and coesite being other high pressure polymorphs.  The 

polymorph that is present depends on the temperature and pressure during formation (Koike et 

al., 2013;Swamy et al., 1994). All three crystalline silica types (quartz, cristobalite and 

tridymite) can exist in two polymorphs, both a high temperature (β) and low temperature (α) 

state. α-quartz is most commonly found at or near the Earth’s surface due to it being the most 

stable at atmospheric conditions and thus is the dominant polymorph of quartz found in soils 

and in atmospheric desert dust aerosol (Deer et al., 1992). In fact, α-quartz is so common that 

by convention it is referred to simply as quartz.  

Generally, quartz samples tend to be close to 100 % SiO2 although it is common to find small 

amounts of oxides as inclusions or liquid infillings within cavities (Deer et al., 1966). The 

substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ allows for the introduction of alkali ions such as Li+ and Na+. These 

subtle impurities can lead to a variety of colours. If quartz with impurities (for example Al) is 

exposed to low levels of naturally occurring radiation then one pair of electrons from an oxygen 

adjacent to Al can be emitted leaving unpaired electrons otherwise known as “hole defects” 

(Nassau, 1978). This forms the basis for colour centres, which cause the colouration of 

amethyst. Amethyst is typically violet in colour and differs from standard α-quartz in that it 

has a larger proportion of Fe2O3 inclusions and marginally more TiO2 and Al2O3 in its structure 

(Deer et al., 1966).  Rose quartz generally contains higher amounts of alkali oxides, Fe2O3, 

TiO2 and MnO2 (Deer et al., 1966). It has a pinkish colour which is thought to be attributed to 

the presence of a fibrous mineral which was first suggested to be dumortierite (Kibar et al., 

2007;Applin and Hicks, 1987) but  has been suggested to be a different, unclassified type of 

mineral (Goreva et al., 2001). Smoky quartz has a black colour which is caused by colour 

centres created by the irradiation of iron (Nassau, 1978). Chalcedony is a form of 

cryptocrystalline or microcrystalline α-quartz (Deer et al., 1966). It has been suggested that it 

is also commonly intergrown with another polymorph of quartz known as moganite (Heaney 

and Post, 1992;Götze et al., 1998). Moganite has a monoclinic crystal structure opposed to the 
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trigonal crystal system of quartz. Chalcedony often includes micropores within its structure 

due to its microcrystalline nature (Deer et al., 1966).  

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Samples and preparation 

10 α-quartz samples were tested for their ice-nucleating ability. These included four typical α-

quartzes, two amethysts, two microcrystalline quartzes (chalcedony), one rose quartz and one 

smoky quartz, as summarised in Table 1. Photographs of the samples are presented in Figure 

2.2. These samples were selected to investigate the natural variability of the ice-nucleating 

ability of α-quartz. 

These samples were sourced from various gem sellers. The minerals were visually inspected, 

using their colour, crystal habit, lustre and cleavage to confirm whether the mineral was quartz 

and, if so, what type of quartz. Rietveld refinement of powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns 

was then used to verify the silica polymorph and identify any significant crystalline impurities. 

The results of this process are presented in Table 1. Raman spectroscopy was used in 

conjunction with XRD to test for the presence of moganite within the two chalcedony samples 

based on the work of Götze et al. (1998). However, both methods indicated that no moganite 

was present above the limit of detection (~1 wt%). 

Eight of the samples were prepared from bulk rock or crystal samples by first rinsing the rock 

surface with isopropanol and pure water and placing in a clean sealed plastic bag before 

chipping off fragments and then grinding them into a powder with  
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Table 2.1: Table showing the relative concentrations of different minerals within each 

sample and the respective BET specific surface area of the ground sample and derived 

spherical equivalent average surface area. The uncertainty in the XRD analysis is on the 

order of 0.1 %, hence the identification of some trace constituents in some samples is 

tentative. The mineral density was assumed to be 2.6 gcm-3 for the calculation of spherical 

equivalent diameter. 

 

an agate mortar and pestle. The mortar and pestle were cleaned before use by scrubbing them 

with quartz sand (Fluka) and rinsing thoroughly with pure deionised water and isopropanol. 

A similar method was employed by Harrison et al. (2016) who investigated less ice-active 

minerals (plagioclase feldspars) and found that contamination from the cleaning process was 

not observed. Atkinson quartz (the same quartz sample as used by Atkinson et al. (2013)) and 

Fluka quartz were supplied as a powder, although Atkinson quartz was originally ground via 

the same milling process (Atkinson et al. 2013).  
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Figure 2.2: Pictures of the various quartz samples explored in this study showing their 

varying appearances and characteristics. Samples supplied in a milled state are not 

shown. 

 

These samples were reground to ensure all samples initially had freshly exposed surfaces for 

ice nucleation experiments. The milling process was used to break down mineral 

crystals/powders to a sufficient size so that they may be suspended in water. We argue that 

these freshly milled samples are relevant in that they represent the fresh surfaces which are 
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likely produced by mechanical processes in nature as rocks are broken down and particles 

aerosolised through the saltation process (see Figure 2.1 and discussion in the introduction). 

We therefore suggest that the results from these freshly ground samples of quartz represent an 

upper limit to the ice-nucleating ability of quartz in atmospheric mineral dust since ageing 

processes may reduce this activity.  

The specific surface areas of the quartz samples were measured using the Brunauer-Emmett-

Teller (BET) N2 adsorption method with a Micromeritics TriStar 3000 instrument (Table 1). 

Heating of the sample overnight at 100 °C was performed under a steady flow of dry nitrogen 

to evaporate any moisture in the sample before the surface area measurement. After BET 

analysis, 1 wt% suspensions for all the samples were prepared gravimetrically by suspending 

a known amount of material in purified water (18.2 MΩ cm at 25 °C) in a 10 mL glass vial. As 

quartz is a hard mineral the use of magnetic stirrer bars was avoided when suspending the 

material as preliminary experiments showed the potential for the Teflon coating to abrade off 

the stirrer bars and become mixed with the suspension. We also chose not to use glass stirrer 

bars, partly because glass is softer than quartz and partly because we have noted in the past that 

it can be a source of contamination. Therefore particles were suspended by vortexing for 5 min 

prior to ice nucleation experiments. Only small amounts of sample were available for Mexico 

quartz and Uruguay amethyst and so the powder used for BET analysis was then used to prepare 

the suspensions for ice nucleation experiments. The BET analysis and subsequent suspension 

in water was carried out within a week of grinding the sample.  

2.3.2 Ice nucleation experiments 

The microlitre Nucleation by Immersed Particle Instrument (µL-NIPI) was employed to test 

the ice-nucleating ability of the various quartz samples in the immersion mode (Whale et al., 

2015). This technique has been used in several previous ice nucleation studies e.g. (Atkinson 

et al., 2013;O'Sullivan et al., 2014;Harrison et al., 2016). In brief, 1 µL droplets of a suspension 

were pipetted onto a hydrophobic glass cover slip atop a cold plate (EF600, Asymptote, UK). 

During pipetting, the suspension was vigorously shaken manually every 10 droplets (with 

roughly 40 droplets per experiment) to keep the quartz particles suspended and to ensure that 

the amount of mineral in each droplet was similar. The cold plate and glass slide were then 

enclosed within a Perspex chamber and a digital camera was used to image the droplets. The 

temperature of the cold plate was decreased at a rate of 5 °C min-1 to 0 °C (from room 
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temperature), then at 1 °C min-1 until all the droplets were frozen. Whilst cooling the system, 

a gentle flow of zero-grade dry nitrogen (<0.2 L min-1) was passed across the cold plate to 

reduce condensation onto the glass slide, which can cause interference between freezing 

droplets and the surrounding unfrozen droplets (Whale et al., 2015). As the droplets were 

cooled, images were recorded with the digital camera and freezing events identified in post 

analysis to calculate the fraction of droplets frozen as a function of temperature ± 0.4 °C. A 

second run for each sample suspension, with a fresh array of droplets, was performed 

immediately after the first experiment with approximately 1 hour between the two runs. Prior 

to the start of each experimental day droplets of pure water (no dust) were used to determine 

the background freezing signal. Umo et al. (2015) compiled a large collection of background 

freezing results to create a fit which represents the variability of the background in the μL-NIPI 

instrument. The background signal measured in this study was in line with the lower bound set 

by Umo et al. (2015). 

We assume that nucleation on quartz occurs at specific active sites, as supported by the work 

of Holden et al. (2019) who showed that nucleation occurs preferentially at specific sites on α-

quartz and feldspar using high-speed cryomicroscopy of ice crystal growth on thin sections of 

mineral. The cumulative ice-nucleating active site density ns(T), on cooling from 0 °C to a 

temperature, T, was determined for each quartz sample. Standardising the active site density to 

the surface area of nucleant allows for comparison of the ice-nucleating ability of different 

materials (Connolly et al., 2009;Vali et al., 2015). It should be noted that this model neglects 

the time dependence of nucleation, which can have some influence on the nucleation 

temperature (Herbert et al., 2014;Holden et al., 2019). ns(T) is calculated using: 

𝑛(𝑇)

𝑁
= 1 − exp(−𝑛𝑠(𝑇)𝐴),                                         (1) 

where n(T) is the cumulative number of frozen droplets on cooling to temperature T, N is the 

total number of droplets in the experiment.  A is the surface area of nucleant per droplet 

calculated based on the mass of quartz per droplet (assumed to be the same as in the bulk 

suspension) and the specific surface area determined via BET analysis.  

We conducted Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the error in ns(T) as a result of the 

randomness of the distribution of active sites in the droplet freezing experiments. These 

simulations consider the possible distribution of active sites throughout the droplets that 
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explain each fraction frozen and quantify this uncertainty, which is then combined with the 

uncertainty in the pipetting and BET measurements.  This methodology was based on the work 

of Wright and Petters (2013).  

2.4 Results and discussion 

2.4.1 The variable ice-nucleating ability of α-quartz 

The cumulative fraction of droplets frozen (n(T)/N) on cooling is shown in Fig. 2.3a for arrays 

of droplets containing the quartz samples. Comparison of these curves with the fraction frozen 

curves for droplets without added particles in the µL-NIPI system (Umo et al., 2015), shows 

that all quartz samples heterogeneously nucleate ice since the freezing temperatures for 

droplets containing quartz are always much higher than the pure water droplets. These fraction 

frozen curves are then translated into ns(T) in Fig. 2.3b-c. In Fig. 2.3b we show ns for freshly 

prepared samples where the particles were suspended in water for ~10 minutes before carrying 

out an experiment. The variability in the ice-nucleating ability of these α-quartz samples is 

striking. Bombay chalcedony and Atkinson quartz are substantially more active than the other 

samples with the activity spanning roughly 10 °C at ns(T) = 10 cm-2. While the overall spread 

is large, it is also notable that the droplet freezing temperatures of 8 out of 10 of the samples 

fall between -17 °C and -20 °C at ns(T) = 10 cm-2.  

In Fig. 2.3c we show ns for both the first (fresh) run and a subsequent run performed 

approximately one hour after the first experiment for each quartz sample. In the cases of 

Bombay chalcedony, Brazil amethyst and Smoky quartz, the first and second runs where 

identical within the uncertainties, whereas in the other cases there was a systematic decrease in 

freezing temperature. For example, the temperature at which Atkinson quartz had an ns(T) of 1 

cm-2 decreased by ~3 °C between the first experiment and the second experiment run. In the 

past, using this technique with mineral particles of a similar grain size has mostly resulted in 

consistent results from run-to-run (e.g. Atkinson et al., 2013; Whale et al., 2015). This suggests 

that the decrease in activity seen for some quartz samples is a real change in the activity of the 

quartz rather than artefacts such as, for example, the settling of particles out of suspension 

leading to less surface area in each droplet. The finding that the activity of many of the α-quartz 

samples decrease with time spent in water is perhaps surprising given quartz is typically 

regarded as an inert material.  We come back to this issue of ageing of active sites in water and 

air in section 2.4.2 where we describe a dedicated set of experiments to explore this topic. 
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The Bombay chalcedony sample stands out as being one of the most active quartz samples. For 

ns = 1 cm-2 the Bombay chalcedony nucleates ice at -9 °C which is comparable to K-feldspar 

(see section 2.5.1 for a comparison with other minerals). As described in section 2.2, 

chalcedony is a microcrystalline form of α-quartz and commonly has micropores. It is possible 

that these micropores contain ice nucleation active sites or create zones of weakness which 

allow defects to be created when ground. In order to test if the superior ice-nucleating ability 

of Bombay chalcedony is inherent to chalcedony, we located, characterised and tested a second 

chalcedony sample. Grape chalcedony has a similar microcrystalline form to Bombay 

chalcedony, but behaves more like the other quartz samples we have tested, both in having a 

lower ice-nucleating activity, but also in the decrease in its activity with time spent in water. 

One possibility is that the Bombay chalcedony sample is contaminated with another very active 

ice-nucleating component. The X-ray diffraction results suggest that there is not enough 

inorganic crystalline material, for example K-feldspar, to account for the result.  In addition, 

we washed a ~2 g sample of unground Bombay chalcedony in 10 mL pure water (shaking 

vigorously for ~2 minutes) and tested the water. A droplet freezing assay with this washing 

water indicated that there was no significant detachable contamination. This suggests that the 

ice-nucleating activity of the Bombay chalcedony is inherent to the material rather than 

associated with an impurity, although the presence of an ice-nucleating impurity cannot be 

categorically excluded. These results suggests that a subtle difference between the two 

chalcedony samples causes the Bombay chalcedony to be much more active.  

The second most active quartz sample, fresh Atkinson quartz, does not have any obvious 

differences with the other less active quartz samples which might explain its activity. It is 

almost entirely pure α-quartz with only a minor component of calcite (0.2%). It is unlikely that 

the calcite component is responsible for nucleation since Uruguay amethyst contains the same 

percent impurity of calcite and is much less ice active. 

Overall, the results in Fig. 2.3 show a surprising diversity in ice nucleation behaviour.  As 

mentioned above, quartz is a relatively uniform material which is chemically and physically 

stable, hence we might have expected its ice-nucleating ability to be uniform and insensitive to 

ageing processes (in fact, this was our original hypothesis when we started this project). 

However, the results clearly demonstrate neither of these expectations is correct. Since all these 

quartz samples are α-quartz we might have expected all of these quartz samples to exhibit 
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similar nucleating properties. This variability indicates that these quartz samples do not 

nucleate through a lattice matching mechanism. This is consistent with the recent observation 

that nucleation on quartz occurs at active sites (Holden et al., 2019).  Our results suggest that 

these active sites have diverse properties, with different activities, different site densities and 

some being sensitive to ageing processes where others are not.  In the next section we presenta 

set of experiments designed to further probe the ageing of the ice nucleation sites on quartz 

samples. 
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Figure 2.3: Fraction frozen and active site densities for ten quartz suspensions (1 wt%). 

a) The fraction frozen versus temperature for the different quartz samples investigated 

in this study. The range of freezing for the baseline is highlighted in the grey shaded 

region (Umo et al., 2015). (b) The active site density (ns) for the range of quartz samples 

in this study. In this plot only the first run of each sample is displayed. These samples 

are considered to be fresh as they have only spent roughly 10 minutes in suspension. (c) 

The active site density (ns) versus temperature for the quartz samples on their initial 

runs and their corresponding second runs. The second runs were carried out roughly an 

hour after the first run. A sample of the error bars are shown in Fig. 2.3b/c. 

 

2.4.2 The sensitivity of ice-nucleating activity with time spent in water and air 

The results presented in Fig. 2.3 clearly indicate that the activity of many of the samples of 

quartz decreases by several degrees within an hour (Fig. 2.3b). In initial experiments we also 

showed that the quartz powder used by Atkinson et al. (2013) had lost its activity since it was 

initially tested. The sample had been stored in air within a sealed glass vial under dark 

conditions for ~5 years. However, milling of the powder dramatically increased its activity, 

which suggests that milling can (re)expose surfaces with the most effective active sites. This 

observation is similar to that described by Zolles et al. (2015) who noted that two out of three 

quartz samples increased in activity by up to 5 °C on milling. This supports the hypothesis that 

fresh surfaces are often key to maximising a quartz sample’s ice-nucleating ability. Very 

recently, Kumar et al. (2018) have also observed that milling quartz increases its ice nucleation 

activity and suggest that this may be a result of defects created during the process. 

In order to further explore the stability of active sites we tested how the activity of three samples 

of quartz varied when exposed for a range of times to water and air. For this investigation we 

tested: i) Smoky quartz, as it is a representative quartz in terms of its ice-nucleating ability, 

lying within the middle of the spread of ns(T); ii) Bombay chalcedony, as it was the most active 

sample and iii) Atkinson quartz, since initial experiments indicated it was highly sensitive to 

ageing in both water and air. The dry powder and suspension samples were stored at room 
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temperature in a dark cupboard in sealed glass vials. Prior to the droplet freezing experiment, 

wet samples were agitated to re-suspend the particles and the dry powders were added to water 

in the standard manner described above. The ns(T) of the various quartz samples aged in both 

water and in air for varying times are displayed in Fig. 2.4. 

Each of the three samples responded in a distinct manner to time spent in water. Inspection of 

Fig. 2.4 (a, c and e) reveals that while the ice-nucleating ability of Smoky quartz did not 

significantly decrease after ~1 h, its activity decreased by about 3 °C after four months in water 

which is well outside the uncertainties of the experiment.  Bombay chalcedony was far more 

stable in water, with no substantial change in the ns(T) curve after four months, being within 1 

°C of the fresh sample (close to the uncertainties of the experiment). In contrast, the activity of 

Atkinson quartz decreased dramatically on exposure to water.  Even after only ~1 hour in 

suspension the ns(T) curve decreased by 2 °C, but after 16 months in water the activity 

decreased by 12 °C. These results point to populations of very different active sites on these 

three different quartz samples.  

We also found that the activity of some quartz samples decreased even when they were stored 

in air (Fig. 2.4b, d and e). Dry Smoky quartz and Bombay chalcedony powders were tested 

after being left in a glass vial for 20 months and showed no decrease in activity. In contrast the 

activity of Atkinson quartz decreased by ~5 °C in half of this time period (10 months). Fig. 

2.4f also shows the initial freezing temperatures obtained using the same sample from the 

Atkinson et al. (2013) study which had been stored for ~5 years in a glass vial. This sample 

was ~10 °C less active compared to the freshly ground powder.  
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Figure 2.4: Plots showing the sensitivity of quartz activity, expressed as ns, to time spent 

in water and air. Data are shown for (a and b) Smoky quartz, (c and d) Bombay 

chalcedony and (e and f) Atkinson quartz. Error bars for the first run of each time 

series are shown, but omitted for the other datasets for clarity. The ns values for the 

fresh (~10 min) and one hour suspensions were taken from Fig. 2.3. 
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2.4.3 Discussion of the nature of active sites on quartz 

These results paint a complex picture of the properties of the active sites on quartz samples. 

Not only is the absolute activity of the samples variable, but the sensitivity of the sites to time 

spent in water and air is also highly variable. The active sites of the Atkinson quartz are far 

more susceptible to ageing in water and air than both the Smoky quartz and Bombay 

Chalcedony. The sites on Bombay chalcedony are stable in both air and water, whereas those 

on Smoky quartz are somewhat intermediate in stability, being sensitive to water only after an 

extended period of time beyond 1 hour.   

Very recently, Kumar et al. (2018) also described the deactivation of quartz in suspension over 

a period of five days. However, they noted that time series experiments carried out within glass 

vials showed deactivation of quartz in pure water whereas experiments within polypropylene 

falcon tubes did not. They suggested that silicic acid leached from the glass vial walls allows 

the quartz fragments to slowly grow and the active sites to be lost during the process. The 

explanation of Kumar et al. (2018) is consistent with our observation that the nucleating ability 

of many samples decreases with time spent in water. However, it is inconsistent with the 

stability of Bombay chalcedony and it cannot explain the loss of activity seen for Atkinson 

quartz when aged in air. 

The physical and chemical characteristics which lead to the large variability in the properties 

of the ice nucleation sites on quartz are challenging to define. Classical nucleation theory 

suggests that ice critical clusters at the nucleation temperatures observed in this study are likely 

to be on the order of several nanometres across (Pummer et al., 2015). It therefore seems 

reasonable to think that the relevant ice nucleation sites will be on a similar scale but the nature 

of these sites remains unclear. A molecular dynamics study by Pedevilla et al. (2017) suggested 

that surfaces with strong substrate-water interaction and high densities of OH groups (or other 

H-bonding groups) give rise to effective sites for ice nucleation. However, sites with high 

densities of surface OH groups are also inherently thermodynamically unstable and will have 

a tendency to either react with, for example, moisture in air, or rearrange to a more stable 

configuration. Hence, it may be at defects in the crystal structure where such sites become 

stabilised when the thermodynamic cost of having a nanoscale region with a high density of 
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H-bonding groups is outweighed by the gain from relaxing strain in a structure. For example, 

in K-feldspar, it has been suggested that active sites are related to strain induced by exsolution 

into K and Na rich regions, which is known to result in an array of nanoscale topographical 

features (Whale et al., 2017).  Consistent with this idea, Kiselev et al. (2016) reported that 

nucleation on K-feldspar was related to exposed patches of the high energy surface plane (100) 

and Holden et al. (2019) demonstrated that nucleation on K-feldspar always occurs within 

micrometre scale surface imperfections. Holden et al. (2019) reports that topographic features 

were observed on quartz, at some of the nucleation sites, but they have not been further 

characterised.  

Larger nanoscale patches of surface H-bonding groups should be better at nucleating ice, but 

these larger high energy patches will also be less energetically stable. Hence, one might expect 

that the sites responsible for nucleation at the highest temperatures would also be the least 

stable and most sensitive to time spent in water or air.  But, this does not hold for Bombay 

chalcedony which is the most active quartz we studied and also the most insensitive to exposure 

to water and air (Fig. 2.4).  This indicates that the sites in this case are either of a completely 

different chemistry (perhaps a different high energy crystal plane), or the topography and strain 

associated with a defect imparts a greater stability on these sites. The fact that Bombay 

chalcedony is distinct from the bulk of the samples in being a microcrystalline quartz may be 

related to this, however, Grape chalcedony also has a similar morphology and does not possess 

the population of very active sites.  

The increased ice nucleation associated with milling may be caused by the mechanical 

fracturing of the quartz leading to exposure of high energy but unstable sites, which decay away 

through a structural rearrangement process when exposed to air or liquid water.  Alternatively, 

milling may simply result in the removal of reaction products to leave exposed active sites. 

Kumar et al. (2018) suggest the milling process causes the breakage of Si-O bonds which act 

as high energy sites for ice nucleation. Quartz does not exhibit a preferential plane of weakness 

(cleavage) to break along and it therefore fractures. The presence of small impurities distributed 

throughout the lattice, as described in sections 2.2 and 2.3, may influence the nature of 

fracturing and hence create differing defects and high energy sites. Gallagher (1987) classified 

impurities as a form of structural weakness. The impurities can create zones of weakness and 

stress within the crystal structure and therefore act as a pathway of least resistance resulting in 
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the breakage of bonds and development of microtexture. Alternatively, in some instances the 

impurities may create areas of greater strength and so fracturing occurs around these zones. 

Hence, it is possible that the presence of impurities influences the way in which individual 

quartz samples fracture and therefore influence the presence of active sites.  

Inherently, quartz is rather simple in terms of naturally occurring defects compared to other 

minerals, such as feldspar. In fact, in the past quartz has been considered to be in the ‘perfect 

crystal class’, i.e. lacking imperfections. However, quartz does have defects, albeit at a lower 

density than other minerals (Spencer and Smith (1966)). Quartz minerals can be subject to 

varying conditions and stresses after their formation and so the geological history of the quartz 

may also influence the degree of microtexture. For example, a quartz sample which has 

undergone stress at a fault boundary is more likely to exhibit microtextural features than one 

that has not (Mahaney et al., 2004). It may be these microtextural differences that lead to the 

observed variability in ice-nucleating ability. This hypothesis might be tested in the future if 

quartz samples could be obtained with well characterised geological histories.   

It has also been observed in the past that, for other minerals, the specifics of the mineral 

formation mechanism are critical for determining its ice-nucleating ability. Whale et al. (2017) 

demonstrated that a sample of K-feldspar, which had cooled sufficiently quickly during its 

formation that it did not undergo exsolution and therefore lacked the associated microtextures, 

had very poor ice nucleation properties.  This was in contrast to the more common K-feldspars 

which do have exsolution microtexture and nucleate ice very effectively.  Despite having very 

different ice-nucleating properties, their crystal structures and compositions are very similar.  

A similar formation pathway dependence may be true for quartz, such as strain introduced in 

geological fault systems. But one thing is clear: while bulk mineralogy is a guide to ice-

nucleating activity, in some cases details of the formation pathway may be more important. 

2.5 The importance of quartz relative to feldspar for ice nucleation in the atmosphere  

2.5.1 Comparison to the literature data for quartz and feldspar    

The data from the present study are contrasted with literature active site density data for quartz 

(Zolles et al., 2015;Atkinson et al., 2013;Losey et al., 2018) in Fig. 2.5. This data is also 

compared with ns(T) parameterisations for desert dust samples (Niemand et al., 2012;Ullrich 

et al., 2017) and K-feldspar (Atkinson et al., 2013). The variability within the α-quartz samples 
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that we report is also reflected in the literature data for quartz. It is striking that two of the 

quartz samples in this study, Bombay chalcedony and Atkinson quartz, have an activity 

approaching or equal to K-feldspar. Nevertheless, it is apparent that quartz is never 

substantially more active than K-feldspar or desert dust in terms of ns(T). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5:  Plot of ns versus temperature for the available literature data for quartz 

compared to the data collected in this study. The symbols for this study’s data are 

displayed the same as in Fig. 2.2 and only the first runs (fresh samples) from this study 

are plotted. The data from Zolles et al. (2015) has been split into quartz samples which 

were milled for fresh surfaces and all the combined data (both milled and un-milled 

quartz). 

Since one of our objectives is to determine how effective quartz is at nucleating ice in 

comparison to feldspars, we contrast the literature active site density data for feldspars and 
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quartz in Fig. 2.6. The feldspars have been colour coded into the plagioclase (blue), albite 

(green) and the K-feldspar (orange-reds) groups. We note that, by convention, albite is 

considered part of the plagioclase solid solution series. However, Harrison et al. (2016) 

demonstrated that albites had a distinct nucleating activity and therefore we plot them here as 

a separate group. The K-feldspars presented here represent the K-rich samples from the alkali 

feldspar group (i.e. >10 % K). Overall, there is a general trend in that plagioclase feldspars are 

the least active of the four mineral groups and K-feldspar is the most active. Both albite and 

quartz show similar, intermediate, activities. K-feldspars from Whale et al. (2017) which did 

not exhibit the common phase separation were excluded from this plot as they are 

unrepresentative of common K-feldspars and are rare in nature. Although quartz is an ice active 

mineral, Fig. 2.6 supports the consensus that it is the K-feldspars that are the most active 

mineral for ice nucleation that is commonly found in mineral dusts in the atmosphere.  
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Figure 2.6: Plot of ns versus temperature for quartz and feldspar literature data, 

together with the quartz data from this study. 

 

2.5.2 New parameterisations for the ice-nucleating activity of quartz, K-feldspar, 

plagioclase and albite     

In order to be able to determine which mineral is most important in the atmosphere we need 

the activity of each mineral (expressed as ns(T)) in combination with estimates of the abundance 

of each mineral in the atmosphere.  In this section we produce new ns(T) parameterisations for 

quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and albite using data from the present study in addition to 

literature data.  

The new set of parameterisations are shown in Fig. 2.7.  In order to derive these 

parameterisations we compiled data for representative samples of quartz, K-feldspar, 

plagioclase and albite. To create these parameterisations we binned the data within each dataset 

into 1 °C intervals and then fitted a polynomial line through the log averages of the data. We 

binned the data in an attempt to remove bias towards datasets with relatively high data density. 

In addition, we only applied a fit in the temperature range where multiple datasets were present 

(with the exception of plagioclase, where the available data is so sparse in some temperature 

regimes that we had to relax this criterion in order to produce a parameterisation). We used 

polynomial fits to represent the data since the data is quite complex and alternatives such as a 

straight line would produce a very poor representation of the data.   These fits were constrained 

at the warmest and coldest temperatures in order to obtain a reasonable representation of the 

data at these limits. We stress that these fits must not be extrapolated to higher and lower 

temperatures. The standard deviation for each parameterisation was calculated by taking the 

average of the standard deviations of the log ns(T) values for each 1 °C temperature interval. 

The corresponding value was then used to approximate the standard deviation from each fit, 

which is represented by the dashed lines and shaded area in Fig. 2.7.  
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Figure 2.7: Parameterizations developed for various silicate minerals. Panels (a), (c), (g) 

and (e) show the temperature-binned ns data used to derive the parameterizations. 

Panels (b),(d), (f), and (g) show the new parameterizations plotted with the original non-

binned data. The standard deviation is highlighted in the red-shaded area for each 

parameterization. The green line in panel (d) indicates the K-feldspar parameterization 

from Atkinson et al. (2013). See Fig. 2.6 for the sources of the raw data. The new 

parameterizations (validity T ranges and standard deviation for log(ns(T )), where ns is 

in units of cm−2 , are as follows. Quartz: log(ns(T )) = −1.709 + (2.66 × 10−4T 3 ) + (1.75 × 

10−2T 2 ) + (7 × 10−2T ), (−10.5 to −37.5 ◦C; 0.8); K-feldspar: log(ns(T )) = −3.25 + 

(−0.793T ) + (−6.91×10−2T 2 ) + (−4.17×10−3T 3 ) + (−1.05×10−4T 4 ) + (−9.08×10−7T 5 ), 

(−3.5 to −37.5 ◦C; 0.8); plagioclase feldspar: log(ns(T )) = (−3.24 × 10−5T 4 ) + (−3.17 × 

10−3T 3 ) + (−0.106T 2 ) + (−1.71T ) −12, (−12.5 to −38.5 ◦C; 0.5); albite: log(ns(T )) = 

(3.41 × 10−4T 3 ) + (1.89 × 10−2T 2 ) + (−1.79 × 10−2T ) −2.29, (−6.5 to −35.5 ◦C; 0.7) 

 

For the quartz fit, the chalcedony samples were excluded given these microcrystalline minerals 

are unrepresentative of most quartz in nature and that they are therefore likely to be in 

negligible abundances in the atmosphere. We also only include the runs with freshly made 

quartz suspensions in the parameterisation since the second runs often showed signs of 

deactivation in suspension. By only using the relatively fresh suspension data, our 

parameterisation is representative of freshly milled quartz dust. The new parameterisation can 

be seen in Fig. 2.7a-b and covers a temperature range of -10.5 °C to -37.5 °C and nine orders 

of magnitude in ns(T). This is the first robust ns(T) parameterisation developed for this mineral 

that can be used to determine its role as an INP in the atmosphere.  

The K-feldspar parameterisation developed by Atkinson et al. (2013) has been used extensively 

within the ice nucleation community. However, this parameterisation was created with data 

from one K-feldspar sample and does not reflect the variability we now know to exist. The 

parameterisation developed as part of this study can be seen in Fig. 2.7c-d. We excluded K-

feldspar samples which did not exhibit phase separation from the Whale et al. (2017) study 

from this parameterisation as these types of alkali feldspar are rare and unlikely to be found in 

significant quantities in the atmosphere. The data included in these plots includes all three 

polymorphs of K-feldspar (microcline, orthoclase and sanidine), although most of the data is 
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for microcline. The strongly hyperactive TUD #3, examined by Harrison et al. (2016) and 

Peckhaus et al. (2016), was excluded as it exhibited extremely high activity and appears to be 

an exceptional case which is generally unrepresentative of the K-feldspar group of minerals. 

With this in mind we have developed a parameterisation which represents K-feldspars that 

possess exsolution microtexture. It should be noted that all of the studies used BET derived 

surface areas for the calculation of ns(T) other than DeMott et al. (2018) and Augustin-Bauditz 

et al. (2014) who used geometric surface areas. However, while the difference between BET 

and geometric surface areas is substantial for clay samples (Hiranuma et al., 2015), the 

discrepancy is much smaller for materials with larger grain sizes like feldspar (Atkinson et al. 

2013). When the new K-feldspar parameterisation is compared to the literature data (Fig. 2.7d) 

it represents the variability of K-feldspar, as well as the curvature in the datasets. In particular, 

the new parameterisation captures the observed plateau in ns(T) below about -30 °C. In 

addition, the new parameterisation produces higher ns(T) values at temperatures warmer than -

10 °C relative to that of Atkinson et al. (2013). Below -10 °C this new parameterisation gives 

lower values of ns(T). The temperature range of the parameterisation is also extended, covering 

-3.5 °C to -37.5 °C. 

The parameterisation proposed here to represent plagioclase feldspar is shown in Fig. 2.7e-f. 

The parameterisation spans a temperature range of -12.5 °C to -38.5 °C. Only one dataset was 

available to represent the plagioclase feldspars in the lowest temperature regime (Zolles et al., 

2015), hence this parameterisation needs to be used cautiously, but it is nonetheless a best 

estimate at present given the current data available. A similar caution must be accepted when 

using the albite parameterisation displayed in Fig. 2.7g-h which spans a range of -6.5 °C to -

35.5 °C. For the albite parameterisation, the hyperactive Amelia albite from the Harrison et al. 

(2016) study was excluded due to its exceptional ice-nucleating ability making it 

unrepresentative of the other five albite samples. Hence, this parameterisation is representative 

of the non-hyperactive albites.  

The parameterisations are summarised in Fig. 2.8a and are then combined with a typical 

abundance of each mineral to estimate the INP concentration ([INP]T) associated with each of 

the four minerals in Fig. 2.8b.  On average, roughly 3±6 % (by mass) of atmospheric 

transported mineral dust particles are K-feldspar whereas 16±15 % are quartz and 8±3 % are 

plagioclase (see compilations of measurements in (Atkinson et al., 2013), which are consistent 
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with more recent measurements (Boose et al., 2016b)).  Albite is often grouped with plagioclase 

feldspars when determining the mineralogy of atmospheric mineral dusts rather than being 

reported on its own. For the purposes of this estimate we have assumed that albite has a 

concentration equal to 10 % of that of plagioclase. [INP]T was derived from the ns(T) 

parameterisations assuming a surface area concentration of mineral dust of 50 μm2 cm-3 (a 

moderately dusty environment) and assuming that the mass fraction of each mineral is 

equivalent to its surface area fraction. In order to approximate the size distribution of dust, a 

lognormal size distribution centred around particles of 1 μm in diameter with a standard 

deviation of 0.3 µm was used. We have also assumed that each mineral is externally mixed 

(see Atkinson et al. (2013) for details of how to treat the mixing state of mineral dust), which 

is the assumption that has been made when modelling the global distribution of INPs in the 

past (Atkinson et al., 2013 and Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017). In reality, desert dust aerosol 

will be somewhat internally mixed. The opposing assumption of full internal mixing produces 

1-2 orders more INP at the lowest temperatures, but produces the same INP concentration 

above about -25°C (Atkinson et al. 2013). The upper and lower bounds for each line in Fig. 

2.8b are derived from the range of mineral mass concentrations.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Comparison of the newly developed parameterisations. (a) ns versus 

temperature for the four newly created parameterisations from this study and the  K-

feldspar parameterisation proposed by Atkinson et al. (2013). The standard deviation of 
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each parameterisation is shown by the shaded regions. (b) INP per litre predictions 

using the quartz, K-feldspar, albite and plagioclase parameterisations. The solid lines 

represent the predicted INP concentration associated with the average mineral 

proportion and the dashed lines represent the upper and lower proportions based on 

the variability of mineral proportions of atmospheric desert dust (see section 2.5.2 for 

details). An aerosol surface area concentration of 50 µm2 cm-3 and an external mixing 

assumption were used. 

 

The [INP]T curves in Fig. 2.8b confirm that, under most atmospheric situations, K-feldspar has 

the main contribution to the ice-nucleating particle population in desert dust. Quartz is the next 

most important mineral, with plagioclase the least important.  The contribution of pure albite 

is rather uncertain given the amount of pure albite in desert dust is poorly constrained, but it is 

unlikely to compete with K-feldspar. Nevertheless, while K-feldspar is the most important 

contributor to the INP population, the estimates in Fig. 28b do suggest that quartz may make a 

non-negligible contribution to the INP budget at temperatures between about -20 and -12.5 °C. 

This is particularly so when we consider the variability in the ice-nucleating ability of the K-

feldspar and quartz groups. However, it should also be considered that the estimated [INP]T 

curves in Fig. 2.8b are based on the assumption that quartz has the activity of fresh quartz. We 

know from the work presented above that the activity of quartz is sensitive to ageing processes.  

We cannot quantify ageing of atmospheric quartz, but the parameterisation we present here 

probably represents an upper limit to its activity. In contrast, the activity of K-feldspar does not 

decrease with time spent in water or air (Kumar et al., 2018;Harrison et al., 2016;Whale et al., 

2017). Overall, we conclude that K-feldspar contributes the bulk of the INPs associated with 

desert dust, because it is more active and it is less sensitive to ageing processes. However, we 

should not rule out quartz making a significant contribution to the INP population in a minority 

of cases.  

2.5.3 Testing the new parameterisations against literature laboratory and field 

measurements of the ice-nucleating ability of desert dust 

We now test the quartz and K-feldspar parameterisations to see if they are consistent with 

literature data of the ice-nucleating ability of desert dust (Fig. 2.9). In Fig. 2.9a we contrast the 

predicted ns(T) values, based on the quartz and K-feldspar parameterisations, against a variety 
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of literature datasets for desert dust. For the K-feldspar based prediction, we have presented 

lines where 20 %, 1 % and 0.1 % of the surface area of dust is made up of K-feldspar.  For the 

20 % prediction, which is consistent with measurements in Cape Verde (Kandler et al., 2011), 

we have also shown the natural variability in K-feldspar activity as the shaded region. The line 

assuming quartz is the dominant ice-nucleating mineral in desert dust is for 12 % quartz which 

again is consistent with measurements made in Cape Verde (Kandler et al., 2011). 

From Fig. 2.9a it is clear that quartz does not account for the ns(T) measurements of desert 

dusts sampled directly from the atmosphere and suspended in laboratory studies. However, the 

new K-feldspar parameterisation is consistent with the ice-nucleating activity of dusts over a 

wide range of temperatures.  The K-feldspar parameterisation reasonably represents the 

majority of mineral dust measurements when taking into account that typically ~1 % to 25 % 

of atmospheric desert dust can be attributed to K-feldspar (Atkinson et al., 2013) and that there 

is a natural variability in the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar (as represented by the shaded 

area around the 20 % K-feldspar prediction). The shape of the parameterisation represents the 

bulk of the data well and plateaus at the lowest temperatures in agreement with the 

observations.  

Fig. 2.9b shows INP concentrations measured from an aircraft in the eastern tropical Atlantic 

(Price et al., 2018) plotted with the predicted INP concentrations based on the K-feldspar 

parameterisation developed by Atkinson et al. (2013) (in black dashed lines), the 

parameterisation for desert dust by Niemand et al. (2012) (blue dashed lines) and the K-feldspar 

parameterisation proposed here (red solid lines). The parameterisations were calculated 

assuming an externally mixed scenario (although both internal and external mixing 

assumptions produce a similar result in the regime where the measurements were made). The 

upper and lower bounds were calculated by incorporating the maximum and minimum in the 

aerosol surface area concentrations corresponding to the various aircraft measurements (23.8 

µm2 cm-3 to 1874 µm2 cm-3) (Price et al, 2018). K-feldspar was assumed to represent 20 % of 

the aerosol surface area, based on measurements by Kandler et al. (2011). Note that the small 

number of data points above ~-11°C have a very high uncertainty due to Poisson counting 

issues and should be regarded as upper limits. Price et al. (2018) and Sanchez-Marroquin et al. 

(2019) have described a sub-isokinetic sampling bias in the aircraft inlet which results in an 

enhancement of aerosol surface area by roughly a factor of 2.5 for the used sampling 
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conditions. We have therefore corrected the Price et al. (2018) data downwards by a factor of 

2.5 (although on the log scale this makes a relatively small difference). 

 

We can see that the Atkinson et al. (2013) parameterisation is a relatively poor predictor of the 

INP concentration, especially at temperatures colder than about -15 °C. The parameterisation 

by Niemand et al. (2012) tends to over-predict INP concentrations relative to the Price et al. 

(2018) data by about one order of magnitude. The K-feldspar parameterisation proposed here 

better represents the magnitude, the range and the slope of the aircraft data.  Overall, the new 

K-feldspar parameterisation provides a good representation of the ice-nucleating activity of 

dust from field and laboratory studies and further makes it clear that quartz is of second order 

importance for desert dust’s ice-nucleating ability.   
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Figure 2.9: Testing the newly developed K-feldspar and quartz parameterisations 

against literature data for desert dust. a) Comparison of ns versus temperature for 

mineral dust from laboratory and field studies against the K-feldspar and quartz 

parameterisations. The red lines are ns values where 0.1, 1 and 20 % of the aerosol 

surface area is assumed to be K-feldspar. The standard deviation of the K-feldspar 

parameterisation from this study is represented as the shaded area around the 20 % K-

feldspar prediction: this is to show the natural variability in mineral activity. The 

prediction for 12 % quartz is shown using a black line, with the natural mineral 

variability of freshly milled quartz highlighted by the shaded region. Literature data 

and parameterisations have been plotted from (Niemand et al., 2012;Boose et al., 

2016b;Boose et al., 2016a;Connolly et al., 2009;DeMott et al., 2011;Koehler et al., 

2010;Kanji et al., 2011;Reicher et al., 2018;Ullrich et al., 2017;Price et al., 2018). b) 

Comparison of the INP concentrations predicted by several parameterisations with the 

INP concentrations measured in the dusty eastern tropical Atlantic region by Price et al. 

(2018). The predictions were made assuming that 20% of the dust was K-feldspar, 

consistent with Kandler et al. (2011). For this calculation we assumed that the dust is 

externally mixed in terms of its mineralogy, although in this regime an internal versus 

external mixing state assumption makes very little difference (see Atkinson et al. 

(2013)). The upper and lower bounds of the predicted INP concentrations are based on 

the lowest and highest aerosol surface area concentrations corresponding to the INP 

data in Price et al. (2018). Note that the measured INP concentrations from Price et al. 

(2018) have been corrected downwards by a factor of 2.5 based on the work presented 

by Price et al. (2018) and Sanchez-Marroquin et al. (2019).  

 

 

2.2 Conclusions 

We have studied 10 quartz samples for their ice-nucleating ability in order to better understand 

and define the ice-activity of this abundant mineral.  The chosen samples were all α-quartz, the 

most common silica polymorph found at the Earth’s surface, but included a variety of α-quartz 

types with varying degrees of impurities and different crystal habits. We found that the ice-

nucleating activity of these samples is surprisingly variable, spanning about 10 °C. Eight out 
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of ten of the quartz samples lay within -17 °C to -20 °C at  ns(T) = 10 cm-2, with two quartz 

samples, Bombay chalcedony and Atkinson quartz, being much more active (as active as K-

feldspar). Overall, the quartz group of minerals tends to be less active than the K-feldspars, 

slightly less active than albite, but more active than the plagioclase feldspars. In the future it 

would be interesting to probe the nature of the active sites on the two most active samples and 

to try to contrast these sites to those on the less active samples in order to further understand 

the nature of active sites and why they have such strongly contrasting characteristics.  

Although quartz is regarded as a relatively chemically inert mineral the activity of some 

samples decreases with time spent in air and water. Most of the samples were sensitive to time 

spent in water, but interestingly, the most active sample’s activity did not change significantly 

even after many months in water. We note that the sensitivity to time in water displayed by 

most of the quartz samples studied here is in strong contrast to K-feldspars, which tend to be 

much more stable. Related to this, we also note that solutes can alter the ice-nucleating ability 

of mineral samples (Whale et al., 2018;Kumar et al., 2018;Kumar et al., 2019a, b). Sensitivity 

to these ageing processes and solutes could be very important in determining the dominant INP 

types globally (Boose et al., 2019). Hence, we suggest further studies aim to build a better 

understanding of the relationship between the experimental observations and field collected 

samples to determine the role of ageing in the atmosphere. 

To investigate the relative importance of quartz to feldspars in the atmosphere we have 

proposed new active site density parameterisations for quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase and 

albite. These parameterisations are based on a combination of the data presented here for quartz 

along with data available in the literature. Sparse data sets available for the albite and 

plagioclase mineral groups lead to lower confidence when creating parameterisations for these 

mineral groups. It is suggested that future studies expand on the current datasets of the ice-

nucleating behaviour of minerals to improve these parameterisations. When using the newly 

developed parameterisations to predict INP concentrations in combination with typical 

atmospheric abundances of minerals, it is found that K-feldspar typically produces more INP 

than milled quartz (or any other mineral). Also note that the parameterisation for quartz is for 

freshly milled quartz and the ageing results presented here and elsewhere (Zolles et al., 

2015;Kumar et al., 2019a) suggest that the active sites on quartz are removed on exposure to 

air and water. Therefore the parameterisation for milled quartz should be regarded as an upper 
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limit.  Even with this upper limit, quartz is of secondary importance relative to K-feldspars 

which appear to be less sensitive to ageing processes. In addition, we find that the newly 

developed K-feldspar parameterisation is consistent with ns(T) literature measurements on 

desert dusts and better represents field measurements of INP concentrations in the dusty 

tropical Atlantic compared to the parameterisations by Atkinson et al. (2013) and Niemand et 

al. (2012). We hereby propose the use of this new K-feldspar parameterisation when predicting 

INP concentrations related to mineral dusts. 
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3. Ice-nucleating activity of desert dust decreases on transport across the Atlantic 

This chapter is in preperation to be submitted to Geophysical research letters as: 

A. D. Harrison, D. O’Sullivan, M. P. Adams, G. C. E. Porter, C. Brathwaite,  R. 

Chewitt-Lucas, R. Hawker, O. O. Krueger, L. Neve, M. L. Pohlker, C. Pohlker, U. 

Poschl, J. M. Prospero, A. Sanchez-Marroquin,  A. Sealy,  P. Sealy, M. D. Tarn, S. 

Whitehall,  J. B. McQuaid and B. J. Murray ‘Ice-Nucleating Particle Activity in 

Transported Desert Dust in the Western Atlantic’, GRL (2020). 

Abstract 

Mineral dust is known to act as an ice-nucleating particle (INP) in the atmosphere, but little is 

known about the influence of the transportation process on its activity. Dust plumes emitted 

from Africa typically pass over the eastern tropical Atlantic before reaching Barbados (5-7 

days later). Here we present the first INP concentrations measured at Barbados and contrast 

them to measurements made around Cape Verde. INP concentrations in Barbados are lower 

than observed in the eastern tropical Atlantic and the activity of the aerosol has decreased 

during transportation. The GLOMAP model over predicts INP concentrations at Barbados 

which we attribute to the over prediction of K-feldspar at this location. We suggest that K-

feldspar is preferentially removed during transportation, resulting in mineral dust aerosol with 

a lower activity. On this basis we recommend that future modeling studies refine their 

approaches to predicting K-feldspar concentrations on transport. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Immersion freezing is the process where a particle becomes immersed within a water droplet 

before initiating freezing (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Vali et al., 2015) and it is thought to be 

the dominant pathway for ice formation in mixed-phase clouds (Ansmann et al., 2009).The 

presence of ice crystals opposed to liquid water droplets has large effects on a cloud’s radiative 

properties and lifetime (Lohmann et al., 2006; Storelvmo et al., 2011). Pure water cloud 

droplets, in the absence of particles which have ice-nucleating capabilities, will supercool to 

temperatures below -33 °C before freezing homogenously to form ice crystals (Herbert et al., 

2015; Riechers et al., 2013). However, the confidence in the description of aerosol-cloud 
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interactions in models remains low (Boucher et al., 2013; Field et al., 2014; Pachauri et al., 

2014; Tan et al., 2016).  

Observations of atmospheric ice crystals have commonly found mineral dust to be a residual 

component which would suggest that mineral dust acts as an effective ice-nucleating particle 

(INP) in the atmosphere (Eriksen Hammer et al., 2018; Iwata and Matsuki, 2018; Pratt et al., 

2009).  Further studies attribute tens of per cent of atmospheric INP as mineral dust (Cziczo et 

al., 2003; Pratt et al., 2009) and climate model simulations by Hoose et al. (2010) suggest that 

up to 77% of INP active between 0 to -38°C are accounted for by mineral dusts. Mineral dusts 

are composed of various minerals with the three most abundant groups in the atmosphere being 

clay, quartz and feldspar respectively (Murray et al., 2012). These dusts are created by the 

weathering of the Earth’s surface and are commonly sourced from arid regions such as Africa, 

the Middle East and Asia, otherwise referred to as the Dust Belt (Prospero et al., 2012).  

Atkinson et al. (2013) found that K-feldspar was the most effective ice nucleator of any major 

mineral component found in mineral dust. Further work has confirmed that K-feldspar is an 

extremely active INP (Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014; Emersic et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2019; 

Harrison et al., 2016; Niedermeier et al., 2015; Peckhaus et al., 2016; Zolles et al., 2015). These 

findings have led to mineral dust INP being modelled with the activity being related to the 

amount K-feldspar in the dust (Perlwitz et al., 2015; Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017). This 

assumption has given reasonable predictions of INP concentrations in the past (Harrison et al., 

2019; O'Sullivan et al., 2018; Price et al., 2018).  

However, there are sparse field studies which have observed the effect of transport on mineral 

dust INP and there are a number of possible processes which could potentially alter the ice-

nucleating ability of mineral dust in the atmosphere (Figure 3.1). For example, Harrison et al. 

(2016) showed that feldspar could lose its ice-nucleating ability when left suspended in water. 

Recent studies have demonstrated that solutes and acids, such as atmospherically present NaCl 

and H2SO4, can alter the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar (Kumar et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 

2019; Whale et al., 2018). The influence of such ageing processes in the atmosphere have been 

discussed by Boose et al. (2019) and Kumar et al. (2018). However, there is still much 

uncertainty on this topic due to the lack of field observations of transported mineral dusts.  

INP measurements have been made close to dust source regions in the eastern tropical Atlantic 

(ETA) by Price et al. (2018). These observations (which investigate minimally transported 
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mineral dust) are predicted well by the K-feldspar parameterizations created by Atkinson et al. 

(2013) and Harrison et al. (2019). However, Iwata and Matsuki (2018) suggest that transported 

mineral dust measured in Japan is deactivated by an internal mixing with sea-salt. This 

depression of mineral dust activity by sea-salt is further supported by the work of Si et al. 

(2019) in the high Arctic and is in line with laboratory findings (Kumar et al., 2018; Kumar et 

al., 2019; Whale et al., 2018). Given the above findings, there is still much uncertainty on the 

effect of transportation on the ice-nucleating ability of INP and it is clear that further studies 

of transported mineral dust are needed. 

It typically takes 5-7 days for desert dust plumes to reach Barbados once leaving the west coast 

of Africa and there are only sea spray sources of INP, which are relatively ineffective INP, on 

the passage across the ocean. Hence Barbados is an ideal location to investigate the 

transportation effect on mineral dust. Desert dust plumes pass over the Eastern tropical Atlantic 

(ETA) before reaching Barbados where mineral dust will have undergone multiple days of 

processing. Therefore a comparison can be drawn between the two locations as aircraft INP 

measurements from the ETA are already available (Price et al., 2018). Recently, Haarig et al. 

(2019) used LIDAR ground retrievals and aircraft aerosol size distribution measurements to 

infer the INP concentrations at Barbados. The inferred INP concentrations at Barbados were 

slightly lower than those measured in the ETA, which is to be expected given the aerosol 

concentration was also lower (Haarig et al., 2019; Price et al., 2018). However, as of yet there 

have not been any direct measurements of INP concentrations at Barbados. 

Here we present the first INP measurements made in Barbados and contrast them with previous 

observations from the ETA to determine the effect of long-range transport on the ice-nucleating 

activity of mineral dusts. Further to this we contrast our measurements with the results of a 

global INP model (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017) and make recommendations for how this 

model could be improved in the future. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the processes which may alter the ice-nucleating ability of a 

mineral dust during transport. 

3.2 Methods 

 3.2.1 Project overview 

The Barbados Ice-nucleating particle Concentration Experiment (B-ICE) was conducted at 

Ragged point which is the most easterly point of Barbados (see Fig. 3.1). The air at this location 

is relatively pristine and not influenced heavily by local sources with the air masses mostly 

coming from an easterly direction over the Atlantic. For this reason, it is a chosen site for the 

Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE). The University of Miami also 

has infrastructure on sight which includes a ~20m sampling tower on which aerosol samplers 

and meteorological instrumentation collect data. The tower is situated on the cliff edge and was 

built to minimize the sampling of local sea spray aerosol (SSA) produced at the base of the 

cliff.  July-August are when Barbados typically experiences the most mineral dust plume 

occurrences and so B-ICE ran during these months (July 24th to August 24th). 

 3.2.2 Aerosol sampling and measurements 

Three MESA PQ100 aerosol samplers were used during the campaign and placed atop the 20 m 

sampling tower. 47mm, 0.4 μm pore sized, polycarbonate Whatmann track-etched filters were 

used at a flow rate of 16.7 Lpm with an aerosol cut off size of PM 10. The samplers were left 

to run for varying periods of time both during the day and at night. The flow rate and sampling 
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duration of each sampler was recorded by an inbuilt mass flow controller. Often two MESA 

samplers were run side by side to obtain two filters which collected similar aerosol. Where 

possible, one filter would be used for the on-site ice nucleation experiments (see section 3.2.3) 

and the other would be sealed, frozen and shipped to Leeds to conduct scanning electron 

microscopy. The methodology for SEM analysis is the same as that described by Sanchez-

Marroquin et al. (2019). For one case study a cascade impactor (MOUDI) was also used to 

collect size segregated aerosol using the same polycarbonate filters as the mesa samplers. 

Throughout the campaign handling filter blanks would also be taken by placing a clean filter 

in the filter holder, removing it and analysing it as mentioned in section 3.2.3. For some 

handling blanks a HEPA filter was used instead of the inlet head and air sampled for a duration 

of time before removing the filter and analysing. 

A TSI 3321 Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) was placed in a weather sealed container on top 

of the tower with no cut off inlet to take particle size distribution measurements in the range of 

0.5-20 microns. A vertical inlet, which led to a laboratory directly below the tower, was used 

to sample to an SMPS (TSI 3938), owned by Max-Planck institute, for measurements in the 

size range of 1nm - 1µm. Both the SMPS and APS were run 24/7 with sporadic power outages 

or maintenance. SMPS and APS datasets were converted to volume equivalent diameters as to 

merge the two datasets to cover the full range of the size distributions. The data sets were 

merged in the same way as described by Mohler et al. (2008) with a particle density of 2.6 gcm-

3 and shape correction factor of 1.3. 

 3.2.3 Ice nucleation experiments 

The time between collection and analysis has unknown effects on INP and can change their 

ice-nucleating ability (O'Sullivan et al., 2018; Stopelli et al., 2014). To reduce the unknown 

effects of storage on our samples we prepared and analysed them on site within the IcePod 

portable laboratory. This has been employed in a previous INP field study by O'Sullivan et al. 

(2018).  

A well characterised immersion mode drop assay technique, μL-NIPI, was then used for all ice 

nucleation experiments (Harrison et al., 2016; O'Sullivan et al., 2014; Whale et al., 2015). 

Previously, this method has been used for the analysis of filter collected aerosol samples 

(O'Sullivan et al., 2018), based on the filter sampling and subsequent particle suspension in 
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water described by DeMott et al. (2016). At the start of each day a blank experiment with pure 

HPLC grade water was conducted to determine the background of the experiment before 

conducting experiments with filter collected aerosol. HPLC wash water from the rinsing of a 

handling blank filter were also periodically run to determine the extent of contamination during 

the sampling process. The handling blanks and baselines were in agreement with one another 

although there was a large degree of variability across all blanks (~4 °C at T50). This variability 

was attributed to the contamination of the HPLC water, most likely from aerosol present in the 

working environment. As these backgrounds were variable, they were compiled to ascertain a 

more comprehensive representation of the background. See text S1 for a full description of the 

protocol.  

Some samples were heated to test for the presence of biological INP as ice active proteins 

associated with some classes of biological INP can be denatured with heat, causing a decrease 

in their ice-nucleating ability (Christner et al., 2008; Garcia et al., 2012; O'Sullivan et al., 2018). 

A selection of suspensions were heated to 100 ⁰C for 1 hour, by immersing a suspension in a 

sealed vial in boiling water. The INP content of this suspension was determined before and 

after heating, therefore providing a qualitative test for the presence of biological INP. 

The data presented in the following sections has had the pure water background subtracted 

from each data point (unless specified). Data points which had error bars that spanned more 

than four orders of magnitude, are indicated with open symbols and should be considered as 

upper limits. A description of the background subtraction and the calculation of the errors is 

found in text S1.  

3.3 Results and discussion 

 3.3.1 Ice-nucleating particle concentrations and activity 

Figure 3.2a displays the INP concentrations measured during the campaign in comparison with 

those measured in the ETA. The back trajectories for the aerosol collected for the filters in Fig. 

3.2a can be found in Fig. S4. There is at least one order of magnitude in variability in the 

concentration of INP at this location with a mode INP concentration active at -20°C of ~0.1 L-

1, Fig. 2a. In contrast, at the same temperature, Price et al. (2018) found between ~1 and 100 

L-1 in the ETA. There are no direct measurements of INP concentrations in Barbados in the 

literature, but Haarig et al. (2019) have recently estimated INP concentrations using a 
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combination of lidar derived aerosol size distributions and literature parameterisations.  They 

predict that that at a few hundred meters altitude above Barbados the INP concentrations are 

around 2 x 10-2 L-1 at -25oC. Our measured concentration at this activation temperature is 

between about 1 and 10 L-1. The mass concentration and surface area of dust aerosol decreases 

on transport across the Atlantic (Velasco-Merino et al., 2018) which is consistent with these 

observations of the INP concentration decreasing as we cross the Atlantic, although not by as 

much as Haarig et al. (2019) predicts. This is qualitatively consistent with the measured size 

distributions where we see that the integrated surface area is 10-40 µm2 cm-3 verses 25-1800 

µm2 cm-3 in the boundary layer in the ETA. 

On heating of a selection of aerosol suspensions it is observed that in most cases there is no 

significant decrease in ice-nucleating activity (Figure 3.3,S5). The lack of sensitivity to heat 

treatment suggests that there is not a major biological INP component in most samples. A 

breakdown of the heat tests conducted can be seen in figure S5 along with results from a 

cascade impactor. There are instances, such as on the 2nd of August, where deactivation on 

heating was observed which we attribute to the likely presence of marine organics. The heat 

tests and information collected from SEM and XRD analysis (section 3.3.2) are consistent with 

mineral dust being the major source of INP in this region with some more minor contributions 

from biogenic (most likely marine organic) sources. 

 In order to assess whether the ice-nucleating ability of the mineral dust has changed on 

transport across the Atlantic we have derived the active sites per unit surface area, ns, for our 

collected aerosol samples. We estimate ns using the INP concentration and the surface area of 

dust. We assume that the surface area derived from the size distribution measurements is equal 

to the surface area of mineral dust.  This is a fair assumption, since our electron microscope 

analysis showed that on average mineral dust made up >90% of the aerosol surface area (see 

section 3.3.2 and Fig. S7). In figure 3.2b we present ns(T) for both the ETA (Price et al., 2018) 

and Barbados allowing us to compare the relative ice-nucleating activities of the dusts sampled 

at these locations. Figure 2b demonstrates that the active site density of the mineral dust in 

Barbados is lower than that measured in the ETA with the active site density at -22 °C being 

between 1.8 x 106 to 1.1 x 108 ns (m
-2) and 1.5 x 107 to 1.1 x 108 ns (m

-2) in Barbados and Cape 

Verde respectively. This would suggest that the desert dust has deactivated during transport 
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across the Atlantic and that the low INP concentrations in Barbados cannot be fully explained 

by lower amounts of mineral dust reaching the island. 

Other mineral dust ns values for relatively fresh desert dust collected in various locations are 

also plotted in figure 3.2b. It can be seen that mineral dust sampled at Barbados has the lowest 

activity of any of these other mineral dust samples. It should be noted that the other mineral 

dusts plotted are closer to dust source regions than Barbados and so the effect of transportation 

on mineral dust may relate to the lower activity observed at Barbados. Boose et al. (2016b) 

demonstrated that airborne mineral dusts, on average, have a lower ice-nucleating ability than 

ground collected dusts which gives evidence for the reduction of mineral dusts ability to 

nucleate ice when suspended in air. This loss of activity of airborne mineral dusts may then 

relate to transportation processes and be time dependent, i.e. the longer the mineral dust is 

suspended in air the larger the decrease in its ability to nucleate ice. 

A cascade impactor  was employed to sample aerosol on the 24th of August and showed that 

the dominant INP were found in the 3.2-5.6 µm size range (figure 3.2c) which also displayed 

no significant sensitivity to heat treatment (Figure S5). Below 1 µm there was a much smaller 

contribution to the INP population suggesting that the super micron mode was responsible for 

the aerosol activity. The correlation of ice-nucleating ability and aerosol size may be of 

potential significance given that the largest particles will be the first to gravitationally settle 

out of suspension on transport.  

There is a 3 °C variability at INP concentrations of 0.01L-1 during the campaign. This 

variability in INP concentration cannot be correlated with any meteorological factors (wind 

direction, temperature, relative humidity or atmospheric pressure), see Figure S6. 
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Figure 3.2: INP measurements from Barbados from the 24th July-24th August. a) INP 

concentrations from Barbados and the ETA, around the Cape Verde region(Price et al., 

2018). Data points which were consistent with background signal are displayed as hollow 

points and should be considered as upper limits. b) The active site density measurements 

made of mineral dusts at various locations including the measurements made from this 

study in Barbados and those made by (Price et al., 2018) in the ETA. It should be noted 

that data points which were consistent with the baseline were removed from the Barbados 

dataset. c) Size resolved active site density measurements made on the 24th of August 2017 

from this study in Barbados. The measurements collected from the MESA aerosol 

sampler (PM10) for the same date and time are also presented.   

 

Figure 3.3: [INP] per litre for heated versus unheated samples. No background 

subtraction has been applied in this plot, however the background signal is the same for 

heated versus unheated suspensions and so the background signal does not influence the 

relative trends. 

 

3.3.2 Characterisation of aerosol in Barbados 

SEM analysis of four filters shows that on average 92% of the aerosol surface area is 

attributable to mineral dust with sea salt also present (Figure S7). XRD analysis of dust 
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collected in rain water collectors (between the 03/08/17-04/08/17) showed that kaolinite 

(57.8%) dominated the aerosol population with muscovite (27%), quartz (9.1%), plagioclase 

(3.6%) and calcite (2.6%) also being present (Figure S8). K-feldspar was low in concentration, 

below the detection limit of the method (<~2%) (Hillier, 1999; Maters et al., 2019). K-feldspar 

being in concentrations below 2 wt% is in agreement with measurements at Barbados of 1.7 

wt% made by Glaccum and Prospero (1980) and ~ 1 wt% by  Kandler et al. (2018). 

The aerosol size distribution remained fairly constant throughout the campaign of which a 

composite of the size distributions can be seen in figure 3.4. It should be considered that 

particles above 10 µm were not observed in our aerosol samples whereas the study by Price et 

al. (2018) did not have an aerosol cut off and saw particles larger than 20 µm. This may have 

some impacts on the mineralogy of the sample and therefore the activity as minerals, such as 

quartz and feldspar, may be found in these larger grain sizes and may also be the first to settle 

out of suspension on transport. This has similar implications when comparing the results 

presented here to surface collected samples. 

 

Figure 3.4: Composite of the merged size distributions (from both the APS and SMPS) 

for the duration of the campaign. The APS and SMPS data have been converted into 

volume equivalent diameters. 
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 3.3.3 Discussion of what leads to the lower activity of dust in Barbados 

There are several potential processes that might lead to a reduced activity of dust on long-range 

transport (see Fig. 3.1). These include the depletion of K-feldspar in transported dust, acid 

aging and internal mixing with NaCl. We start with the internal mixing with NaCl hypothesis. 

It has been shown that relatively small concentrations (~0.015 M, i.e. where the melting point 

depression is only of a few tenths of a degree) of NaCl decreases the activity of K-feldspar by 

~5°C (Whale et al., 2018). In order to understand whether sea salt could cause a significant loss 

of ice-nucleating ability in our samples we decided to conduct a simple experiment. A 

suspension of 0.1wt% K-feldspar and 6.6 x 10-4 wt% aquarium salt (Marine salt, Tetra) was 

tested for its ice-nucleating ability. This concentration of sea salt was used based on the upper 

concentration of sea salt in the atmosphere, measured by Prospero (1979), being 8.71μgm-3. 

Assuming this concentration of sea salt had been sampled on to a filter for four hours (at 

16.7Lpm) and diluted into 6 mL of Milli-Q water we would expect to have a sea salt 

concentration of 6.6 x 10-4 wt% in our aerosol suspension. These values were chosen to 

represent a typical aerosol suspension collected and analysed in this field study. No observable 

change in the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar was seen with this atmospherically relevant 

concentration of sea salt (Figure S11) and so we suggest that sea salt has a negligible effect on 

the deactivation of the transported mineral dust observed at Barbados. 

Acid aging is harder to rule out.  Laboratory experiments have shown that the activity of 

mineral dust decreases on exposure to acids (Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014; Kumar et al., 2018; 

Kumar et al., 2019; Sullivan et al., 2010; Wex et al., 2014), but simulating the conditions a dust 

particle experiences in the atmosphere is very challenging and hence we are unable to say how 

important this effect may be. This leaves us with the hypothesis that the K-feldspar content in 

transported desert dust is depleted.  

In order to address the depleted K-feldspar hypothesis we use an aerosol transport model 

(GLOMAP) to simulate the INP concentrations at Barbados. This model represents desert dust 

INP (by representing K-feldspar) and sea spray INP, as described in Vergara-Temprado et al. 

(2017). An advantage of using this model is that it represents the K-feldspar component of 

desert dust, based on mineral composition in the dust source regions (Atkinson et al., 2013), 

and therefore allows the dust to become less active on transport as the coarse mode aerosol, 

where the K-feldspar is enriched, is removed. This results in the activity of the dust decreasing 
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on transport. This model was used by Price et al. (2018) to show good agreement with the 

observed INP concentrations around the Cape Verde region, where the INP population was 

clearly dominated by relatively fresh desert dust.  

A comparison between model predictions and measured INP concentrations at Barbados during 

the campaign period are shown in Figure 3.5a. The mineral dust INP concentrations were 

predicted using two K-feldspar parameterisations; the old parameterisation (Atkinson et al., 

2013) and the new parameterisation based on the newly available literature data (Harrison et 

al., 2019).We also show the marine organic INP concentration associated with sea spray based 

on the parameterisation in Wilson et al. (2015). Overall, the slope of the INP data is consistent 

with the K-feldspar predictions, albeit shifted to lower temperatures, rather than the marine 

organics. It is noticeable that the Atkinson et al. (2013) parameterisation over predicts the 

measurements by roughly an order of magnitude with the parameterisation by Harrison et al. 

(2019) being in much better agreement with the observations.  However, the Harrison et al. 

(2019) parameterisation still over predicts roughly half the data. Marine organics are found to 

be of secondary importance until temperatures above ~ -20 °C. Similar to the findings with ns 

above we find that the activity of the dust, as defined by the measurements in this location, is 

lower than we would have expected.  We now take a closer look at the K-feldspar content of 

the dust and the amount of dust in the model predictions.  

GLOMAP predicted ~7 wt% of the total aerosol mass was K-feldspar, with ~8 wt% of the 

mineral dust mass component being attributed to K-feldspar (Figure S9). The XRD analysis 

from this study and previous studies (Glaccum and Prospero, 1980; Kandler et al., 2018) show 

the K-feldspar concentration to be ~1 wt% which provides evidence to suggest that the 

GLOMAP predication of the K-feldspar content is too high. The average aerosol mass 

predicted in the GLOMAP simulations during the campaign was 14.8 ± 8.2 µgm-3 which is 

consistent with, albeit slightly lower than, the average aerosol mass measured by the APS of 

20.8 ± 11.2 µgm-3 (Figure S10). The aerosol mass simulated in GLOMAP is generally lower 

than that observed and so cannot explain the over estimation of INP in the model. This suggests 

that the over prediction of K-feldspar may explain the discrepancy.  

The XRD analysis of aerosol collected in rain water, from the 3rd-4th of August 2017, shows a 

K-feldspar content below detection (< ~2%) opposed to the ~7 wt% predicted in GLOMAP. 

Given this information, we can make the assumption that 1wt% or less of the aerosol is K-
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feldspar and combine this assumption with the Harrison et al. (2019) parameterisation and the 

range of aerosol surface area concentrations measured during this sampling period. In doing so 

we predict the INP concentrations well (Fig. 3.5b). From Figure 3.5b we can see that other 

minerals present in the aerosol cannot account for the INP concentrations but 0.1 wt% to 1 wt% 

K-feldspar can estimate explain the INP concentrations. The presence of 1 wt% K-feldspar is 

in good agreement with the recent work of Kandler et al. (2018) who sampled during the same 

months as this study. A few data points (with large uncertainties), at the very warmest 

temperatures (> -20°C) are not predicted by this estimate of K-feldspar. However, the marine 

organics prediction from GLOMAP encompasses all but one of these data points. Over this 

particular period there was some evidence for biogenic material in the warmest regime as the 

first freezing events were heat sensitive (Figure S5). These data points may then be explained 

by the presence of biogenic material, perhaps associated with sea spray, but no strong 

conclusion can be drawn due to the large uncertainty of these data points.  

Given the previous case studies agreement with 1 wt% K-feldspar we can aim to predict the 

activity (ns) of the dust observed at Barbados for the entire campaign. Assuming that 1% of the 

aerosol population is K-feldspar, we can predict the activity of the dust, figure 3.5c. Displayed 

by the red band, in figure 3.5c, is the variability of the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar 

proposed by Harrison et al. (2019). In reality the variability in the observations will likely be a 

combination of both the variability in the amount of K-feldspar present and the variability of 

K-feldspar at nucleating ice, but given this assumption we predict the measured ns of dust in 

Barbados with exceptional agreement.  

Mineralogical measurements are non-trivial which leads to a large range in reported values for 

the K-feldspar content in mineral dusts. However, Atkinson et al. (2013) reports an average K-

feldspar content of 3 % for airborne mineral dusts. Measurements of mineral dusts at Cape 

Verde suggest a K-feldspar content between ~2 % (Glaccum and Prospero, 1980) and 20 ±5 % 

(Kandler et al., 2011), which is higher than the 1 % K-feldspar thought to exist at Barbados. 

This combined with the previous results gives strong evidence that a low weight percent of K-

feldspar in the dust collected at Barbados is responsible for the discrepancy in the ice-

nucleating ability of the comparable mineral dusts from Cape Verde and Barbados. This 

suggests that there is a process which preferentially removes K-feldspar from mineral dusts 

during transport across the Atlantic Ocean and thus leads to a lower concentration of K-feldspar 
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available to act as an INP. Consequently this results in the deactivation of the mineral dust’s 

ice-nucleating ability. This is consistent with measurements that show K-feldspar 

concentrations below detection for mineral dusts which have been transported large distances 

from source regions (Arnold et al., 1998; Atkinson et al., 2013; Blank et al., 1985; Leinen et 

al., 1994). 

We hypothesise that processes such as precipitation and gravitational settling of large grain 

sizes (of which feldspar is a common component) may result in the preferential removal of K-

feldspar. There are two aspects to this. First, processes such as ice formation and subsequent 

precipitation may preferentially remove K-feldspar more effectively than the aerosol generally. 

The second is that the wet and dry size dependent removal processes will preferentially remove 

larger aerosol and therefore the assumed size distribution of the K-feldspar will critically 

influence the transport of K-feldspar. Perlwitz et al. (2015) suggest that Atkinson et al. (2013) 

places too large a proportion of the K-feldspar content in the fine mode relative to the coarse 

mode, which results in too much transported K-feldspar. GLOMAP defines the size distribution 

of K-feldspar based on the mineralogical maps presented in Nickovic et al. (2012), which 

provides the course (silt) mode feldspar content, but not in the fine (clay) mode. An assumption 

is then made that the ratio of K-feldspar in the fine mode to the coarse mode is the same ratio 

as for quartz (which is reported by Nickovic et al. (2012)). Hence, the amount of K-feldspar 

which undergoes long range transport is likely to be dependent on the size distribution of K-

feldspar at source, a term which is unfortunately poorly defined (Perlwitz et al., 2015). This is 

something that needs to be explored in the global model in more detail, ideally with 

measurements of the size resolved mineralogy at source and at remote locations such as 

Barbados.   

With this said, although though we cannot quantitatively rule out the effect of acid ageing on 

the transported mineral dust at Barbados, the low amount of K-feldspar does appear to account 

for the full loss of activity observed. We therefore attribute the deactivation of the mineral dust 

at Barbados to the scavenging of K-feldspar and that the amount of sea salt may simply 

correlate with the time the aerosol spent over the ocean, and thus may also correlate with the 

depletion of K-feldspar. The scavenging of K-feldspar appears to be underrepresented in 

models leading to an over prediction of the K-feldspar content and therefore INP concentration.  
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This scavenging processes needs to be better constrained in climate models in order to improve 

predictions of INP. 
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Figure 3.5: Predictions versus the observations at Barbados. Data points represented as 

hollow symbols have large uncertainties and are consistent with the baseline. a) 

GLOMAP INP concentration predictions for marine organics and K-feldspar based on 

various parameterisations along with the observed INP concentrations. b) Calculated 

INP concentrations using parameterisations for K-feldspar, plagioclase, quartz and albite 

developed by Harrison et al. (2019). The parameterisations are scaled using the XRD 

measurements in section 3.2 and K-feldspar is assumed to be 1 wt% - 0.1 wt%. The 

GLOMAP simulated INP concentration as a result of marine organics is also plotted. c) 

Predicted active site density (ns) assuming 1 wt% K-feldspar using the Harrison et al. 

(2019) K-feldspar parameterisation. The red band demonstrates the variability in the ice-

nucleating ability of K-feldspar as presented by Harrison et al. (2019). The observed ns 

from this study is plotted for comparison with the data points consistent with the baseline 

excluded. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The measured INP concentration in Barbados is found to be 0.4 to 4 INP L-1 at -24 °C. This is 

roughly one and a half orders of magnitude lower than measured in the eastern tropical Atlantic. 

The activity, expressed as active sites per unit surface area, of the mineral dust collected in 

Barbados is also lower than that measured in the ETA which suggests a deactivation of the dust 

during transport across the Atlantic Ocean. GLOMAP simulations over predict the 

observations at Barbados which we attribute to the over estimation of the K-feldspar content 

in the global model. The measured K-feldspar content (using XRD analysis of rain collected 

aerosol) is below 2 wt%. When the predictions of INP are scaled to this low content of K-

feldspar a good agreement is found between the observations and the predictions. We 

hypothesise that removal of K-feldspar results in the reduction of the ice-nucleating ability of 

transported mineral dust at this location. This hypothesis may also explain observations by Si 

et al. (2019) and Iwata and Matsuki (2018) who correlate a reduction in INP activity with sea 

salt. The amount of sea salt may be related to the time the aerosol has been transported (over 

sea) and hence is a proxy for the degree of removal of K-feldspar. We therefore suggest that 

future studies take care in assessing the mineralogy of mineral dusts and incorporate accurate 

representations of mineral components in to models. 
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 Figures S1 to S11 

Introduction 

Table S1 provides the start and end times for all the filters during the campaign and the 

corresponding symbols used to represent the collected filters in figure 2a.Text S1 describes the 

methodology for creating a fit to the background INP signal for the experiments during the 

campaign and then the methodology to subtract this background and calculate the subsequent 

errors. Figures S1-3 are relatable to Text S1. Figure S4 shows back trajectories for the aerosol 

collected on to filters during the campaign. Figures S5 shows the heat sensitivity of aerosol 

suspensions collected during the campaign. Figure S6 shows a time series of the INP 
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concentration and meteorological conditions for the duration of the campaign. SEM and XRD 

analysis are shown in Figures S7 and S8. The ratio of K-feldspar to overall desert dust aerosol 

across the globe (as modelled by GLOMAP) is presented in Figure S9. The GLOMAP 

simulated aerosol mass (µgm-3) versus the observed aerosol mass recorded via the APS during 

the campaign is shown in Figure S10. Results showing the solute effect of sea salt on K-feldspar 

(with sea salt concentrations relevant for the collected filter samples in this study) are presented 

in Figure S11. 
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Table S1: Sampling durations and the volume of air sampled for 28 runs and their 

corresponding symbols used in figure 3.2a. 
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Text S1. Background subtraction and errors calculation 

To determine the contribution of impurities to the overall INP signal of the collected aerosol 

samples we first collated all of the blanks and handling blanks into a single dataset and 

produced a polynomial fit to represent the baseline. This was done by binning all of the data 

for the individual blank runs into 0.5 ˚C temperature intervals and calculating k(T), the active 

site density per unit volume per temperature interval. Equation 1 was used to calculate k(T): 

𝑘(𝑇) = −
1

𝑣 ∙ ∆𝑇
 ∙ ln (1 −

∆𝑁

𝑁(𝑇)
)                         Equation 1 

 

Where v is the volume of the droplets used, ΔT is the change in temperature (the temperature 

interval), ΔN is the number of droplets which have frozen in the temperature interval and N is 

the total number of droplets. 

Temperature intervals which saw a freezing event occur but were separated from the bulk of 

the data by more than 1˚C were removed from the overall compilation of the baseline data as 

these data points had large uncertainties. 

Once compiled, a polynomial fit to the data was applied and the standard deviation determined. 

The best approximation of the baseline was found to be log(k(T)) =-1.57 x 10-2 T2- 9.46T-11.22, 

with a standard deviation of ± 0.3, Figure S1. 

The aerosol data was then binned (into 0.5 ˚C intervals) and k(T) calculated and plotted against 

this representation of the baseline along with the associated errors. A code similar to that 

presented by Vali (2019) is used to calculate the errors for the temperature intervals by running 

a monte carlo simulation and calculating a Poisson distribution to find one standard deviation 

centred around the mean number of freezing events in the interval (the mean is assumed to be 

the same number as the number of recorded events in the temperature interval during the 

experiment). These error bars are then used to determine whether a data point is significantly 

above the baseline signal. If the k(T) value of the data point, or the lower error bar, overlap 

with the one standard deviation band of the baseline then it is assumed that this data point is 

not statistically above the baseline, see Figure S2. Figure S2 shows two examples of aerosol 
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collected data versus the baseline (one example for a sample which falls completely within the 

baseline and one example for a sample which is mostly above the baseline). 

Figure S1: Log(k(T)) for the baselines of the experiments and the exponential fit and 

standard deviation used to represent the baseline in subsequent error calculations and 

background subtractions. 

 

The data points which are not statistically above the baseline are noted so they may be 

represented as uncertain data points in the final plots. The data is then background subtracted 

using the previously calculated representation of the baseline. 

To calculate the error bars for the background subtracted data the standard deviation in the 

baseline is combined with the Poisson errors to determine the overall error. A quadratic 

summation of the errors is used to achieve this, equation 2. 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑇𝑜𝑡 =  √𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑠
2 + 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠

2
               Equation 2 

Where Errorbas is the error calculated for the baseline (the standard deviation in the baseline 

signal) and Errorpos is the error calculated through the monte carlo simulations to represent the 

Poisson distribution. 

These errors are then converted into the cumulative expression K(T) (active sites per unit 

volume) through their summation, see Figure 34. This then allows for the errors to be calculated 

in other cumulative expressions such as INP (L-1) and ns.  
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Figure S2: k(T) versus temperature for two examples of collected aerosol. Also plotted is 

the representation of the baseline (background impurities). Data points which are 

highlighted by a red oval are thought to not be statistically above the background signal. 

a) An example when the majority of the data points are above the baseline. The first two 

freezing events (outlined by the red oval) have large uncertainties and so cannot be said 

to be statistically above the baseline. b) An example where the INP signal is not 

significantly above the background signal and so all data points are consistent with the 

baseline. 
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Figure S3: The calculated K(T) values for the examples from Figure S2 and their 

corresponding errors.  
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Figure S4: HYSPLIT back trajectories for the date and times of the filter samples in this 

study. Altitudes of 40m, 600m, and 1500m were chosen to represent the sampling height, 

boundary layer and Saharan air layer respectively. 
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Figure S5: The fraction frozen curves for heated versus unheated suspensions. a-f) 

Fraction frozen curves for heated and unheated aerosol suspensions collected from the 

MESA PQ100 samplers with an aerosol cut off diameter of roughly 10 μm. g) Fraction 

frozen curves for heated versus unheated suspensions of size segregated aerosol in a 

MOUDI cascade impactor. 
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Figure S6: Time series for the relative humidity, wind direction and INP(T) at 0.01L-1. It 

should be noted that the INP concentration has not been background subtracted in this 

plot. 
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Figure S7: Compilation of the sized resolved composition and the contribution of mineral 

dust to the overall surface area retrieved from SEM analysis of four aerosol filter samples. 

N is the number of particles analysed on each filter. 
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Figure S8: XRD analysis of aerosol collected in rain water from the 3rd-4th of August. The 

limit of detection of this technique was ~2%. 
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Figure S9: GLOMAP model simulation of the mass fraction of K-feldspar relative to 

aerosolised mineral dust. At Barbados it can be seen that K-feldspar is predicted to 

account for roughly 8% of the aerosolised mineral dust. 
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Figure S10: The GLOMAP simulated and APS measured aerosol mass daily averages for 

the duration of the campaign. 
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Figure S11: The effect of sea salt on K-feldspars ability to nucleate ice. The control 

experiment used a suspension of Milli-Q water and 0.1 wt% BCS376 K-feldspar. A 

suspension of 0.1wt% K-feldspar and 6.6 x 10-4 wt% aquarium salt (Marine salt, Tetra) 

was then tested for its ice-nucleating ability. This concentration of sea salt was used as 

the upper concentration of sea salt in the atmosphere measured by Prospero (1979) was 

8.71μgm-3. Assuming this concentration had been sampled on to a filter for four hours (at 

16.7Lpm) and diluted into 6 mL of Milli-Q water we expect a sea salt concentration of 6.6 

x 10-4 wt%. These values were chosen to represent a typical experiment collected and 

analysed in this field study. No observable change in the ice-nucleating ability of K-

feldspar was seen with this atmospherically relevant concentration of sea salt. 
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4. An instrument for quantifying heterogeneous ice nucleation in multiwell plates 

using infrared emissions to detect freezing 

This chapter has been published in Atmospheric Measurement Techniques as: 

Harrison, A. D., Whale, T. F., Rutledge, R., Lamb, S., Tarn, M. D., Porter, G. C. E., 

Adams, M. P., McQuaid, J. B., Morris, G. J., and Murray, B. J. ‘An instrument for 

quantifying heterogeneous ice nucleation in multiwell plates using infrared emissions to 

detect freezing’, published in Atmospheric Measurement Techniques (2018). 

Abstract 

Low concentrations of ice nucleating particles (INPs) are thought to be important for the 

properties of mixed-phase clouds, but their detection is challenging. Hence, there is a need for 

instruments where INP concentrations of less than 0.01 L-1 can be routinely and efficiently 

determined. The use of larger volumes of suspension in drop assays increases the sensitivity of 

an experiment to rarer INPs or rarer active sites due to the increase in aerosol or surface area 

of particulates per droplet. Here we describe and characterise the InfraRed-Nucleation by 

Immersed Particles Instrument (IR-NIPI), a new immersion freezing assay that makes use of 

IR emissions to determine the freezing temperature of individual 50 μL droplets each contained 

in a well of a 96-well plate.  Using an IR camera allows the temperature of individual aliquots 

to be monitored. Freezing temperatures are determined by detecting the sharp rise in well 

temperature associated with the release of heat caused by freezing. In this paper we first present 

the calibration of the IR temperature measurement, which makes use of the fact that following 

ice nucleation aliquots of water warm to the ice-liquid equilibrium temperature (i.e. 0°C when 

water activity is ~1), which provides a point of calibration for each individual well in each 

experiment. We then tested the temperature calibration using ~100 µm chips of K-feldspar, by 

immersing these chips in 1 µL droplets on an established cold stage (µL-NIPI) as well as in 50 

µL droplets on IR-NIPI; the results were consistent with one another indicating no bias in the 

reported freezing temperature. In addition we present measurements of the efficiency of the 

mineral dust NX-illite and a sample of atmospheric aerosol collected on a filter in the city of 

Leeds. NX-illite results are consistent with literature data and the atmospheric INP 

concentrations were in good agreement with the results from the µL-NIPI instrument.  This 
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demonstrates the utility of this approach, which offers a relatively high throughput of sample 

analysis and access to low INP concentrations.  

4.1    Introduction 

Cloud droplets can freeze homogeneously below about -33°C (Herbert et al., 2015), but the 

presence of ice-nucleating particles (INPs) can induce freezing at much warmer temperatures 

(Kanji et al., 2017). The glaciation of clouds at these warmer temperatures has a substantial 

impact on a cloud’s reflective properties, lifetime and therefore the overall climate of the 

planet, but is poorly represented in many models (Hoose and Möhler, 2012; Vergara-Temprado 

et al., 2018). INPs can cause nucleation through a number of pathways (Vali et al., 2015), but 

in mixed-phase clouds it is thought that the pathways where particles become immersed in 

droplets is most important (Hande and Hoose, 2017; Hoose et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2012). 

Even small concentrations of INPs can influence cloud properties; for example, in a modelling 

study of Southern Ocean shallow mixed-phase clouds, Vergara-Temprado et al. (2018) showed 

that while concentrations of INPs greater than ~1 L-1 cause profound changes in cloud 

properties, clouds are sensitive to concentrations many orders of magnitude smaller.  

The ability to quantify INP spectra (INP concentrations as a function of temperature) and test 

the efficiency of proxy materials for ice-nucleating efficiency is invaluable for improving our 

understanding of cloud glaciation and developing computationally inexpensive 

parameterisations for atmospheric models. However it is not a trivial task, in part because INP 

concentrations are low (<0.1L-1) (DeMott et al., 2010) and the sites on the surfaces which cause 

nucleation at warm temperatures (Vali, 2014; Whale et al., 2017) are rare. There are several 

different methods of conducting ice nucleation experiments that include Continuous Flow 

Diffusion Chambers (CFDC’s) e.g. (Garimella et al., 2016; Kanji and Abbatt, 2009; Kohn et 

al., 2016; Rogers et al., 2001; Salam et al., 2006; Stetzer et al., 2008), cloud expansion 

chambers e.g. (Cotton et al., 2007; Niemand et al., 2012), wind tunnels e.g. (Diehl and Mitra, 

1998; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973) and droplet freezing assays e.g. (Beall et al., 2017; Budke 

and Koop, 2015; Häusler et al., 2018; Knopf and Alpert, 2013; Murray et al., 2011; Vali, 2008; 

Whale et al., 2015). Each of these methods has its limitations and advantages which must be 

understood and accounted for when conducting an experiment and interpreting the results. For 

example CFDCs cannot be used for measurements at temperatures warmer than about -11°C 

but they do allow for specific saturation conditions to be controlled, something which other 
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instruments cannot achieve. For more information on the capabilities and limitations of the 

various techniques see the comprehensive reviews and intercomparisons conducted by 

Hiranuma et al. (2015) and (DeMott et al., 2018). Haüsler et al. (2018) also presents a summary 

of the features of various techniques.  

A significant challenge in sampling INPs in the atmosphere is their low concentration. At 

present there is a dearth of published, atmospherically relevant, INP measurements globally 

(Kanji et al., 2017; Vergara-Temprado et al., 2017). Not only is the global spatial and temporal 

coverage of INPs inadequate, but the range of activation temperatures and INP concentrations 

covered in any one set of measurements is typically limited.  No single instrument has the 

capability of measuring INP concentrations over the full range of conditions relevant to mixed-

phase clouds.  Online instruments, such as CFDCs, can measure over a wide range of relevant 

conditions but their detection limit is limited to ~10-1 L-1 (Al-Naimi and Saunders, 1985; 

DeMott et al., 2010; Eidhammer et al., 2010; Prenni et al., 2009). This can be improved with 

aerosol concentrators (Prenni et al., 2013; Tobo et al., 2013), but is still above the INP 

concentrations models suggest influence the properties of certain cloud types, such as high 

latitude cold-sector clouds (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018). The alternative approach is 

therefore to increase the number of particles within each aliquot of water.  In principle, 

increasing the number of particles per droplet, and therefore the surface area of nucleator, per 

droplet will increase the sensitivity of the experiment to rarer INP. This enables quantification 

of lower INP concentrations. To increase the number of aerosol particles per volume of liquid 

the time period over which an atmospheric sample is collected can be extended, but in doing 

so temporal resolution would be lost. A method of increasing the sensitivity of an immersion 

mode technique is to increase the volume of the collected suspension used in each aliquot, 

while maintaining the concentration of particles per unit volume. This increases the number of 

particles per aliquot of liquid and therefore makes it more likely that rarer INP will be detected.  

The use of larger volume droplet suspensions has been exploited in the past e.g. (Bigg, 1953; 

Vali, 1971), and has been the strategy employed in the development of some recent instruments 

e.g. (Beall et al., 2017; Conen et al., 2012; Du et al., 2017; Stopelli et al., 2014). These large 

volume assays capture the rarer, more active INP but often miss the more abundant but less 

active INP. Hence they should ideally be used alongside a smaller droplet instrument to 

generate complimentary datasets. 
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While many instruments use optical cameras to detect freezing events (Beall et al., 2017; Budke 

and Koop, 2015; Häusler et al., 2018; Whale et al., 2015), some researchers have used 

techniques to detect the release of latent heat associated with freezing.  For example differential 

scanning calorimetry (Marcolli et al. 2007; Pinti et al. 2012) and infrared emissions (Zaragotas 

et al., 2016; Kunert et al. 2018) have been used. Zaragotas et al. (2016) use a thermal camera 

to measure the temperature of individual aliquots within a 96 multiwell plate partially 

submerged within an alcohol bath. This study investigated plant samples but suggested that the 

technique may be adapted for atmospheric purposes. Very recently, Kunert et al. (2018) 

presented a similar set up to investigate biological samples and collected aerosol. Unlike 

Zaragotas et al. (2016), Kunert et al. (2018) do not measure individual droplet temperatures 

via infrared emissions but instead use multiple thermistors embedded in the sample holders to 

infer temperature for the droplet array. 

 

Here we propose a new technique, the IR Nucleation by Immersed Particle Instrument (IR-

NIPI), for the detection of INPs using large volumes of sample in the immersion mode. This 

instrument is part of the NIPI suite of instruments that includes the µL-NIPI. When used 

together these devices allow measurements to be taken over a very wide range of INP 

concentrations. The use of an infrared camera allows temperature measurements to be made 

for individual droplets which helps reduce errors from horizontal gradients across the array of 

droplets and the effect of heat release on the temperature of neighbouring wells. The unique 

design, in combination with a Stirling engine-based chiller, is also compact making it ideal for 

field-based measurements and the use of multiwell plates lends itself to future automation. 

4.2 Instrument Design 

4.2.1 Operating principle 

Drop assays have been used extensively for ice nucleation experiments e.g.(Budke and Koop, 

2015; Conen et al., 2011; Garcia et al., 2012; Knopf and Forrester, 2011; Stopelli et al., 2014; 

Vali, 1995, 1971; Whale et al., 2015). This is partly due to their simplicity compared to other 

techniques but also the ability to scale the amount of nucleator with droplet size. In brief, 

aqueous suspensions are prepared and droplets of a well quantified size are placed onto a 

substrate or immersed in oil. These droplets tend to be monodispersed but polydispersed 
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experiments are also possible (Murray et al., 2011; Vali, 1971). The system is then cooled and 

the fraction of droplets frozen is recorded. The cooling can be conducted at a constant rate or 

with a stepped rate to hold the droplets at a specified temperature for a period of time (i.e. 

isothermally) to explore the time dependence aspect of ice nucleation (Herbert et al., 2014; 

Sear, 2014; Vali, 1994). The droplets are monitored and the freezing temperature of each 

droplet is recorded. The fraction of the droplet population frozen throughout the explored 

temperature range can then be determined, from which the ice-nucleating active site density or 

INP concentration can be derived (Vali et al., 2015).   

If the surface area of nucleant per droplet is known then it is common to express the nucleating 

ability of a material as the density of active sites per unit surface area of nucleator, ns(T) 

(Connolly et al., 2009; DeMott, 1995). This approach is based on the assumption specific sites 

on a nucleator’s surface are responsible for ice formation. ns is a cumulative term, i.e. as you 

move to cooler temperatures there are more features which may behave as an active site as the 

energy barrier for ice formation decreases. ns(T) is calculated via equation (1). 

𝑛𝑠(𝑇)= 

(−ln (1−
𝑛(𝑇)

𝑁
))

𝐴
   (1) 

Where n(T) is the number of droplets frozen at a given temperature and N is the total number 

of droplets. A is the surface area of nucleator within each droplet. Nucleation is a time-

dependent stochastic process, but in determining ns(T) the time dependence is neglected. This 

assumption is justified for many materials because the diversity in activity of active sites leads 

to a much greater spread in freezing temperatures than the shift in freezing temperatures 

associated with changes in cooling rate (Herbert et al., 2014; Vali, 2008).   

4.2.2  IR-NIPI design 

In brief an aqueous suspension is prepared and aliquots pipetted into the wells of a 96 multiwell 

plate which is then placed on a temperature controlled stage. The cold stage and multiwell plate 

are enclosed by a Perspex cover with an infrared camera mounted in its lid (Figure 4.1). The 

system is cooled at ~ -1 °C min-1 until all droplets are frozen (typically in a temperature range 

of 0 to -30 °C).  The temperature of the individual aliquots is monitored using the IR camera 

which records a temperature map every 20 seconds. The temperature map is then analysed with 

a semi-automated process using custom Python code to yield the freezing temperatures of 

individual wells. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the IR-NIPI system (not to scale). The IR camera is 

positioned above the multiwell plate and monitors the freezing events as the cold stage 

cools. 

The IR-NIPI has been designed around an Asymptote Ltd. VIA FreezeTM stirling cryocooler 

(Figure 4.). The VIA Freeze uses a Stirling engine to provide a convenient means of cooling 

without refrigerants or circulating liquids and was primarily designed for use in 

cryopreservation applications. This chiller can achieve temperatures of -90 °C, hence it has 

more than enough cooling capacity for our application, and has sufficiently low power 

requirements that allow it to be run from an automotive 12 V inverter. It also features an 

onboard datalogger and internal computer with touch screen control. The VIA Freeze has been 

developed to accommodate multiwell plates onto its aluminium cooling stage, which are ideal 

for large volume drop assays as they hold up to 200 µL per aliquot (for the 96 well plates), 

allow the separation of droplets to reduce interference across cells and can be supplied 

medically sterile. These multiwell plates have anywhere from 12-1536 wells (with maximum 

working volumes of 6.9 mL to 2 µL, respectively). The most useful for this freezing assay are 
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the 96 x 200 µL or 384 x 50 µL aliquot arrays and in the tests reported here 50 µL droplets 

(~2300 µm volume equivalent diameter) are used in 96 well plates. We have used both 

polystyrene (Corning, CLS3788) and polypropylene plates (Greiner, M8060) and observed no 

difference in freezing results between the two. To aid thermal contact between the multiwell 

plate and the VIA Freeze a thermally conductive gap pad (RS components, 7073452) is located 

between the cold plate and the multiwell plate, while a clamping system with screw threads 

applies mechanical  pressure to the multiwell plate to push the wells into the pad (Figure 4.1). 

A specially designed Perspex hood then encloses the system to reduce contamination from the 

surroundings. The IR camera slots into the hood and captures an image of the multiwell plate 

every 20 seconds (Figure 4.2), storing the corresponding temperature data (Figure 4.2b) on a 

removable memory card. The IR camera used here is a Fluke Ti9 Thermal Imager with 160 x 

120 pixels. The Stirling engine chiller is then set to cool down at 1.3 °C min-1 which 

corresponds to 1 °C min-1 ± 0.06 °C in the wells due to a measured offset between the plate 

and aliquot temperatures. This ramp rate was selected based on preliminary runs and 

justification for this cooling rate being equivalent to 1 °C min-1 can be seen in the well 

temperatures over time (Figure 4.2b). Once the system has initially cooled to 5 °C the 

temperature is held for 5 min to allow time for the system to equilibrate. Following this the 

system continues to ramp down in temperature while recording IR heat maps of the multiwell 

plate.  

In order to determine the temperature of individual wells, the analysis code locates a pixel 

centred in the middle of each well, reporting this temperature as the well temperature.  Profiles 

of temperature versus time are shown in Figure 4.2b and c. The freezing temperature of each 

individual well is determined by comparing each temperature reading, for a certain well, with 

the temperature recorded 20 seconds prior. If the temperature reading increases by more than 

2 °C this is recorded as a freezing event (Figure 4.2c).  The 2 °C threshold occasionally needs 

to be optimised to capture freezing events while eliminating the detection of false freezing 

events. For example, samples that freeze above -3 °C are more difficult to detect because there 

is less heat released on initial freezing and crystallisation happens over a longer period of time 

(see section 4.2.4). Manual inspection is required in this temperature regime and the 2 °C 

threshold adjusted accordingly.  The code then prints out the number of events recorded, along 

with a time vs temperature plot (Figure 4.2b) and the corresponding event temperatures for the 

user to quality control check and then exports the data as a ‘.csv’ file.  
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The whole process from sample preparation to final analysis takes approximately 1 hour. In 

order to achieve higher throughput of samples, albeit with a reduced number of replicates, 

multiple samples and internal blanks can be placed within one multiwell plate. For example, 

when performing dilutions we might run 12 wells as a handling blank and three lots of 28 wells 

that contain three different sample dilutions. This not only speeds up analysis, it also reduces 

the effect of any time-dependent aging processes such as the rapid deactivation of an albite 

sample suspended in water observed by Harrison et al. (2016).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the use of the IR camera to measure temperature and freezing 

events. (A) A sequence of colour maps taken during the course of an experiment. The 

leftmost image shows the start of an experiment with all droplets unfrozen, moving to all 

droplets frozen in the right most image. Warmer temperatures are represented in red, 

transitioning to blue for colder temperatures and finally black at -30 °C and below. 

Freezing events in individual wells are evident when they warm up to 0 °C.  (B) An 

example of the output of an experiment with the temperature of each of the 96 wells 

plotted against time. The sharp increases in temperature are related to ice formation. The 

cooling rate was 1 °C min-1. The calibration described in section 4.2.2 was applied here. 

Note that one well had a higher temperature than the others, likely due to poor thermal 

contact with the aluminium substrate. By using IR thermometry to measure the 
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temperature of each well individually such variability is accounted for. (C) Plot of 

temperature vs time for a single well within a multiwell plate containing a 50 μL aliquot 

of water. 

4.2.3 Temperature measurements with an Infrared camera 

By using an IR camera to view the thermal emission of each individual well of suspension we 

are able to obtain temperatures associated with individual wells. This contrasts with the 

approaches adopted in other experiments where the temperature is recorded and assumed to be 

representative for all droplets, for example when employing a cold stage housing an embedded 

thermocouple whose reading is used to represent the temperature of the droplet array. We note 

that in our system there was a lateral gradient across the entire multiwell plate in the IR-NIPI 

of up to 6 °C (in extreme cases). This is likely due to there not being an even thermal contact 

of the multiwell plate with the underlying cold plate. The typical gradient was 4 °C, hence 

temperature measurements of the individual wells was necessary.  

4.2.4 Temperature calibration 

The IR camera we use was quoted for use between -20 to +250 °C with an uncertainty of ±5 

°C and is intended for use in a wide range of applications with a range of materials of different 

emissivity.  In our application, we only need to measure the temperature of one material, water, 

over a relatively narrow range of temperatures, hence we perform a calibration for our specific 

experimental setup. Our calibration is based on the fact that when an aliquot of water in a 

multiwell plate freezes, the released latent heat raises the temperature of the aliquot to the ice-

water equilibrium temperature (0 °C when the water activity of the sample is ~1, as it is in these 

experiments).  This is illustrated in Figure 4.2c which shows the phases of crystallisation that 

the aliquots go through. Initially, the crystal growth is rapid with a rapid release of latent heat 

and a corresponding rise in temperature of the aliquot within the 20 s time between frames. 

Visual inspection of the live screen display of the IR camera revealed that the temperature 

reached a maximum within 1 s.  The temperature of an ice-water mixture will necessarily be 0 

°C, hence the aliquot cannot warm above 0 °C and the temperature will remain at 0 °C until all 

of the water has frozen and no more heat is evolved.  The rate of crystallisation in this regime 

is determined by the loss of heat to the surroundings, in this case the cold stage, as well as to 

the surrounding droplets and the multiwell plate. This stage of crystallisation takes longer at 

higher freezing temperatures where the temperature differential between the cold stage and the 
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aliquot is smaller.  Hence, freezing when nucleation takes place at -12 °C takes around 100 s, 

whereas when nucleation takes place at -20 °C freezing takes around 20-40 s.  Once all of the 

water has frozen the temperature of the aliquot decreases rapidly back to that of the multiwell 

plate within 20-40 s. The fact that the aliquots spend 10s of seconds at 0 °C provides a very 

useful calibration point for each individual well. In the following we describe a novel method 

for calibrating the IR temperature measurements that takes advantage of this process and 

proceed to justify this approach. 

Using the analysis code, an event is identified and recorded. The code then reads the 

temperature of the frame directly after this freezing event and calculates the difference of this 

value compared to 0 °C to give an offset correction value, i.e. if the frame after freezing read 2 

°C then the correction factor for this well would be -2 °C. This offset value is then subtracted 

from all of the temperature recordings for that specific well. The average correction value 

calculated for the IR camera via this method is -1.9 °C with a standard deviation ±0.5 °C. It 

should be noted that one of the limitations of the setup used by Zaragotas et al. (2016) was that 

the IR camera was calibrated only once by the factory, however our calibration method 

mitigates this limitation. 

A standard freezing experiment was then performed and the thermocouple data was contrasted 

to that of the IR camera which was calibrated using the above method (Figure 4.3). The 

comparison in Fig. 4.3a shows that the IR and thermocouple temperature were in excellent 

agreement and this is also readily seen in residuals plotted in Fig. 4.3b. The scatter around the 

zero line in the residual plot is ± 0.9 °C (two standard deviations) in the regime after the 

equilibrium step at +5 °C and before the first freezing event. We used this value as an estimate 

of the temperature uncertainty associated with the IR technique generally. We did not use data 

in the red and blue shaded areas of Fig. 4.3b to calculate this uncertainty. The temperature 

readings in the red shaded area were discarded as they had not been held at +5 ⁰C for five 

minutes to equilibrate. Temperature readings after the initial freezing event were also discarded 

as thermal conductivity of ice is different to that of water and neighbouring wells release heat 

on freezing which influence the temperature of surrounding wells.  
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Figure 4.3: Tests of the IR temperature measurement using aluminium wells with 

embedded thermocouples.  (A) The temperature measurement from a thermocouple 

(shown in blue) placed within an aluminium well vs infrared measurements taken using 

the IR camera. Uncorrected IR data is shown in green, whilst corrected IR data 

following the calibration described in section 4.2.2 is shown in red. Inset is a schematic 

of the experimental setup. (B) The difference in temperature (residual; ∆T) between the 

thermocouple readings for three aluminium wells and the corresponding IR data (∆T  = 

TIR – TThermocouple.). The negative spikes are a result of the IR camera directly reading 
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the water temperature as it is heated by ice formation whereas the thermocouple 

measurement is reading the temperature of the aluminium well which is less affected by 

the latent heat release. The estimated error in temperature for the IR camera of ± 0.9°C 

is indicated with dashed lines. The range over which freezing occurs is highlighted with 

a blue rectangle as this is where the thermal properties of ice and the initiation of heat 

release affect the temperature readings. Highlighted in red is the section of data before 

the well has equilibrated and so the IR camera is likely reading a warmer surface 

temperature than the thermocouple. See text for discussion. 

We also tested the IR temperature measurement using T type thermocouples distributed in 

specific wells of a polypropylene multiwell plate. The IR camera could not take an accurate 

reading of wells that had a thermocouple placed inside them, therefore neighbouring unfrozen 

wells were assumed to be representative of each other (see inset in Figure 4.4). As mentioned 

above, there is a gradient across the entire plate (Fig. 4.2a) and so a series of preliminary 

experiments were undertaken to find suitable placement locations for the thermocouples in 

which the surrounding wells displayed similar temperature readings compared to one another. 

The thermocouples were placed in the base of the well along with 50 µL of Milli-Q grade water 

and four surrounding well temperatures were measured using the IR system. The thermocouple 

wire crossed one of the four IR measured wells and so only three wells adjacent to the 

thermocouple monitored well were used for comparison.  

A total of six IR measurements were recorded with the corresponding thermocouple readings 

over a series of experiments spanning a temperature range of 20 °C to –25 °C. An example of 

a thermocouple measurement contrasted to three IR measurements can be seen in Figure 4.4a. 

The residual temperatures for all six thermocouple temperatures are also shown (Figure 4.4b).  

The IR temperature uncertainty derived from the aluminium well experiment is also plotted 

and shows that the multiwell temperature data is consistent with an uncertainty of ± 0.9 °C. 
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Figure 4.4: Tests of the IR temperature measurements using thermocouples positioned in 

a multiwall plate. (A) The temperature measurement from a thermocouple placed within 

a polyethylene well verses three IR measurements of surrounding wells corrected using 

the calibration described in section 4.2.2. The uncorrected IR data can be seen in green, 
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with the corrected IR data in red and the thermocouple readings in blue. A diagram of 

the wells within a 96 well plate chosen for the comparison of IR and thermocouple 

measurements is displayed as an inset. The numbers of the wells correspond to the 

residuals in part B. Red wells represent the wells measured with the infrared camera and 

black wells represent those measured with thermocouples. It should be noted that one of 

the four surrounding IR well temperature readings was discarded from each experiment 

as the thermocouple wire impeded the temperature measurement. Note that the freezing 

events at ~2000 s appear to cause some heating in the adjacent well. (B) Plot of the 

difference in temperature between the thermocouple readings for two wells and six 

corresponding wells measured with the IR camera as in Figure 4.3. The estimated error 

in temperature for the IR camera is indicated with dashed lines (±0.9°C). The range of 

freezing is highlighted in blue as this is where the thermal properties of ice and the 

initiation of heat release will affect the temperature readings. Highlighted in red is the 

section of data before the well had equilibrated and so the IR camera was likely reading 

a warmer surface temperature than the thermocouple.  

 

4.3 Test experiments and analysis 

4.3.1 Control experiments 

In larger volume freezing assays (10s of microliters) it is extremely challenging to remove all 

background INPs from the water and substrates, hence freezing is typically observed at 

temperatures well above what one would expect for homogenous freezing (Koop and Murray, 

2016).  Homogeneous nucleation is expected to result in 50 % of 50 µL droplets freezing at 

around -33 °C, whereas 50 % of the Milli-Q water droplets froze around -22 °C in our control 

experiments ( 

Figure 4.5). Filtering of the Milli-Q water to 0.2 µm reduced the temperature at which pure 

water droplets froze by 2-3 °C. Sartorius Ministart, non-pyrogenic, single use filters were 

used for this (product code 17597-K).  Blanks were run initially with entire 96 well plates and 

then 12 wells of each experiment thereafter were allocated for an internal blank when testing 

samples of INPs (i.e. 12 aliquots of Milli-Q water and 84 aliquots of sample suspension). 

Comparison of fraction frozen curves for typical IR-NIPI blanks with curves obtained for 

droplets containing various ice-nucleating materials (discussed below) show that there is a 

clear heterogeneous freezing signal ( 
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Figure 4.5). We hope to improve the baseline in the future, through further improvements in 

the cleanliness of the system (Polen et al., 2018), but for the purpose of these experiments the 

nucleants tested were active at sufficiently warm temperatures to be well above the baseline. 

 

Figure 4.5: The fraction of droplets frozen as a function of temperature on cooling for a 

range of samples. (A) The fraction frozen curves for the IR-NIPI experiment showing 

standard blank runs and the sample runs from this study. The homogeneous freezing of 

water as predicted with the Koop and Murray (2016) parameterisation is also shown in 

black. (B) Fraction frozen plot for the internal blanks versus the corresponding NX-illite 

runs. (C) Fraction frozen plot for the internal blank versus the corresponding feldspar 

chips run. (D) Fraction frozen plot for the internal blank versus the corresponding field 

sample run. 
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4.3.3 Feldspar chips 

To further test the temperature readings from the IR-NIPI instrument a set of experiments was 

performed where each droplet contained a single ~100 µm sized grain of K-feldspar in both 

the IR-NIPI and contrasted to the standard µL-NIPI employing 1 µl droplets. The µl-NIPI is a 

well-established technique (Whale et al., 2015) which compares well with other similar 

instruments (DeMott et al., 2018; Hiranuma et al., 2015). The purpose of this experiment was 

to have the same amount of material per droplet in each experiment and to have the material at 

the base of the droplet so that the results from the two instruments could be directly compared. 

In doing so we could investigate the extent to which the gradient within the 50 µL wells might 

be a problem. This experiment was adapted from the procedure described by Whale et al. 

(2018) and involved taking K-feldspar rich chips from a bulk rock of pegmatite and selecting 

individual grains (pegmatite is an igneous intrusive rock rich in K-feldspar with large grain 

sizes often being larger than 2.5 cm and hence easy to separate). This material was chosen 

because K-feldspar is known to exhibit excellent ice-nucleating properties (Atkinson et al., 

2013; Harrison et al., 2016; Peckhaus et al., 2016). A total of 19 grains were ~100 µm in 

diameter were separated by eye, assigned a number and their position tracked through the 

course of each experiment. The same feldspar chips were tested in both the µL-NIPI and the 

IR-NIPI. For the IR-NIPI experiments single grains of feldspar were placed into the bottom of 

a multiwell plate and 50 µL of Milli-Q water was then pipetted into each well. The experiment 

was then carried out as normal and the freezing temperatures of the wells were recorded. The 

grains were then used in the µL-NIPI experiment by placing the grains onto a glass cover slip 

atop a cold plate and pipetting a single 1 µL droplet onto each grain, before carrying out a 

standard µL-NIPI experiment. Briefly, the temperature of the cold plate was reduced at 1 °C 

min-1 and the temperature of the droplet freezing events recorded via a camera. The resulting 

fraction frozen plot for this experiment can be seen in figure 4.6a and the corresponding 

correlation plot is shown in Figure 4.6b. The two instruments yielded similar fraction frozen 

curves and the individual feldspar grains nucleated ice at a similar temperature in both 

experiments. The correlation plot in Figure 4.6b shows that the freezing temperatures of a 

single grain were not identical in the two experiments, which is consistent with the stochastic 

nature of nucleation at active sites that have a characteristic freezing temperature (Vali, 2014, 

2008).  The agreement between the two instruments suggests that the temperature measurement 
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and calibration of the IR-NIPI were robust and that there is no major temperature gradient 

within the aliquots in the multiwell plates.  

 

Figure 4.6: Comparison of nucleation induced by feldspar chips in the IR-NIPI and μL-

NIPI instruments.  (A) The fraction frozen curves for single feldspar particles per droplet 

in both the µL-NIPI (using 1 µL droplets) and IR-NIPI (using 50 µL droplets) 

experiments. The error bars indicate the error in temperature measurement on both 

instruments, respectively. (B) Shows the freezing temperature for the individual feldspar 

chips as measured by the IR-NIPI and μL-NIPI instruments.  
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4.3.4 NX-illite 

The mineral dust NX-illite was chosen as a test sample as it has been used in an extensive 

intercomparison study (Hiranuma et al. 2015) and contains some common components which 

are found in atmospheric mineral dusts (Broadley et al., 2012). NX-illite was taken from the 

same batch as that used by the Leeds group in the Hiranuma et al. (2015) intercomparison and 

no further processing of the material was carried out. Aqueous suspensions of the sample were 

prepared by weighing a known amount of material and suspending it in a corresponding volume 

of water to make up a weight percent suspension (i.e. 0.1 g of mineral in 9.9 g of water to yield 

a 1 wt% suspension). NX-illite concentrations of 0.01, 0.1 and 1 wt% were prepared in this 

manner, and in each case a Teflon-coated magnetic stirrer bar was used to keep the particles 

suspended whilst the sample was pipetted into the wells of the multiwell plate. Each 

concentration of NX-illite was tested using the IR-NIPI and the resultant fraction frozen curves 

are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

By employing a suspension of known concentration and composed of a material with a known 

specific surface area, the surface area of nucleator per droplet can be calculated and used 

alongside the fraction frozen curves to determine ns(T), as described in equation (1). The ns(T) 

derived from IR-NIPI with 0.01, 0.1 and 1 wt% NX-illite are shown in figure 4.7a. They are in 

good agreement with one another with lower wt% suspensions yielding data at lower 

temperatures and higher ns(T) values, as expected. The few data points from the 0.01wt% NX-

illite run 2 which appear as outliers may indicate that the particles were not evenly distributed 

throughout the droplets. Further to this a freeze thaw experiment of 0.1wt% suspension was 

conducted where the sample was frozen once, thawed and then frozen again (see figure 4.8). 

The agreement between the two runs show that the material did not alter on freezing.  

The values of ns(T) for NX-illite derived from 0.01-1 wt% suspensions are shown in Figure 

4.7a together with the literature data for this material in Figure 4.7b. This material has also 

been investigated by Beall et al. (2017) using an instrument that also uses 50µL droplets: the 

Automated Ice Spectrometer (AIS).  The results of Beall et al. (2017) are therefore directly 

comparable to the results from the IR-NIPI. All of the wet suspension techniques have been 

grouped together in black in Fig. 4.7b, apart from the AIS data shown in green and the IR-NIPI 

data in red. Both the IR-NIPI and AIS data are in good agreement with one another. It can be 

seen that the larger volume assays (IR-NIPI and AIS) give results towards the upper spread of 
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literature data but are still consistent with other results (Figure 4.7b). Dry dispersed techniques 

have also been plotted as unfilled blue squares in Fig. 4.7b, but none of these techniques are 

sensitive in the range of ns(T) seen by the large droplet instruments. The new data from the IR-

NIPI has extended the dataset for NX-illite to warmer temperatures than in previous 

measurements, illustrating the utility of the technique. 

It should be noted that in preliminary experiments some discrepancies between dilutions of 

NX-illite were observed which highlighted the importance of accurately making up 

suspensions. In the following we note some issues that had to be solved. In some initial 

experiments the dilutions of a suspension would yield a higher than expected ns(T). On further 

investigation this issue was resolved via gravimetrically weighing suspensions (i.e. preparing 

a known mass of a sample in a known mass of water) rather than diluting a bulk stock 

suspension. Further to this great care was taken when sampling from the bulk NX-illite sample 

as to make sure no bias was introduced when selecting material since a powder can separate on 

the basis of grain size. This was avoided by shaking the container horizontally and selecting 

material from the centre of the bulk sample. Magnetic stirrer bars were used to keep particles 

suspended but when it came to collecting the suspension using a pipette the suspension was 

taken from the magnetic stirrer plate to stop the vortex within the vial. As the suspension was 

not stirring for a short period of time it meant that particles did not have time to fallout of 

suspension and there was no longer a vortex created by the stirrer bar which could bias particle 

distribution when sampling. The above emphasises the importance of selecting samples in a 

reproducible way and may explain some of the variability between the literature data seen in 

Fig. 4.7b. 
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Figure 4.7: Active site densities, ns(T), for NX-illite. (A) The active site density for a 

dilution series of NX-illite run on the IR-NIPI instrument for a range of concentrations. 

The data for a repeat experiment is also shown. The error bars represent the temperature 

error of ±0.9°C. (B) The active site density for NX-illite from this study compared to 

literature data. Data from wet dispersed techniques are displayed in black with the IR-

NIPI highlighted in red and Automated Ice Spectrometer (AIS) in green. Data from dry 

dispersed techniques are also plotted as hollow blue squares. 
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Figure 4.8: The active site density, ns(T), for a 0.01wt% NX-illite suspension and ns(T) 

from a corresponding second freezing run with the same droplets after they had been 

thawed out and refrozen. 

 

4.3.4  Atmospheric aerosol sample 

In order to demonstrate the utility of this approach for atmospheric aerosol samples, a filter 

sample was collected in Leeds as part of a field campaign held on the evening of the 5th 

November.  A sample of atmospheric aerosol was collected using a Mesa PQ100 air sampler 

for 100 min. An inlet head with an upper cut-off of 10µm was utilised and air was sampled at 

16.7 L min-1 on to a 0.4 µm polycarbonate track-etched Whatman filter, with a total of 1670 L 

of air sampled. The filter was then placed into 6 mL of Milli-Q water and vortexed for 5 min 

to wash the particles from the filter and into suspension.  
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The aqueous sample was then analysed on the IR-NIPI and µL-NIPI (Whale et al., 2015). The 

concentration of INPs per litre of air, [INP]T, was subsequently calculated using equation (2) 

(DeMott et al., 2016). 

[𝐼𝑁𝑃]𝑇 =  −ln (
𝑁𝑢(𝑇)

𝑁
)(

𝑉𝑤

𝑉𝑎𝑉𝑠
)                             (2) 

Where Nu(T) is the number of unfrozen droplets at a given temperature, N is the total number 

of droplets, Vw  is the volume of wash water, Va is the volume of an aliquot and Vs is the volume 

of air sampled. 

The resulting INP concentrations from the combination of these two instruments spanned four 

orders of magnitude and covered a temperature range of 20 °C (see figure 4.9). The data from 

both instruments was in good agreement and yielded complementary information. This 

illustrates how the IR-NIPI can be used to extend the measurements of INP concentrations to 

higher temperatures and lower INP concentrations. Since high-resolution regional modelling 

of the effect of INP on shallow clouds suggests that 0.1 to 1 INP L-1 is a critical concentration 

and much lower concentrations still impact clouds (Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018), 

measurements with IR-NIPI will be extremely useful, particularly in environments with low 

INP concentrations. 
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Figure 4.9. INP concentrations per litre of air samples on the 5th November 2017 in Leeds. 

Aerosol were collected onto filters for later extraction into water and analysis of the 

resulting suspensions with the IR-NIPI and µL-NIPI instruments.   

 

4.4 Summary and conclusions 

The IR-NIPI technique is a novel approach to measuring freezing events in immersion mode 

nucleation studies. We demonstrate that IR thermometry is a sound method for determining the 

freezing temperature of 50 µL water droplets in multiwell plates. This method overcomes 

potential distorting influences such as thermal gradients across the plate, the effect of freezing 

wells warming surrounding wells and poor thermal contact to the underlying cold plate. A 

freezing event is detected as a sharp rise in freezing temperature to the equilibrium melting 

point and a novel calibration method has been proposed which relies on the return of water 

droplets to the equilibrium melting temperature of water, 0 °C, after initial freezing. This gives 

an individual calibration for every run and every well. When comparing this calibration 

technique to thermocouple readings the data is consistent to within ±0.9 °C. The use of this 

calibration method is further supported when looking at experiments using single grains of 

feldspar, with the results being consistent with those of the established µL-NIPI instrument that 

employs 1µL droplets on a cold stage. Results for the ice nucleating ability of NX-illite with 
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the IR-NIPI, a mineral dust which has been the subject of an extensive inter-comparison, are 

consistent with literature measurements. In particular, the IR-NIPI is in good agreement with 

another well-characterised large droplet instrument (AIS) (Beall et al., 2017). However, it is 

unclear why both of these large volume instruments produce ns results at the high end of the 

range of ns values reported previously. The utility of IR-NIPI for the analysis of atmospheric 

samples was also demonstrated by collecting and analysing an aerosol sample from the city of 

Leeds, England. The sample was analysed simultaneously with the µL-NIPI instrument.  

Results from the two instruments were in good agreement with one another. The IR-NIPI 

instrument extended the range of INP concentrations shown by the µL-NIPI by two orders of 

magnitude, covering a regime critical for cloud formation with a modest sampling time of just 

100 mins at 16.67 L min-1.   

 

Data availability: Data collected for the IR-NIPI temperature measurements, blank runs, NX-

illite experiments and field collected sample are available at 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5285/858a4b439d7d4466b82ea5215614f135. 
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5.    Conclusions 

 5.1    Overview 

In this thesis I outlined the need to understand mineral dusts as ice-nucleating particles in the 

atmosphere. In order to further our knowledge in this area I defined three objectives; the first 

objective was to improve our understanding of how the chemical and physical characteristics 

of a mineral may affect its ability to nucleate ice and how this then translates to which minerals 

are important for the glaciation of clouds in the atmosphere. The second objective was to make 

use of field observations to constrain our INP model predications, which use laboratory based 

parameterisations related to objective one. In particular we wanted to see if our model could 

predict the INP concentration of an environment which was exposed to transported mineral 

dust which may have undergone processing, such as acid ageing. The final objective was to 

develop an immersion mode drop assay capable of detecting low concentrations of INP which 

are relevant for cloud glaciation at higher temperatures, as field studies are lacking data in the 

regime above -15 °C which has significance for secondary ice multiplication processes, e.g. 

the Hallett-Mossop process. 

5.2    Objective one: Mineral characteristics and their influence on the ice-

nucleating ability of mineral dust 

From the introduction we introduced the concept that there are many different mineral 

components that can be found in mineral dusts in the atmosphere. The relative proportions of 

these components and the overall mineralogy of these dusts vary globally and so it is important 

to understand the ice-nucleating ability of the various components of mineral dust rather than 

treat all mineral dusts as a single material. This may explain why some generalised mineral 

dust parameterisations cannot explain field observations of INP, see chapters two and three. 

The three major components of aerosolised mineral dusts are the clays, quartz and feldspar 

group of minerals. Atkinson et al. (2013) showed K-feldspar to be the dominant ice-nucleating 

material in typical mineral dusts. However, the ice-nucleating ability of quartz had not been 

well characterised in the literature although it makes up a large proportion of mineral dusts (on 

average quartz is a factor of five more in abundance than K-feldspar). Previous studies have 

shown quartz to be ice active but the number of representative samples for the atmosphere are 
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low (Atkinson et al., 2013; Holden et al., 2019; Isono and Ikebe, 1960; Kumar et al., 2019; 

Losey et al., 2018; Zolles et al., 2015). There are also other minerals which are present in the 

atmosphere which have not been well characterised but may potentially have importance when 

considering other potential mineral dust INP sources. Minerals such as pyroxene and 

amphibole have not been extensively researched in the literature yet could have potential 

significance for mineral INP in aerosol such as volcanic ashes or mineral dusts sourced from 

volcanic regions (e.g. Iceland). The potential significance of such minerals is suggested in the 

recent work of Maters et al. (2019), however in this thesis I have focused on the most common 

minerals found in typical mineral dusts. I propose that work continues to grow the current 

understanding of ice nucleation by various minerals, in particular those which have yet to be 

extensively surveyed and well characterised, such as pyroxene and amphibole. Pyroxene would 

be of particular interest as it also exhibits phase separation, similar to K-feldspar, and hence it 

is plausible that certain pyroxene minerals may also have microtextures which are beneficial 

for ice nucleation. If other minerals are explored for their ice-nucleating ability, and sufficiently 

characterised, it will help the community explore the nature of active sites and the influence of 

microtexture and crystal formation on the development of active sites for ice nucleation. 

With this in mind, here (chapter two) I have tested 10 well characterised, atmospherically 

relevant, α-quartz samples for their ice-nucleating ability as they have previously been 

underrepresented in ice nucleation studies of mineral dust components. The 10 samples show 

a large degree of variability in the ice-nucleating ability of the quartz mineral group. Given the 

similar crystal structure of all these samples of α-quartz I attribute these variable ice-nucleating 

abilities to the minor impurities found in the quartz sample and/or its geological history. I 

suggest that the minor impurities may lead to fracturing of the sample in a manner which is 

beneficial to the exposure of sites for ice nucleation. The possible influence of grinding 

minerals (and thus fracturing) on the ice-nucleating ability of quartz has been seen previously 

via the increased activity of ground samples (Kumar et al., 2019; Zolles et al., 2015). We also 

hypothesise that the geological history of the sample may lead to defects which act as sites/or 

expose sites for nucleation, i.e. a quartz sample which has been subjected to stresses at a shear 

zone may exhibit defects which act as/expose sites for ice nucleation.  
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The effect of the geological formation conditions has also been suggested to be important for 

K-feldspars, in that it determines the extent of phase separation in the alkali feldspars which is 

currently thought to be responsible, in part, for the ice-nucleating ability of this mineral group 

(Whale et al., 2017). It is becoming more apparent that the geological history of the mineral is 

key in determining its ability to nucleate ice. Not only does it influence its composition and 

polymorph type but also its development of microstructures. It is then apparent that new studies 

that relate the crystal formation histories to the ice-nucleating ability of minerals would be 

important in the understanding of the development of active sites. New studies should explore 

the concepts proposed in this thesis in order to quantify the effect that the geological history of 

a mineral has on its ability to nucleate ice. For example, a study which investigates the ice-

nucleating ability of strained quartz versus a quartz sample which has undergone very little 

deformation/stress, would be important to understand the role of post processing on a minerals 

ability to nucleate. If key processes, such as crystallisation cooling rates and deformation, were 

understood in relation to their influence on the nature of active sites, then it would be a pivotal 

step towards being able to predict what makes a good nucleator. 

In chapter two we also show the sensitivity of the ice-nucleating activity of quartz to the 

exposure of water which is in agreement with previous observations (Kumar et al., 2019; Zolles 

et al., 2015). Kumar et al. (2019) completed experiments in both glass and polypropylene vials 

and saw that only quartz within glass vials deactivated. They proposed that the leaching of 

silica from the glass vial caused the quartz particles to grow and therefore alter the surface of 

the particles and deactivate its ice-nucleating ability. This is consistent with most of the results 

presented in Chapter two although this hypothesis does not explain the deactivation of some 

quartz samples in air nor does it explain why the Bombay Chalcedony sample did not 

deactivate. This suggests there are different sites on these samples of quartz which have 

differing sensitivities to ageing processes. It is hypothesised here that the active sites for 

nucleation are potentially unstable high energy sites, which is supported by computational 

studies by Pedevilla et al. (2017), and are typically the most sensitive to reactions. Berner and 

Holdren et al. (1979) proposed that high energy sites, related to defects in the crystal structure, 

would be the first areas to be altered by weathering/ageing processes and so it is conceivable 

that the activity of minerals may change with ageing as the high energy active sites are altered. 
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However, the relative insensitivity of the highly active Bombay chalcedony sample provides 

evidence that not all active sites have the same sensitivity to ageing processes and so it becomes 

complicated in determining how a specific mineral may react to various processes. Work by 

Kumar et al. (2018), Whale et al. (2018) and Boose et al. (2019) has also shown the potential 

significance of other ageing processes in the atmosphere, such as the effect of acid coatings 

and solutes. With so many processes that may affect the ice-nucleating ability of minerals in 

the atmosphere (which may interact in complex ways) we currently have to assume that ageing 

is negligible when making INP predications. 

At present we understand that K-feldspar is the dominant INP in mineral dusts which has been 

supported by the development and use of new parameterisations to represent the various 

components of mineral dusts in chapter two. Given the assumption that ageing is minimal for 

K-feldspar in the atmosphere and that the parameterisations created for quartz, albite and 

plagioclase (in chapter two) are expressions of the maximum possible activity for these mineral 

groups, I show that K-feldspar is the dominant INP globally. This is supported by the good 

agreement between predicted INP concentrations and field observations (chapter two and 

three). Assuming typical concentrations of minerals in aerosolised mineral dusts I find that 

quartz, albite and plagioclase feldspar are all of second order importance. Even in relatively 

low concentrations (0.1% of the mineral dust population, or even lower) K-feldspar dominates 

ice nucleation. These findings are consistent with the original work by Atkinson et al. (2013). 

Only in rare instances can any other mineral compete with K-feldspar. The work presented in 

chapter three demonstrates that the new K-feldspar parameterisation can be used to predict INP 

concentrations extremely well given that the mineralogy of the aerosol is known. It is hoped 

that these newly developed parameterisations will be used by the community to predict and 

model INP. These parameterisations have already proved useful for the interpretation of the 

nucleating components of volcanic ash (Maters et al., 2019). In addition to this, further field 

measurements would be useful to test the robustness of these parameterisations so that they 

may be used more confidentially in global models in future. 

As discussed previously, we currently make the assumption that minerals are not greatly 

impacted by ageing processes in the atmosphere when modelling INP. Fortunately, K-feldspar 

has been shown to be the dominant mineral INP in most instances and it has shown little 
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sensitivity to time left in water and air (Harrison et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018). However, 

K-feldspar is potentially sensitive to acids and solutes (Kumar et al., 2018; Whale et al., 2018). 

Sea salt has been proposed to be a source of solutes (including NaCl) which have the ability to 

deactivate transported mineral dusts (Iwata and Matsuki, 2018, Si et al., 2019). However, in 

chapter three we present a simple experiment which suggests that natural concentrations of sea 

salt have no impact on the ice-nucleating ability of K-feldspar. With this in mind, and given 

the good agreement of INP predictions compared to observations, it would then suggest that 

using laboratory based parameterisations for fresh, minimally aged K-feldspar to represent 

mineral dusts in the atmosphere is a reasonable assumption. This assumption is in agreement 

with the results presented in chapter three and previous studies (O'Sullivan et al., 2018; Price 

et al., 2018). However, it is possible in some locations that this assumption may not hold true, 

i.e. if acid ageing were to occur. There is then a need for future work into the effect of ageing 

processes on mineral dusts. Solutes have been shown to both decrease and increase the activity 

of feldspar (Whale et al, 2018), while acids have shown to decrease the activity all cases 

(Kumar et al., 2018, Kumar et al., 2019a, Kumar et al., 2019b, Wex et al., 2014, Sullivan et al., 

2010) and coatings on the surface of mineral particles are generally thought to inhibit the ice-

nucleating ability of aerosol (Möhler et al., 2008). Acids, solutes and coatings may all effect 

the activity of INP in the atmosphere and interact with the aerosol in complex ways. The work 

from this thesis has demonstrated that reasonable predictions of INP concentrations using lab 

based parameterisations can be made but there is now a new step (the effect of ageing 

processes) that needs to be considered to further improve these predictions. 

It should also be noted that weathering processes create mineral dusts and continue to process 

them over millions of years. We hypothesise in chapter two that the energetic saltation process 

is somewhat comparable to the grinding of mineral powders in the laboratory and could lead 

to fresh surfaces/sites for nucleation in the atmosphere. Knowing the extent of ageing on a 

mineral dust before it is emitted to the atmosphere is key to determining the influence of ageing 

processes in the atmosphere. An interesting study would be to take aged mineral dust and 

subject it to the saltation process, for example in a wind tunnel, to see if the saltation impactions 

give rise to fresh mineral surfaces before emission to the atmosphere, e.g. breaking down 

reaction products on the surface. The overall effect of ageing on mineral dusts can be tackled 
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with both laboratory investigations and field measurements, of which there are currently very 

limited datasets. This then leads us on to the second objective in which we aim to make field 

measurements of transported, and processed, mineral dust. 

5.3    Objective two: Taking field measurements of transported mineral dust and 

constraining INP predictions  

Given the discussion in section 5.2 we can now see the importance of understanding the effect 

of transportation on mineral dust. However, there are a dearth of field observations from which 

we can infer the effect of transport. Iwata and Matsuki (2018) characterise single particles for 

their ice-nucleating ability and suggest a deactivation of mineral dust sampled in the Asian dust 

outflow region when comparing the sampled aerosol to the Arizona Test Dust (ATD) standard 

and K-feldspar. This study suggests that an internal mixing of sea salt may be the cause of the 

deactivation in this instance as a solute effect may occur which is similar to that described by 

Whale et al. (2018). This observation is supported by the work of Si et al. (2019) who correlate 

sea salt tracers to a deactivation of mineral dust in the high Arctic. However, there is yet to be 

a study which investigates two comparable dusts which represent different stages of transport, 

i.e. a dust which is close to source versus a dust which has been transported for roughly one 

week.  

With this in mind we chose to sample mineral dust at Barbados and compare the results to 

observations made in the eastern tropical Atlantic, around the Cape Verde region (Price et al. 

2018). This allowed for the first study of transported desert dust to be compared to observations 

of a similar, minimally transported, desert dust which was sampled close to known dust 

sources. This study showed a deactivation of the mineral dust on transport similar to Si et al. 

(2019) and Iwata and Matsuki (2018) with sea salt being commonly found disseminated across 

filters. Initial model predictions overestimated the INP concentrations at Barbados and so it 

was originally hypothesised that the sea salt may be having a solute effect as this is not 

considered in the model. However, a preliminary experiment investigating the effect of typical 

sea salt concentrations on K-feldspar showed no effect, chapter three. This pragmatic 

experiment had a number of assumptions involved and so it would be beneficial for a more 

extensive and focused study on the effect of sea salt on mineral dusts ice-nucleating ability. 

Ideally this work could be incorporated with the parameterisations developed in chapter two to 
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represent the activity of INP globally, i.e. provide a correction factor for the reduction in 

activity (if any) as a result of sea salt.  

Assuming a typical concentration of aerosolised K-feldspar in Barbados leads to an over 

estimation of the INP concentrations at this location. However, when investigating the 

mineralogy of the aerosol at Barbados I find evidence for a lower than average K-feldspar 

content (< 2 wt%) for the aerosolised mineral dust sampled. When combining this 

mineralogical information with the newly improved K-feldspar parameterisation developed in 

chapter two, and assuming K-feldspar is the dominant mineral INP, I find I can predict the INP 

concentrations at Barbados. It is then clear from chapter three that knowing the mineralogy of 

a mineral dust is key to predicting its capacity to nucleate ice. This has highlighted areas for 

improvement in both our global model (GLOMAP) and sampling strategies employed in the 

field. GLOMAP was seen to over predict the K-feldspar content at Barbados in its simulations 

by roughly a factor of 7. We attribute this over estimation to the subsequent over estimation of 

the INP concentrations at Barbados. The XRD analysis of rain water collected aerosol proved 

valuable for determining this discrepancy between the predictions and the observations. I 

therefore suggest that future INP field studies look to determine the mineralogy of the aerosol 

they collect in order to understand the components which may lead to nucleation. Without this 

understanding of the mineralogy of the desert dust at Barbados I would have been limited in 

my ability to explain the discrepancies seen and as such would have hypothesised sea salt or 

acid ageing as the main cause of the deactivation of the mineral dust. At present identification 

of the mineralogy of aerosol collected samples is not routinely carried out in most ice 

nucleation studies. Further to this, the mineralogy of the samples is limited and often groups 

key mineral components together, e.g. albite is often grouped with the rest of the plagioclase 

series although they have different ice-nucleating abilities. It would be advantageous to the 

community to make robust characterisations of the mineralogy of aerosol alongside INP 

measurements as it will allow for a better interpretation of the results. This will also make it 

easier to probe the influence of ageing processes in the atmosphere. 

Although I cannot definitely rule out the effect of acid ageing (or sea salt) at Barbados, all of 

the observations can be explained when constrained by the mineralogical composition of the 

aerosol. Hence, I propose that scavenging of the K-feldspar component on transport, i.e. 
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through precipitation and gravitational settling, reduces the K-feldspar content and thus reduces 

the amount of INP available and hence decreases the mineral dusts ice-nucleating ability. This 

hypothesis may also explain the previous observations by Si et al. (2019) and Iwata and 

Matsuki (2018). Si et al. (2019) correlated a decrease in aerosol activity to an increase in the 

amount of sea salt, however this increase in sea salt may also be a function of the time the 

aerosol was transported. If the aerosol had been transported over the ocean for longer periods 

of time it would have time to collect more sea salt. It is then possible that these longer 

transportation times correlate with larger degrees of scavenging and hence could explain the 

decrease in activity of the aerosol as a function of the K-feldspar component being removed. 

This is also true for Iwata and Matsuki (2018) who find sea salt in their samples. It should be 

noted that Iwata and Matsuki (2018) attribute the activity of particles that froze above -30 °C 

to particles that resemble clays in nature. This may then suggest that the K-feldspar component 

was in low concentrations or that it had been deactivated by the presence of solutes from the 

sea salt. It is however hard to say whether the lower than expected activity of the sampled 

mineral dust aerosol was a result of a low K-feldspar content or as a result of the deactivation 

of the mineral particles as a result of the presence of sea salt. A deeper investigation into the 

role of sea salt and K-feldspar would be beneficial to shed light on this topic. 

From GLOMAP simulations it is apparent that the removal of K-feldspar is underrepresented 

in the model. We hypothesise that this is, in part, due to the K-feldspar component being 

overrepresented in the clay size aerosol mode, and so a larger proportion of K-feldspar stays 

suspended for longer. It is hoped that the work presented in chapter three can guide future 

improvements to the GLOMAP model so that it may better represent the removal of K-feldspar 

on transport and thus better simulate INP concentrations in locations such as Barbados. It is 

also apparent that further field studies are needed to provide more evidence for the effect of 

scavenging and ageing processes on transported mineral dusts in order to guide how we handle 

K-feldspar in global aerosol models. If future work can build on these findings and quantify 

the removal of K-feldspar from mineral dusts and the role of ageing processes then it will be 

beneficial for global models in order to more accurately predict INP concentrations.  

5.4    Objective three: Develop an immersion mode instrument capable of detecting 

rare INP 
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In chapter four I present the newly developed large volume assay, the IR-NIPI. This instrument 

uses large droplet sizes, 50 µL, and so it is sensitive to rare populations of INP which are low 

in concentration and active at the warmest temperatures (>-15 °C). This was seen by the 

extension of the dataset to warmer temperatures when analysing aerosol collected from Leeds 

city centre. The data collected from a 1 µL instrument (µL-NIPI) was limited to temperatures 

below -12 °C. The IR-NIPI extended this dataset to include INPs active at -5 °C and one and a 

half orders of magnitude lower in concentration. The benefit of accessing these high 

temperature regimes is reflected by the recent surge in the use of large volume assays (Beall et 

al., 2017, Kunert et al., 2018, David et al., 2019). 

Both vertical (Beall et al., 2017) and horizontal temperature gradients (David et al., 2019) 

across an array of large volume droplets have been noted in the literature. The use of an infrared 

camera in the IR-NIPI allowed for the individual monitoring of temperature for droplets in a 

mutliwell plate which reduced the bias in temperature measurements as a result of a horizontal 

gradient across the cold plate. Other groups in the ice nucleation community may look to use 

infrared technology in a similar way as it removes the uncertainty from horizontal gradients 

from the experiment. The use of feldspar chips at the base of the droplets in the IR-NIPI 

suggests a minor influence of the vertical gradient on the temperature measurement of freezing 

events and it was found to be within the uncertainties of the experiment. However, these 

gradients will become problematic if larger droplets were to be used which may become an 

issue as experiments look to reach even rarer INP active at higher temperatures. 

The introduction of a novel temperature calibration, using the ice-liquid equilibrium as a 

calibration point, gave accurate temperature measurements with an error of ±0.9 °C. This 

calibration could be beneficial to other ice nucleation assays as no experimental setup self-

calibrates for every new experiment or has a unique calibration for every droplet. This novel 

calibration method would be of particular use to the setup of (Zaragotas et al., 2016) as they 

use an infrared camera. The instrument presented in Zaragotas et al. (2016) was limited by the 

use of a factory standard calibration which had large errors and was not routinely calibrated. 

It should be highlighted that even with a robust temperature measurement a discrepancy in the 

freezing temperatures for NX-illite suspensions was seen in the IR-NIPI. Upon dilution of the 

NX-illite suspension the temperature at which the droplets froze did not decrease as expected. 
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From vigorous temperature calibrations I ruled out an error in the temperature measurement of 

the system. By gravimetrically weighing suspensions rather than diluting a stock suspension I 

was able to mitigate this discrepancy. I attribute this discrepancy on dilution to the uneven 

distribution of particles in the dilutions/droplets which is dependent on the material. This 

material dependency may be due to the size distribution of the material or the way in which it 

flocculates in suspension. When probing literature data this discrepancy is seen in other large 

volume instruments (Beall et al., 2017; David et al., 2019) and so forms an interesting problem 

which relates to the volume of the droplets in the instrument and the material investigated. This 

problem has been tentatively presented in the literature with no study addressing this issue head 

on. The paper presented in chapter four describes this problem in the literature for the first time 

to make other research groups aware of this phenomena. Future studies should aim to explore 

this discrepancy as it may help explain the discrepancies seen between other instruments, i.e. 

wet versus dry dispersion techniques (Hiranuma et al., 2015). 

Finding agreement between instrumental setups is key in order to interpret data from various 

studies. At present there is no robust and routinely used standard material in the ice-nucleating 

community. Currently, the most commonly used material is NX-illite. However, NX-illite is a 

mixture of various minerals which may not be homogenously distributed through a batch of 

samples. This poses issues when considering, for example, that the ice-nucleating ability of a 

sample of clay with 1 wt% K-feldspar opposed to 0.1wt% K-feldspar would lead to one order 

of magnitude difference in measured activity. I propose that a standard material which is 

homogenous and well characterised be used as a standard to characterise the various 

instruments. This is a crucial step in then being able to understand the discrepancies in results 

from large volume instruments and smaller volume instruments. 

If the aforementioned volume dependence discrepancy can be understood then the IR-NIPI 

(and other large volume instruments) can be reliably used to extend INP datasets to warmer 

temperatures which becomes particularly important for field studies. With this said, there are 

still improvements which could be made to the IR-NIPI to increase its potential. One of the 

changes I would like to make to the IR-NIPI would be the resolution and specs of the IR 

camera. Currently the resolution is the limiting factor in the number of droplets we can monitor 

at a given time. We could use a variety of multiwell plates and push the number of droplets 
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from 96 droplets to 1536 droplets if the IR camera had sufficient resolution. Increasing the 

resolution and specs of the camera may also help lower the ± 0.9 °C temperature uncertainty. 

If given time I would also like to work on the automation of the system. Ideally, an automatic 

pipetting system could be fitted to the shell of the IR-NIPI to reduce the amount of manual time 

needed per experiment. The custom analysis software could also be integrated into the on board 

computer which is found in the ViaFreeze stirling engine. With more time the custom python 

software could be modified to perform further analysis (e.g. calculate INP concentrations and 

ns) and output graphs for the user to see on the inbuilt screen. Overall, the IR-NIPI is a neat, 

compact system but still has room for further adjustments to improve its usability and 

capabilities. 

5.5    Concluding remarks 

The project detailed above has furthered our understanding of the ice-nucleating ability of 

common components of mineral dusts. Here I have focused on the most common aerosolised 

mineral components and have supported the consensus that K-feldspar dominates the INP 

population in most mineral dusts. It should be considered that there will be instances where 

this may not be the case, for example in dust emissions from volcanic sources where K-feldspar 

is not present. In these instances other mineral components may become important and so a 

deeper understanding of all atmospherically relevant minerals as INPs is important. I have also 

shown that there is the possibility for minerals to lose their ability to nucleate ice and 

highlighted the potential impact of atmospheric processes on mineral INP. 

Using both laboratory and field measurements I have hypothesised that long range transport of 

a mineral dust leads to the removal of the K-feldspar component and therefore results in a 

decrease in the ice-nucleating ability of a mineral dust on transport. The effect of sea salt and 

acid ageing is still unclear and further investigations are needed to determine whether 

atmospheric solutes and acids play a role in the deactivation of mineral dusts. Further field 

studies are then needed to provide information on the effect of transportation on mineral dusts.  

With this in mind I have developed the IR-NIPI instrument which may be deployed in future 

campaigns to extend INP datasets to lower concentrations of INP active at warmer temperatures 

than are currently observable in the μL-NIPI setup. However, there is a large volume 
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discrepancy for some materials seen in the IR-NIPI (and other instruments in the literature) 

which is not currently understood. This issue should be investigated and resolved in order to 

confidently use these instruments for certain materials. 
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Not all feldspars are equal: a survey of ice nucleating properties across the feldspar 

group of minerals 
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Abstract  

Mineral dust particles from wind-blown soils are known to act as effective ice nucleating 

particles in the atmosphere and are thought to play an important role in the glaciation of mixed 

phase clouds. Recent work suggests that feldspars are the most efficient nucleators of the 

minerals commonly present in atmospheric mineral dust. However, the feldspar group of 

minerals is complex, encompassing a range of chemical compositions and crystal structures. 

To further investigate the ice-nucleating properties of the feldspar group we measured the ice 

nucleation activities of 15 characterised feldspar samples. We show that alkali feldspars, in 

particular the potassium feldspars, generally nucleate ice more efficiently than feldspars in the 

plagioclase series which contain significant amounts of calcium. We also find that there is 

variability in ice nucleating ability within these groups. While five out of six potassium-rich 

feldspars have a similar ice nucleating ability, one potassium rich feldspar sample and one 

sodium-rich feldspar sample were significantly more active. The hyper-active Na-feldspar  was 

found to lose activity with time suspended in water with a decrease in mean freezing 

temperature of about 16°C over 16 months; the mean freezing temperature of the hyper-active 

K-feldspar decreased by 2°C over 16 months, whereas the ‘standard’ K-feldspar did not change 

activity within the uncertainty of the experiment. These results, in combination with a review 

of the available literature data, are consistent with the previous findings that potassium 

feldspars are important components of arid or fertile soil dusts for ice nucleation.  However, 
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we also show that there is the possibility that some alkali feldspars may have enhanced ice 

nucleating abilities, which could have implications for prediction of ice nucleating particle 

concentrations in the atmosphere.   

 

1 Introduction 

Clouds containing supercooled liquid water play an important role in our planet’s climate and 

hydrological cycle, but the formation of ice in these clouds remains poorly understood (Hoose 

and Möhler, 2012). Cloud droplets can supercool to below -35°C in the absence of particles 

capable of nucleating ice (Riechers et al., 2013;Herbert et al., 2015), hence clouds are sensitive 

to the presence of ice nucleating particles (INPs). A variety of aerosol types have been 

identified as INPs (Murray et al., 2012;Hoose and Möhler, 2012) , but mineral dusts from 

deserts are thought to be important INPs over much of the globe and in a variety of cloud types 

(DeMott et al., 2003;Hoose et al., 2008;Hoose et al., 2010;Niemand et al., 2012;Atkinson et 

al., 2013). 

Atmospheric mineral dusts are composed of weathered mineral particles from rocks and soils, 

and are predominantly emitted to the atmosphere in arid regions such as the Sahara (Ginoux et 

al., 2012). The composition and relative concentrations of dust varies spatially and temporally 

but it is generally made up of only a handful of dominant minerals. The most common 

components of dust reflect the composition of the continental crust and soil cover, with clay 

minerals, feldspars and quartz being major constituents. Until recently, major emphasis for 

research has been placed on the most common minerals in transported atmospheric dusts, the 

clays. It has now been shown that, when immersed in water, the feldspar component nucleates 

ice much more efficiently than the other main minerals that make up typical desert dust 

(Atkinson et al., 2013;Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014;O'Sullivan et al., 2014;Niedermeier et al., 

2015;Zolles et al., 2015). This is an important finding as it has been demonstrated that feldspar 

is a common component of aerosolised mineral dusts (Glaccum and Prospero, 1980;Kandler et 

al., 2009;Kandler et al., 2011;Atkinson et al., 2013;Perlwitz et al., 2015). Feldspar particles in 

the atmosphere tend to be larger than clay particles and so will have shorter lifetimes in the 

atmosphere, however aerosol modelling work has suggested that feldspar particles can account 
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for many observations of INP concentrations around the world (Atkinson et al., 2013). Work 

conducted below water saturation using a continuous  flow diffusion chamber has also 

concluded that feldspars, particularly orthoclase feldspars, nucleate ice at lower relative 

humidity in the deposition mode than other common dust minerals (Yakobi-Hancock et al., 

2013). While all available evidence indicates that feldspars are very effective INPs, it must also 

be recognised that feldspars are a group of minerals with differing compositions and crystal 

structures. Therefore, in this study we examine immersion mode ice nucleation by a range of 

feldspar samples under conditions pertinent to mixed phase clouds.  

An additional motivation is that determining the nature of nucleation sites is of significant 

fundamental mechanistic interest and is likely to help with further understanding of ice 

nucleation in the atmosphere (Vali, 2014;Freedman, 2015;Slater et al., 2015). By characterising 

a range of feldspars and associating them with differences in ice nucleation activity it might be 

possible to build understanding of the ice nucleation sites on feldspars. Some work has been 

conducted in this area already. Augustin-Bauditz et al. (2014) concluded that microcline 

nucleates ice more efficiently than orthoclase on the basis of ice nucleation results looking at a 

microcline feldspar and several mixed dusts. Zolles et al. (2015) recently found that a 

plagioclase and an albite feldspar nucleated ice less well than a potassium feldspar and 

suggested that the difference in the ice nucleation activity of these feldspars is related to the 

difference in ionic radii of the cations and the local chemical configuration at the surface. They 

suggested that only potassium feldspar will nucleate ice efficiently because the K+ is 

kosmotropic (structure making) in the water hydration shell while Ca2+ and Na+  are chaotropic 

(structure breaking). 

There has been much interest in the study of ice nucleation using molecular dynamics 

simulations (e.g. (Hu and Michaelides, 2007;Cox et al., 2012;Reinhardt and Doye, 2014;Lupi 

and Molinero, 2014;Lupi et al., 2014;Zielke et al., 2015;Cox et al., 2015a, b;Fitzner et al., 

2015). To date there has been little overlap between work of this nature and laboratory 

experiments. This has been due to difficulties in conducting experiments on similar timescales 

and spatial extents between real-world and computational systems. While these obstacles are 

likely to remain in place for some time, the feldspars may offer the opportunity to address this 

deficit by providing qualitative corroboration between computational and laboratory results. 
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For instance, it may be possible to study ice nucleation on different types of feldspar 

computationally. If differences in nucleation rate observed also occur in the laboratory greater 

weight may be placed on mechanisms determined by such studies and so a mechanistic 

understanding of ice nucleation may be built up. 

In this paper we have surveyed 15 feldspar samples with varying composition for their ice 

nucleating ability in the immersion mode. It will be shown that feldspars rich in alkali metal 

cations tend to be much better at nucleating ice than those rich in calcium.  First, we introduce 

the feldspar group of minerals. 

 

 

2 The feldspar group of minerals 

The feldspars are tectosilicates (also called framework silicates) with a general formula of 

XAl(Si,Al)Si2O8, where X is usually potassium, sodium or calcium (Deer et al., 1992). Unlike 

clays, which are phyllosilicates (or sheet silicates), tectosilicates are made up of three 

dimensional frameworks of silica tetrahedra. Substitution of Si with Al in the structure is charge 

balanced by cation addition or replacement within the cavities in the framework. This leads to 

a large variability of composition in the feldspars and means that most feldspars in rocks have 

compositions between end-members of sodium-, calcium- or potassium-feldspars (Deer et al., 

1992;Wenk and Bulakh, 2004). A ternary representation of feldspar compositions is shown in 

Figure 1. All feldspars have very similar crystal structures, but the presence of different ions 

and degrees of disorder related to the conditions under which they crystallised from the melt 

(lava or magma) yields subtle differences which can result in differing symmetry.  

There are three polymorphs (minerals with the same composition, but different crystal 

structure) of the potassium end-member, which are microcline, orthoclase and sanidine. The 

polymorphs become more disordered in terms of Al placement in the tetrahedra from 

microcline to sanidine, respectively. The structures of feldspars which form from a melt vary 

according to their cooling rate. If cooling is fast (volcanic), sanidine is preserved. If cooling is 

slow, in some granites for example, microcline may be formed. Feldspars formed in 

metamorphic rocks have high degrees of Al/Si order. The sodium end-member of the feldspars 
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is albite and the calcium end-member is anorthite. Feldspars with compositions between 

sodium and calcium form a solid solution and are collectively termed the plagioclase feldspars 

with specific names for different composition ranges. Feldspars between sodium and potassium 

end-members are collectively termed the alkali feldspars and can be structurally complex. A 

solid solution series exists between high albite and sanidine (‘high’ refers to high temperature 

character which is preserved on fast cooling), but not between low albite and microcline (‘low’ 

refers to low temperature character which is indicative of slow cooling rates). In contrast to the 

series between sodium and calcium, and sodium and potassium, there are no feldspars between 

calcium and potassium end-members because calcium and potassium ions do not actively 

substitute for one another within the framework lattice due their difference in size and ionic 

charge (Deer et al., 1992;Wenk and Bulakh, 2004).  

There is limited information about the composition of airborne atmospheric mineral dusts 

(Glaccum and Prospero, 1980;Kandler et al., 2007;Kandler et al., 2009); where mineralogy is 

reported the breakdown of the feldspar family has only been done in a limited way. Atkinson 

et al. (2013) compiled the available measurements and grouped them into K-feldspars and 

plagioclase feldspars (see the Supplementary Table 1 in Atkinson et al. (2013)).  This 

compilation indicates that the feldspar type is highly variable in atmospheric dusts, with K-

feldspars ranging from 1 to 25% by mass (with a mean of 5%) and plagioclase feldspars ranging 

from 1 to 14% (with a mean of 7%).  The feldspar component of airborne dusts is highly 

variable and the nucleating ability of the various components needs to be investigated. 

In order to aid the discussion and representation of the data we have grouped the feldspars into 

three groups: the plagioclase feldspars (not including albite), albite (the sodium rich corner of 

the ternary diagram) and potassium (K-) feldspars (microcline, sanidine and orthoclase). The 

K-feldspars contain varying amounts of sodium, but their naming is determined by their crystal 

structure. We also collectively refer to albite and potassium feldspars as alkali feldspars.  

 

3 Samples and sample preparation 

A total of 15 feldspars were sourced for this study. Details of the plagioclase feldspars tested 

are in Table 1 and details of the alkali feldspars are in Table 2. We have made use of a series 
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of characterised plagioclase feldspars which were assembled for previous studies (Carpenter et 

al., 1985;Carpenter, 1986;Carpenter, 1991). The other samples were sourced from a range of 

repositories, detailed in Tables 1 and 2. The naming convention we have used in this paper is 

to state the identifier of the specific sample followed by the mineral name.  For example, BCS 

376 microcline is a microcline sample from the Bureau of Analysed Samples with sample code 

376.  In other cases, such as Amelia Albite, the sample is from a traceable source and is 

commonly referred to with this name and when a code is used, such as 97490 plagioclase, the 

code links to the cited publications. 

Anorthite glass and synthetic anorthite ANC 68 were tested for ice nucleating efficiency to 

investigate the impact of crystal structure in feldspar. The anorthite glass was produced by 

Carpenter (1991) by melting natural calcite with reagent grade SiO2 and Al2O3 at 1680°C for 

3 hours. The melt was then stirred before air cooling. The resulting glass was then annealed at 

800°C to relieve internal stresses. The composition of the resulting glass was shown to be 

stoichiometric CaAl2Si2O8. Synthetic anorthite ANC 68 was produced by heating a sample of 

this glass to 1400°C for 170 hours. As these two samples are chemically identical, differing 

only in that one is amorphous and the other crystalline, comparison of the ice nucleating 

efficiency of the two samples has the potential to reveal information about the impact of 

feldspar crystal structure on ice nucleating efficiency. Feldspars 148559, 21704a, 67796b and 

97490 plagioclase and Amelia albite are natural samples that form a solid solution series 

covering the plagioclase series from nearly pure anorthite to nearly pure albite as seen in Table 

1.  

The alkali feldspars used here have not previously been characterised. Rietveld refinement of 

powder XRD patterns was carried out using TOtal Pattern Analysis Solutions (TOPAS) to 

determine the phase of the feldspar present. The results of this process are presented in Table 

2.  The surface areas of all the feldspars were measured by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

nitrogen gas adsorption (see Sect. 4). All samples, unless otherwise stated, were ground to 

reduce the particle size and increase the specific surface area using a mortar and pestle which 

were scrubbed with pure quartz then cleaned with deionised water and methanol before use. 

Grinding of most samples was necessary in order to make the particles small enough for our 

experiments. Amelia albite was the only material tested both in an unground state (or at least 
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not a freshly ground state) and a freshly ground state. Suspensions of known concentration 

were made up gravimetrically using Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ.cm). Except where stated 

otherwise the suspensions were then mixed for a few minutes using magnetic stirrers prior to 

use in ice nucleation experiments. 

The activity of Amelia albite and TUD #3 microcline decrease during repeat experiments 

conducted approximately 30 minutes after initial experiments. Based on this observation three 

samples, the BCS 376 microcline, ground Amelia albite and TUD #3 microcline, were tested 

for changes in ice nucleating efficiency with time, when left in suspension at room temperature. 

BCS 376 microcline was chosen as it has been previously studied and the activity decrease was 

not seen on the time scale of ~ 30 minutes previously. Ice nucleation efficiency was quantified 

at intervals over 11 days. Between experiments the suspensions were left at room temperature 

without stirring and then stirred to re-suspend the particulates for the ice nucleation 

experiments. Suspensions of the three dusts were also tested 16 months after initial experiments 

were performed to determine the long term impact of contact with water on ice nucleation 

efficiency. 

 

4 Experimental method and data analysis 

In order to quantify the efficiency with which a range of feldspar dusts nucleate ice we made 

use of the microliter Nucleation by Immersed Particle Instrument (µl-NIPI). This system has 

been used to make numerous ice nucleation measurements in the past  and has been described 

in detail by Whale et al. (2015). Briefly, 1 ± 0.025 µl droplets of an aqueous suspension, 

containing a known mass concentration of feldspar particles are pipetted onto a hydrophobic 

coated glass slide. This slide is placed on a temperature controlled stage and cooled from room 

temperature at a rate of 5 °C min-1 to 0 °C and then at 1 °C min-1 until all droplets are frozen.  

Dry nitrogen is flowed over the droplets at 0.2 l min-1 to prevent frozen droplets from affecting 

neighbouring liquid droplets, droplets evaporate slowly during experiments however this has 

been shown to have no detectable effect on freezing temperatures (Whale et al., 2015). Whale 

et al. (2015) demonstrated that a dry nitrogen flow prevents condensation and frost 

accumulating on the glass slide so ice from a frozen droplet cannot trigger freezing in 
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neighbouring droplets. Freezing is observed with a digital camera, allowing determination of 

the fraction of droplets frozen as a function of temperature. Multiple experiments have been 

combined to produce single sets of data for each mineral. Suspensions of the feldspars were 

made up gravimetrically and specific surface areas of the samples were measured using the 

Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) N2 adsorption method using a Micromeritics TriStar 3000. 

Here the µl-NIPI technique is used to for immersion mode nucleation experiments. 

To allow comparison of the ability of different materials to nucleate ice, the number of active 

sites is normalised to the surface area available for nucleation. This yields the ice nucleation 

active site density, 𝑛s(𝑇). 𝑛s(𝑇) is the number of ice nucleating sites that become active per 

surface area on cooling from 0°C to temperature T and can be calculated using (Connolly et 

al., 2009): 

𝑛(𝑇)

𝑁
= 1 − exp(−𝑛s(𝑇)𝐴)                                                                                     (1) 

Where n(T) is the number of droplets frozen at temperature T, N is the total number of droplets 

in the experiment and A is the surface area of nucleator per droplet.  

Active sites may be related to imperfections in a crystal structure, such as cracks or defects, or 

may be related to the presence of quantities of other more active materials located in specific 

locations at a surface.  While the fundamental nature of active sites is not clear, and may be 

different for different materials, ns is a pragmatic parameter which allows us to empirically 

define the ice nucleating efficiency of a range of materials (Vali, 2014). 

This description is site specific and does not include time dependence. The role of time 

dependence in ice nucleation has recently been extensively discussed (Vali, 2014;Vali et al., 

2014;Vali, 2008;Herbert et al., 2014;Wright et al., 2013). For feldspar (at least for BCS 376 

microcline) it is thought that the time dependence of nucleation is relatively weak and that the 

particle to particle, or active site to active site, variability is much more important (Herbert et 

al., 2014). The implication of this is that specific sites on the surface of most nucleators, 

including feldspars, nucleate ice more efficiently than the majority of the surface. As this study 

is aimed at comparing and assessing the relative ice nucleating abilities of different feldspars 

we have not determined the time dependence of observed ice nucleation in this work, although 

this would be an interesting topic for future study.  
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By assuming that the BET surface area of the feldspar powders is made up of monodisperse 

particles it can be estimated that droplets containing 1 wt% of feldspar will each contain around 

106 particles. While there will be a distribution of particle sizes we assume that there are enough 

particles per droplet that the uncertainty in surface area per droplet due to the distribution of 

particles through the droplets is negligible. In contrast, it has been suggested that ice nucleation 

data could be explained by variability of nucleator surface area through the droplet population 

(Alpert and Knopf, 2016).  Our assumption that each droplet contains a representative surface 

area is supported by our previous work where we show that ns derived from experiments with 

a range of feldspar concentrations are consistent with one another (Whale et al., 2015;Atkinson 

et al., 2013). If the particles were distributed through the droplets in such a way that some 

droplet contained a much larger surface area of feldspar than others we would expect the slope 

of ns with temperature to be artificially shallow. The slope would be artificially shallow because 

droplets containing more than the average feldspar surface area would tend to freeze at higher 

temperatures and vice versa. However, the fact that ns data for droplets made from suspensions 

made up with a wide range of different feldspar concentrations all line up shows that the droplet 

to droplet variability in feldspar surface area is minor (Atkinson et al., 2013;Whale et al., 2015). 

Hence, the droplet to droplet variability in feldspar surface area is neglected and the uncertainty 

in surface area per droplet in these experiments is estimated from the uncertainties in weighing, 

pipetting and specific surface area of the feldspars. Indeed, Murray et al (2011) found that even 

with picolitre droplets containing 10’s of particles per droplet median nucleation temperatures 

scaled well with surface area per droplet calculated in the way used in this work. 

In order to estimate the uncertainty in 𝑛s(𝑇) due to the randomness of the distribution of the 

active sites in droplet freezing experiments, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations. Wright 

and Petters (2013) previously adopted a similar approach to simulate the distribution of active 

sites in droplet freezing experiments.  In these simulations, we generate a list of possible values 

for the number of active sites per droplet (µ). The theoretical relationship between the fraction 

of droplets frozen and µ can be derived from the Poisson distribution: 

𝑛(𝑇)

𝑁
= 1 − exp(−µ)                                                                                               (2) 
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The simulation works in the following manner. First, we take a value of µ and we simulate a 

corresponding random distribution of active sites through the droplet population for an 

experiment. Every droplet containing one or more active sites is then considered to be frozen. 

In this way, we can obtain a simulated value of the fraction frozen for a certain value of µ. 

Repeating this process many times and for all the possible values of µ, we obtain a distribution 

of possible values of µ that can explain each value of the observed fraction frozen. This 

resulting distribution is neither Gaussian nor symmetric, so in order to propagate the 

uncertainty to 𝑛s(𝑇) values, we take the following steps. First, we generate random values of 

µ following the corresponding previously simulated distribution for each value of the fraction 

frozen. Then, we simulate random values of A following a Gaussian distribution centred on the 

value derived from the specific surface area per droplet with the standard deviation derived 

from the uncertainty in droplet volume and specific surface area.  We assume that each droplet 

contains a representative surface area distribution as discussed above. This process results in 

two distributions, one for A and one for µ, with these distributions we can calculate the resultant 

distribution of 𝑛s(𝑇)values, and from that distribution we obtain the 95% confidence interval. 

 

5 Results and discussion 

 

5.1  Ice nucleation efficiencies of plagioclase and alkali feldspars 

Droplet fraction frozen from µl-NIPI for the 15 feldspar samples are shown in Figure 2. The 

values of ns(T) derived from these experiments are shown in Figure 3 along with the 𝑛s(𝑇) 

parameterisation from Atkinson et al. (2013) for BCS 376 microcline. The various groups of 

feldspars are indicated by colour which corresponds to the regions of the phase diagram in 

Figure 1. We define potassium (K-) feldspars (red) as those rich in K including microcline, 

orthoclase and sanidine; the Na end-member is albite (green); and plagioclase series feldspars 

(blue) are a solid solution between albite and the calcium end-member, anorthite.  

Out of the six K-feldspars studied, five fall on or near the line defined by Atkinson et al. (2013). 

These include three microcline samples and one sanidine sample, which have different crystal 

structures. Sanidine has disordered Al atoms, microcline has ordered Al atoms and orthoclase 
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has intermediate order; these differences result in differences in symmetry and hence space 

group (see Tables 1 and 2). The freezing results indicate that Al disordering does not play an 

important role in nucleation for the analysed weight concentration range. However, one K-

feldspar sample, TUD#3 microcline, was substantially more active.  This indicates that crystal 

structure and composition are not the only factors dictating the ice nucleating ability of K-

feldspars.  

All plagioclase feldspars tested were less active ice nucleators than the K-feldspars which were 

tested. There was relatively little variation in the ice nucleation activities of the plagioclase 

solid solution series characterised by Carpenter (1986) and Carpenter et al. (1985). For 

instance, of those feldspars that possess the plagioclase structure, greater sodium content does 

not systematically increase effectiveness of ice nucleation. Overall, the results for plagioclase 

feldspars indicate that they have an ice nucleating ability much smaller than that of the K-

feldspars.  

It is also interesting to note that the ANC 68 synthetic anorthite had different nucleating 

properties to the anorthite glass from which it was crystallised (and had the same composition). 

The ANC 68 synthetic anorthite sample has a much more shallow ns(T) curve than the glass. 

This is noteworthy, because the composition of these two materials is identical, but the phase 

of the material is different. It demonstrates that crystallinity is not required to cause nucleation, 

but the presence of crystallinity can provide rare active sites which can trigger nucleation at 

much higher temperatures. In a future study it would be interesting to attempt to probe the 

nature of these active sites.  

We tested three predominantly Na-feldspars (albites). Amelia albite was found to be highly 

active, approaching that of TUD#3 microcline. The others, BCS 375 albite, and TUD#2 albite 

were less active, intermediate between the K-feldspars and plagioclase feldspars.  

To ensure that the high activity of Amelia albite and microcline TUD#3 was not caused by 

contamination from biological INPs the samples were heated to 100°C in Milli-Q water for 15 

minutes. This treatment will disrupt any protein based nucleators present (O′Sullivan et al., 

2015). No significant reduction in freezing temperatures (beyond what would be expected from 

the activity decay described in Sect. 5.2) was observed suggesting that the highly active INPs 
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present are associated with the feldspars rather than biological protein contamination. Certain 

biological nucleators have been observed to retain their ice nucleating activity despite heat 

treatment of this type (Pummer et al., 2012;O'Sullivan et al., 2014;Tobo et al., 2014) however, 

to the best of our knowledge, no biological species has been observed to nucleate ice at such 

warm temperatures after heat treatment. This behaviour does not seem consistent with 

biological nucleators, unless the biological entity is within the Amelia albite particles and is 

somehow dispersed through the particle population during grinding. While we cannot exclude 

the possibility that some unknown biological species is present on microcline TUD#3 and 

Amelia albite it seems more likely that the minerals themselves are responsible for the observed 

ice nucleation activity. Additionally, it is known that certain organic molecules can nucleate 

ice efficiently (Fukuta, 1966). It is not possible to exclude the possibility of the presence of 

these or other, unknown, heat resistant contaminants that nucleate ice very efficiently. 

It has been noted by Vali (2014) that there is an indication that nucleators which are more active 

at higher temperatures tend to have steeper slopes of ln J (nucleation rate). We have observed 

this trend here in the data shown in Figure 3 (𝑛s(𝑇) is proportional to J for a single component). 

The slopes of experiments where freezing occurred at lower temperatures (plagioclases) 

generally being flatter than those where freezing took place at higher temperatures (alkali 

feldspars). Vali (2014) suggests that this maybe the result of different observational methods. 

In this study we have used a single method for all experiments so the trend is unlikely to be 

due to an instrument artefact. The implication is that active sites with lower activity tend to be 

more diverse in nature. This may indicate that there are fewer possible ways to compose an 

active site that is efficient at nucleating ice and that there will be less variation in these sites as 

a result. The active sites of lower activity may take a greater range of forms and so encompass 

a greater diversity of freezing temperatures. The lower diversity in the sites active at higher 

temperatures may explain the steep slopes in ns seen, however it should be noted that classical 

nucleation theory also predicts steeper slopes at higher temperatures assuming a single contact 

angle. 

To summarise, plagioclase feldspars tend to have relatively poor ice nucleating abilities, all K-

feldspars we tested are relatively good at nucleating ice and the albites are variable in their 

nucleating activity. Out of the six K-feldspars tested, five have very similar activities and are 
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well approximated by the parameterisation of Atkinson et al. (2013) in the temperature-ns 

regime we investigated here. However, we have identified two alkali feldspar samples, one K-

feldspar and one albite, which are much more active than the others indicating that a factor or 

factors other than the polymorph or composition determines the efficiency of alkali feldspars 

as ice nucleators.  

5.2 The stability of active sites  

It was observed that the ice nucleation activity of ground Amelia albite and ground TUD #3 

microcline declined over the course of ~30 minutes. Only the initial run is shown in Figure 3 

where the feldspar had spent only about 10 minutes in suspension. This decay in activity over 

the course of ~30 mins was not seen in the other feldspars. To investigate this effect samples 

of BCS 376 microcline, Amelia albite and TUD #3 microcline were left in water within a sealed 

vial and tested at intervals over the course of 16 months, with a focus on the first 11 days. TUD 

#3 microcline and Amelia albite were chosen for this experiment as they contained highly 

active sites, represented two different types of feldspar and were the only feldspars observed 

to exhibit this rapid decay in activity. BCS 376 microcline was also included in this activity 

decay experiment as it had provided consistent data over repeated runs and served as a standard 

in the Atkinson et al. (2013) paper which could therefore be tested. The results of these 

experiments are shown in Figure 4. The median freezing temperature of the Amelia albite 

sample was most sensitive to time spent in water, decreasing by 8 oC in 11 days and by 16 oC 

in 16 months.   The TUD#3 microcline sample decreased by about 2 oC in 16 months, but the 

freezing temperatures of the BCS 376 did not change significantly over 16 months (within the 

temperature uncertainty of ±0.4°C). Clearly, the stability of the active sites responsible for ice 

nucleation in these samples is highly variable.  

Amelia albite is a particularly interesting case, where the highly active sites are also highly 

unstable. For Amelia albite we observed that the ice nucleation ability of the powder directly 

as supplied (the sample had been ground many years prior to experiments) was much lower 

than the freshly ground sample. The ns values for the ‘as-supplied’ Amelia albite are shown in 

Figure 4. This suggests that the active sites on Amelia albite are unstable and in general are 

sensitive to the history of the sample. We note that from previous work that BCS 376 feldspar 

ground to varied extents nucleates ice similarly (Whale et al., 2015) and we have not observed 
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a decay of active sites of the BCS 376 microcline sample when stored in a dry vial over the 

course of two years. It is also worth noting that freshly ground BCS 376 microcline did not 

nucleate ice as efficiently as Amelia albite or TUD#3 microcline. These results indicate that 

BCS 376 microcline contains very active sites, but that these sites are much more stable than 

those found in Amelia albite. This result is in agreement with the observation that albite 

weathers faster than microcline in soils as Na+ is more readily substituted for hydrogen than K+ 

(Busenberg and Clemency, 1976;Blum, 1994). 

Zolles at al. (2015) have suggested that grinding can lead to active sites being revealed, or the 

enhancement of existing active sites. It was shown in Whale et al. (2015) that differently ground 

samples of BCS 376 microcline nucleate ice similarly. In contrast Hiranuma et al. (2014) show 

that ground hematite nucleates ice more efficiently (normalised to surface area) than cubic 

hematite. The evidence suggests that the ice nucleating efficiencies of different materials 

respond differently to grinding processes. Indeed, it is evident from this study that highly active 

sites in Amelia albite are generated by grinding but lose activity when exposed to liquid water, 

and probably lose activity during exposure to (presumably wet) air, returning to an activity 

level comparable to that of the plagioclase feldspars. TUD#3 microcline also possesses a highly 

active site type sensitive to water exposure but falls back to a level of activity higher than the 

other K-feldspars we have tested. This second, less active site type is shown to be stable in 

water over the course of 16 months. TUD#3 must possess populations of both more active, 

unstable sites and less active (although still relatively active compared to the sites on other K-

feldspars) stable sites. Amelia albite possesses only unstable sites and much less active sites 

similar to those found on the plagioclase feldspars we have tested. 

These results indicate something of the nature of the active sites on feldspars. Throughout this 

paper we refer to nucleation occurring on active sites, or specific sites, on the surface of 

feldspar. It is thought that nucleation by most ice active minerals is consistent with nucleation 

on active sites with a broad spectrum of activities (Marcolli et al., 2007;Lüönd et al., 

2010;Niedermeier et al., 2010;Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014;Herbert et al., 2014;Vali, 

2014;Wex et al., 2014;Wheeler et al., 2015;Hiranuma et al., 2015;Niedermeier et al., 

2015;Hartmann et al., 2016). However, the nature of these active sites is not known.  It is 

postulated that active sites are related to defects in the structure and therefore that each site has 
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a characteristic nucleation ability, producing a spectrum of active sites. Defects are inherently 

less stable than the bulk of the crystal and we might expect these sites to be affected by 

dissolution processes, or otherwise altered, in preference to the bulk of the crystal (Parsons et 

al., 2015). The fact that we observe ice nucleation by populations of active sites with different 

stabilities in water implies that these sites have different physical or chemical characteristics. 

Furthermore, the fact that some populations of active sites are sensitive to exposure to water 

suggests that the history of particles can be critical in determining the ice nucleating ability of 

mineral dusts. This raises the question of whether differences in ice nucleation efficiency 

observed by different instruments (Emersic et al., 2015;Hiranuma et al., 2015), could be related 

to the different conditions particles experience prior to nucleation. 

5.3 Comparison to literature data 

We have compared the 𝑛s(𝑇) values for various feldspars from a range of literature sources 

with data from this study in Figure 5. Inspection of this plot confirms that K-feldspars nucleate 

ice more efficiently than the plagioclase feldspars.  Also, with the exception of the hyper-active 

Amelia albite sample, the K-feldspars are more active than the albites.   

Results for BCS 376 microcline have been reported in several papers (Atkinson et al., 

2013;O'Sullivan et al., 2014;Whale et al., 2015;Emersic et al., 2015). There is a discrepancy 

between the cloud chamber data from Emersic et al. (2015) and the picolitre droplet cold stage 

experiments at around -18°C,  whereas the data at about -25°C are in agreement. Emersic et al. 

(2015) attribute this discrepancy to aggregation of feldspar particles in microlitre scale droplet 

freezing experiments reducing the surface area of feldspar exposed to water leading to a lower 

𝑛s(𝑇) value. It is unlikely that this effect can account for the discrepancy because in the 

temperature range of the Emersic et al. (2015) data the comparison is being made to results 

from picolitre droplet freezing experiments which Emersic et al. (2015) argue should not be 

affected by aggregation because there are not enough particles present in each droplet to result 

in significant aggregation. Atkinson et al. (2013) estimated that on average even the largest 

droplets only contained a few 10s of particles. We also note that our microscope images of 

droplets show many individual particles moving independently around in the picolitre droplets 

in those experiments, indicating that the feldspar grains do not aggregate substantially. Hence, 
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the discrepancy between the data of Emersic et al. (2015) and Atkinson et al. (2013) at around 

-18oC cannot be accounted for by aggregation.  Furthermore, Atkinson et al. (2013) report that 

the surface area determined from the laser diffraction size distribution of BCS 376 microcline 

in suspension is 3.5 times smaller than that derived by the gas adsorption measurements (see 

supplementary Figure 5 in Atkinson et al. (2013) and the corresponding discussion).  This 

difference in surface area can be accounted for by the fact that feldspar grains are not smooth 

spheres, as assumed in the analysis of the laser diffraction data. Feldspar grains are well-known 

to be rough and aspherical (Hodson et al., 1997). Atkinson et al. (2013) also note that the laser 

diffraction technique lacks sensitivity to the smallest particles in the distribution which will 

also lead to an underestimate in surface area. Nevertheless, the data presented by Atkinson et 

al. (2013) suggests that aggregation of feldspar particles leading to reduced surface area is at 

most a minor effect.  As such the discrepancy between different instruments remains 

unexplained and more work is needed on this topic.  

Ice nucleation by single size-selected particles of TUD#1 microcline has been investigated by 

Niedermeier et al. (2015) at temperatures below -23°C. We found that TUD#1 microcline was 

in good agreement with the K-feldspar parameterisation from Atkinson et al. (2013) between 

about -6 and -11°C. Between -23 and -25°C, the ns(T) values produced by Niedermeier et al. 

(2015) are similar (lower by a factor of roughly 4) to that of the Atkinson et al. (2013) 

parameterisation, despite the different sample types. Niedermeier et al. (2015) used the Leipzig 

Aerosol Cloud Interaction Simulator (LACIS), in which they size selected particles, activated 

them to cloud droplets and then quantified the probability of freezing at a particular 

temperature. It is interesting that the Niedermeier et al. (2015) 𝑛s(𝑇) values curve off at lower 

temperatures to a limiting value which they term 𝑛s
∗, indicating that nucleation by K-feldspars 

may hit a maximum value and emphasises why we need to be cautious in extrapolating 𝑛s(𝑇) 

parameterisations beyond the range of experimental data.  

The data for a microcline, a plagioclase (andesine) and albite from Zolles et al. (2015) is 

consistent with our finding that plagioclase feldspars are less effective nucleators than K-

feldspars. It is also consistent with Atkinson et al. (2013) who found that albite is less efficient 

at nucleating ice than microcline. However, the data for K-feldspar from Zolles et al. (2015) 

sits below the line from Atkinson et al. (2013) for BCS 376 microcline and are lower than the 
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points from Niedermeier et al. (2015) for TUD#1 microcline. Their measurements involved 

making up suspensions (2-5wt%)  and then creating a water-in-oil emulsion where droplets 

were between 10-40 µm.  They quote their particle sizes as being between 1-10 µm for the 

feldspars. Atkinson et al. (2013) worked with 0.8 wt% suspensions, with droplets of 9 to 19 

µm where the mode particle size was ~700 nm. Hence, Zolles et al. (2015) worked with more 

concentrated suspensions and larger particles than used by Atkinson et al. (2013). In principle, 

ns should be independent of droplet volume and particle concentration, but differences between 

instruments and methods have been reported (Hiranuma et al., 2015). Additionally, Zolles et 

al. (2015) estimated the surface area of their feldspar particles using a combination of SEM 

images and the BET surface area of quartz. This leads to an unspecified uncertainty in their ns 

values. However, it is not possible to determine whether the observed difference in ns is due to 

differences in the sample or the techniques used, but may mean that certain K-feldspars 

nucleate ice less well than those defined by the Atkinson et al. (2013) line in this temperature 

regime. This would be a very interesting result as it may provide a point of difference that could 

provide insight into why K-feldspars nucleate ice efficiently. There has been relatively little 

work on what makes feldspar a good nucleator of ice. Zolles et al. (2015) suggest that only K-

feldspars will nucleate ice well on the basis that Ca2+ and Na+ are chaotropic (structure breaking 

in water) while K+ is kosmotropic (structure making in water). We have only observed one 

feldspar that contains little K+ but nucleates ice relatively efficiently, Amelia albite. This 

feldspar loses its activity quickly in water and eventually becomes more comparable to the 

plagioclase feldspars. It may be that the strong nucleation observed is associated with the small 

amount of K+ it contains and that once this dissolves away the feldspar behaves like a 

plagioclase.   

Augustin-Bauditz et al. (2014) tentatively concluded that microcline may nucleate ice more 

efficiently than orthoclase at ns(T) values above about 106 cm-2 and at temperatures below -

23oC, the conditions where they performed their measurements.  They arrived at this conclusion 

by noting that NX-illite and Arizona test dust both contain orthoclase (8 and 20%, 

respectively), but the ns(T) values they report for these materials are more than one order less 

than microcline. 
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Within the surface area regime examined in this study we have observed some variability 

amongst the K-feldspars (see Figure 2), but no difference between sanidine and four out of five 

microclines which fall around the line defined by Atkinson et al. (2013). As discussed above, 

the Al in sanidine is the least ordered, with microcline the most ordered and orthoclase at an 

intermediate order, hence we observe no clear dependency on the ordering of Al in K-feldspars. 

Further investigations of the ice nucleating ability of the various K-feldspar phases at low 

temperature would be valuable. We could not do this in the present study with the samples used 

here because we did not have sufficient quantities of the samples.   

 

6 Conclusions 

In this study we have analysed the ice nucleating ability of 15 characterised feldspar samples. 

These minerals include plagioclase feldspars (in the solid solution series between Ca and Na 

end-members), the K-feldspars (sanidine and microcline) and albite (the Na end-member). The 

results indicate that the alkali feldspars, including albite and K-feldspars, tend to nucleate ice 

more efficiently than plagioclase feldspars. The plagioclase feldspars nucleate ice at the lowest 

temperatures with no obvious dependence on the Ca-Na ratio. The albites have a wide variety 

of nucleating abilities, with one sample nucleating ice much more efficiently than the 

microcline sample Atkinson et al. (2013) studied. This hyper-active albite lost its activity over 

time while suspended in water. Five out of six of the K-feldspar samples we studied nucleated 

ice with a similar efficiency to the BCS 376 microcline studied by Atkinson et al. (2013). A 

single K-feldspar we studied had a very high activity, nucleating ice as warm as -2°C in our 

microliter droplet assay.  The striking activity of this hyperactive microcline decayed with time 

spent in water, but not to the same extent as the hyperactive albite sample. While the 

hyperactive sites are sensitive, to varying degrees, to time spent in water, the activity of the 

BCS 376 microcline sample used by Atkinson et al. (Atkinson et al., 2013) did not change 

significantly. We have not excluded the possibility that other entities on the surfaces of the 

feldspar may be responsible for the ice nucleation observed.  

In light of these findings, we suggest that there are at least three classes of active site present 

in the feldspars studied here: i) sites of relatively low activity associated with plagioclase 
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feldspars; ii) sites which are more active associated with K-feldspars that are stable in water 

over the course of many months; iii) hyper-active sites associated with one albite and one K-

feldspar that we studied that loses activity when exposed to water. It is possible that the sites 

of type i are present on the typical K-feldspars, but we do not observe them because ice 

nucleates on more active sites. Whether these different sites are all related to similar features 

on the surfaces or if they are each related to different types of features is not known. 

Nevertheless, it appears that feldspars are characterised by a range of active site types with 

varying stability and activity. 

The specific details of these active sites continue to elude us, although it appears that they are 

only present in alkali feldspars and in particular, the K-feldspars. Unlike the plagioclase 

feldspars which form a solid solution, the Na and K feldspars in alkali feldspars are often 

exsolved, possessing intergrowths of the Na and K feldspars referred to as microtexture 

(Parsons et al., 2015). It is possible that the boundaries between the two phases in the 

intergrowth provide sites for nucleation that are not present in plagioclase feldspars. If the high 

energy defects along exsolution boundaries are responsible for higher ice nucleation activity of 

K-feldspars then this may offer an insight into acid passivation of ice nucleating ability 

observed in laboratory studies (Wex et al., 2014;Augustin-Bauditz et al., 2014).  Berner and 

Holdren (1979) suggest that the acid mediated weathering of feldspar occurs in multiple stages 

and suggest dissolution of feldspars is concentrated at high surface energy sites such as 

dislocations and crystal defects, sites which may be related to ice nucleation. More work is 

needed to explore the significance of exsolution, microtexture and the impact of weathering on 

feldspars with respect to ice nucleation activity. 

In a previous study Atkinson et al. (2013) used an ns(T) parameterisation of a single K-feldspar 

(BCS 376 microcline) to approximate the ice nucleating properties of desert dust in a global 

aerosol model. Given that five out of six of the K-feldspars we studied here have very similar 

ice nucleating abilities, this approximation seems reasonable.  However, we have identified 

two hyper-active feldspars and do not know how representative these samples are of natural 

feldspars in dust emission regions. We also note that the active sites on these feldspars are less 

stable than those of BCS 376 microcline. Nevertheless, there is the possibility that the 
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parameterisation used by Atkinson et al. (2013) underestimates the contribution of feldspars at 

higher temperatures above about -15°C.  

In the longer term it may be possible to identify what it is that leads to the variation in ice 

nucleation activity between the different feldspar classes. In particular, the nature of the active 

sites in the hyper-active feldspars and the reason plagioclase is so much poorer at nucleating 

ice are subjects of interest. The instability of the active sites in the hyperactive feldspars may 

be related to dissolution of feldspar in water and investigation of this process may allow 

progress towards understanding of nucleation by feldspars. The results presented here are 

empirical in nature and do not provide a thorough underpinning understanding of the nature of 

the active sites. Nevertheless, the fact that the feldspar group of minerals have vastly different 

ice nucleating properties despite possessing very similar crystal structures may provide us with 

a means of gaining a fundamental insight to heterogeneous ice nucleation. 
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Figure 5: The ternary composition diagram for the feldspars group based on similar 

figures in the literature (Wittke and Sykes, 1990;Deer et al., 1992).  
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Figure 6: Droplet fraction frozen as a function of temperature for 1 wt% suspensions of 

ground powders of various feldspar samples. The K-feldspars are coloured red, the 

plagioclase feldspars are coloured blue, the albites are coloured green and the feldspar 

glass is coloured black.  A fit to the background freezing of pure MilliQ water in the µl-

NIPI instrument used by Umo et al. (2015) is also included. The shaded area around this 

fit shows 95% confidence intervals for the fit. It can be seen that all the feldspar samples 

tested nucleate ice more efficiently than the background freezing of the instrument.   
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Figure 7: Ice nucleation efficiency expressed as ns (T) for the various feldspars tested in 

this study. The K-feldspars are coloured red, the plagioclase feldspars are coloured blue, 

the albites are coloured green and the feldspar glass is coloured black. Except for Amelia 

albite and TUD#1 microcline all samples were tested twice and the data from the two runs 

combined.   Sample information can be found in tables 1 and 2. Temperature uncertainty 

is ±0.4°C. Y-Error bars calculated using the Poisson Monte Carlo procedure described 

in Sect. 4. Data points with large uncertainties greater than an order of magnitude have 

been removed, these are invariably the first one or two freezing events of a given 

experiment. For clarity error bars have only been included on a selection of datasets 
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(TUD#3 microcline, LD1 microcline, BCS 375 albite and 67796b plagioclase). The error 

bars shown are typical.  

 

 

Figure 8: (a) The dependence of ns on time spent in water for three feldspar samples. The 

time periods indicate how long samples were left in contact with water. Fresh samples 

were tested minutes after preparation of suspensions. Note that ice nucleation 

temperatures of BCS 376 are almost the same after 16 months in water while those of 

Amelia albite decreases by around 16°C. TUD #3 microcline loses activity quickly in the 

first couple of days of exposure to water but total decrease in nucleation temperatures 

after 16 months is only around 2°C. (b) Median freezing temperature against time left in 

suspension for BCS 376 microcline, TUD#3 microcline and Amelia albite. 
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Figure 9: Comparison of literature data from Atkinson et al. (2013), Emersic et al. (2015), 

Niedermeier et al. (2015) and Zolles et al. (2015) with data from this study. Feldspars are 

coloured according to their composition, as in Figure 3. 0.1 wt% data for Amelia albite 

and LD1 microcline, which is not shown in figure 3, has been included. Where samples 

are known to lose activity with time the most active runs have been shown. Note that data 

from Niedermeier et al. (2015) includes some data from Augustin-Bauditz et al. (2014).  
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Table 1. Plagioclase feldspars used in this study.  

 

Sample Composition* Source location Source of 

composition/

phase data 

Space group P

o

i

n

t 

g

r

o

u

p 

Crystal 

system 

Anorthite 

glass  

An100 Synthetic sample (Carpenter, 

1991) 

- - - 

ANC 68  

 

An100 Synthetic sample (Carpenter, 

1991) 

describes 

similar 

feldspars 

P1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

148559  An99.5Ab0.5 University of 

Cambridge mineral 

collection 

----- P1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

21704a  An86Ab14 Viakfontein, 

Bushveld complex, 

Transvaal (Harker 

collection no. 21704) 

(Carpenter et 

al., 1985) 

P1̅-𝐼1̅ 

 

1̅ triclinic 

Surt M  An64Ab36 Surtsey (no. 7517, 

Iceland Natural 

History Museum) 

Phenocrysts from 

volcanic ejecta 

(Carpenter, 

1986) 

C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 
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67796b  

 

An60Or1Ab39 Gulela Hills, 

Tanzania (Harker 

collection no. 67796) 

(Carpenter et 

al., 1985) 

Incommen-

surate order 

- triclinic 

97490  An27Or1Ab71 Head of Little Rock 

Creek, Mitchell co., 

N. Carolina (P. Gay, 

U.S.N.M. no. 97490) 

(Carpenter et 

al., 1985) 

Incommen-

surate order 

- triclinic 

 

*This refers to the chemical makeup of the feldspars. An stands for anorthite, the calcium end-

member, Ab stands for albite, the sodium end-member and Or stands for orthoclase, the 

potassium end-member. 

 

Table 2. Alkali feldspars used in this study. 

Sample Dominant 

feldspar phase 

Source location Source of 

compositio

n/phase 

data 

Space 

group 

Point 

group 

Crystal 

system 

LD1 microcline microcline University of Leeds 

rock collection 

XRD C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

LD2 sanidine  sanidine University of Leeds 

rock collection 

XRD C2/m 2/m monoclin

ic 

LD3 microcline microcline University of Leeds 

rock collection 

XRD C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

BCS 376 

microcline 

microcline Bureau of Analysed 

Samples Ltd 

Reference 

sample/XR

D 

(Atkinson 

et al., 2013) 

C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

Amelia Albite 

(un-ground) 

albite Amelia Courthouse, 

Amelia Co., 

(Carpenter 

et al., 1985) 

C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 



229  

 

 

 

 

 

Virginia (Harker 

mineral collection) 

Amelia Albite 

ground 

albite Amelia Courthouse, 

Amelia Co., 

Virginia (Harker 

mineral collection) 

(Carpenter 

et al., 1985) 

C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

TUD#1 

microcline 

microcline Minas Gerais, 

Brazil 

XRD C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

TUD#2 albite albite* Norway XRD C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

TUD#3 

microcline 

microcline Mt. Maloso, Malawi XRD C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

BCS 375 albite albite Bureau of Analysed 

Samples Ltd 

Reference 

sample/XR

D 

(Atkinson 

et al., 2013) 

C1̅ 1̅ triclinic 

* We note that the XRD pattern was also consistent with oligoclase, which is close to albite in 

composition. The identification of albite is consistent with that of Alexei Kiselev (Personal 

communication).  

 


